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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY g,

. .

In a society that is becoming increasingly information dependent,
there are few libraries, however well.-funded and managed, that are capable
of meeting all the information needs of their constituents.

There isr increased access to information for library users when
libraries agree to cooperate with.each other to share their resources.
Resource sharing is no longer supplempntal to local library operations, but
has become a basic element. A network of resource Sharing cooperatives
would increase the effectiveness of locally-based efforts, particularly
when founded upon use of automated technologies.

The overall goal for meeting information needs is:

To provide every resident of Massachusetts with equal
opportunity to access that part of the total informa-

tion resource which will satisfy the individual's edu-7
cational, occupational, cultural. and 'recreational
needs and interests, regardless of the individual's
location, socio-economic tatus. possible physical
disability, or level of intellectual achievement.

One of the objectives relating to the overall goal for,meeting needs
Is concerned with resource sharing:

Increase citizens' access to Massachusetts information
resources by sharing resources as broadly and effec-
tively as possible:

Librarians today acknowledge the imposstbilitY%of maintaining compre-
hensive collections and'providing totally comprehensive services to their
users based upon th,e resources of a single linrary. A goal of resource
sharing is maximum availability of materials and services at minimum cost.
The emphasis is on access to -infoemation rather than ownership of
materials. ResourCe sharing arrangements among libraries, prOvide the
library user with access-to resources beyond the local collection.

In its simplest definition, a library network is a mechanism which
facilitates the sharing of resources among libr4ries.for the mutual benefit
of their clienteles. Objectives of a network can be summarized briefly:

shared access to collections through expanded interlibrary loan
and borrowing privileges
coordinated collection development to avoid unnecessary duplica-
tion of materials

- shared access to bibliographic data
continuing education and development of technical expertise of
staff members

The computer's role in networking for resource sharing is one of
mediation between the need on one hand to economize, and the need on the
other hand to expand services in light of ever-increasing demands from
users. The primary reason to. utilize automation for resource sharing is

'that computers provide the.necessary processing 'capabilities required foi-
. effective and efficient retrieval in terms of response time, storage

capacity, and the necessary linkage and switching between components.
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Essontraily, automated resource sharing- networks are established to
provide col ler:tivel y three. activities related to the goals of increased

.,

access and cost-effectiveness:

1. search services - database files which provide the searcher with

bibliographic citations and/cr abstracts of'resources indexed in
the database, 6q.afull dscument text, such as articles, transpor-
tation schedule, current news stories.

2. cataloging/interlibrary loan service's (ILL)- database:files of
shared machine-readable bibliographic' records which-are created*

by libraries during the cataloging process and which.inOcate
library ownership; these files may be searched for interlibrary
loan purposes.

3. circulation /interlibrary loan services (1LL)- database files of

machine-readable bibliographic records which not only indicate

ownership but also current availability status (on the shelf wand

available for loan, in circulation, or,on'the shelf for reference

use) to the requester.

Principles

These principles are considered the basic attriblutes of a resource

sharipg network In Massachusetts:

1. Each individual has the right to access the information that meets

his or her needs.

2. All'network services should be provided at ,a level %of operation as

close e-to the user as possible. A local library should be the user's most

efficient and appropriate service center. Therefore, network services

should be provided through libraries as often as possible. The network

must support local libraries, not compete with them.

3.- The objectives-of the resource sharing network should be. realized

without harm to the missions of-participating librarres, although their

methods of operation rnvariably must be adjusted. All libraries have a

respOnsibi ity to collect the materials needed regularly by their thin

constituents. .Resource sharing is no bstitute for local acquisition,

only a supplement.

4. It is essential that the netwo enable individual libraries to

maximize'the gains of resource sharing wh e allowing for local flexibili-'

ty; network members must understand and ecognize existing individual

constraints.

5. The resource sharing network should be built upon exIsting.coopera-

tive systems and existing library strengths. New resource sharing systems,

built upon strong individual librarycollections and services, should

evolVe where existing cooperatives, are no longer effective. The 'network

shoUld not-compete with existing arrangements, but rather Improve, re-

direct, and extend thot.,a already existing, and offer alternative appr6aches

which will .prove more valuabIe and useful. 7.1

6. Networking is not free. Besides equipment and material costs,
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staff .timer's necessary tp provide shared` services. Theeefore, each parti-
,

cipant lust be able to balance benefits with investment. This balance need
not be measured solely in.the traditional interlibrary loan concept of net
borrowing versus net lending ot7materials. Attention also must be given to
the increased benefits of improv,ed access to more,resources. A Cost-

, benefit analysis is an appropriate methodology to study the.: benefits_ of
network investment.

7. The financial and fiscal basis olf the continued operation of net-
work components must depend upon local rather than federal; state, and
private funding sources. Local funding sources include assessed membership
fees, cost recovery/raimbdrsement-fees, and allocations from the institu-
tions. Governmental and private grants and intermittent local fundrais.ing

are unreliable as a IFnancal base since they.are mere apt to change
annually.

8. Resource.sharing efforts, must not be limited to within the State.
When and where economically, technically, and politically fe6sible and
desirable, the State's. resource sharing network and its related services
should overcome geo-political boundaries, broadening access Into the total
information resources of the region and the nation.

2
Mission Statement and Activities

A mission statement for .developing an automated resource sharing
library network in Massachusetts is necessary to serve as a framework for
network activities:

e--
Develop cost-effective methods of resource sharing that

will increase access to fhe information resources
needed by Massachusetts residents by promoting coopera-
tive effortsemong libraries of various typ@s and by
reducing barriers to networking.

The library network concept for Massachusetts is based updn the.
linking by telecommunications of independent cooperativejsystems'of
libraries, each withva center that, not .on(y coordinates the internal

_activities of the system, but also serves as the coopeuctive's link with
the,centers of other systems. The network is hierarchicalin that coopera-
tive, centers communicate with other"crters'in a planned outward .&id upward
process.

Information needs do not recognize political boundaries:.
MassaChusetts residents need access into the information resources Of New
England and the nation. The hierarchical network structure can provide a
means for libraries to participate, in the resource _sharing activities
undertaken in outer states, when and if this becomes feasible and
desirable.

Activities related to the Mission Statement are:

11

1. Develop and link bibliographic databases to provide creater
access opportunities to resources.

a. 'Develop access pointS into fhe information resource by ex-
panding participation in online circulation/ILL control sys-

. 0
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,Tems wneru IT Is immuiL;ally anu
`developing new systems where'they are needed., Second, develop

othernaccess points irto the information resource, to be
called Information, Network Centers (INC)-, which will'be a
cooperative effort of two or. more local'libraries (of the same

or different types), in which one library houses the appro.-.

Wate equipment to provide'aCcess for he public and member.-

INC librarians to search, cataloging /ILL, and circulation /ILL

sp. vices. 0

.b. Devel eCommunications linkages between circulaIion/ILL

'Clusters, and between INCs and circulatCon/114 clusteyrs, to

_expand the'scope of resources available for accessing and

sharing. /

c. Develop' interfaces.between circulation/ILL control systems and

cataloging/ILL utilities to ensure-that'the system's database

file of bibliographic recordsis as current as possible for

searching 'from other accesE pOints.
O

2. Develop document request and delivery procedures. Use electronic

means'to transmit resource requests ihenever,possible. DocuMent

"delivery should utilize the fastest, cheapest, and most reliable

means available. ti

3. Develop a prograM of. computer literacy/training for librarians

who are without direct access to computerized network systems. ,

4.,

Standards

Standards are necessary in any cqoperative effort. In the automated

resource sharing network, objective or technical standards will be adopted

to facilitate the coordination of resource sharing in a network enVironment-

ty ensuring compatibility.

Bitillographic.control for the network must be based upon standardized

cataloging rules and compatibility.With the MARC folpriat of the Library of

Congress. A common format for bibliographic record "structure will facili-

tate resdurce sharing communications between circulation/ILL systems.

Elements of an interlibrary loan form must be agreed to'in the techni-

cal and cooperative agreements among network participants.

St;r...1:-ds utilized within,the network will be evolutionary as the

technol6gy od the network develop. The Network Adviscry Committee will

continually monitor standards. policies, and operations.

Funding

The most successful networks are those iri Which the member libraries

have made a significant commitment with funds from their operating budgets

and view 'the services as an integral part of their operations. Because of

the unpredictability of categorical federal funds, statetunds, and private

funds. ongoing network operations must depend upon locaroperating budgets°

and fees.'.



Local funds should be provided to the library fOdparticipation in the
.automated resource Sharing network because it is more cost-effective.than

ccon.tinuim the effort toward local self-sufficiency. ,However, it is a'
stated goal of the Board of Library Commissioners to increase accessto the
information resources of the Commonwealth: To encourage 'resource sharing
by developIng,access.poillts, the Board of Library Commniss'I'bners should
provide capital funding, as feasih,le. for installation of central` site
circulation/ILL control systems and the establishment and first year's
implementatiOn ccistsof the Information Network Centers (1NCs). Because of
constraints on existing faids, the BOard should' approach tHe%General Court
for additional state funds for these capital investments, and for telecom-
municationstand other,tynctional costs associated with the-establishment
and operationof the resource sharing netwrk.

'The primary source of revenue for maintaining clusters and INCs will
be membershi-p fees paid by Illiraries from their operating'_budgets.- In

addition to local membership fees, cost recovery/reimbursement fees
assessed to other libraries and, in some cases, users constitute another
source of operational funds for clusters and INCs. It is both ethical and
feasible to charge users for specialized services which go beyond the
current community standard for free use.

.-
. .

Seryices between clusters and between INCs and clteters can be cost
recoverable/reimbursible'subject to state and local laws. The cooperative
agreements between clusters and between INCs and clusters will result in ,

the development-of a hierarchica) resource sharing'netwbrk. There should-- 4

not be fees for loans among cluster members: free reciprocal bor owing
/and/or interlibrary load should beone of the benefits of belonging to the

cluster. Higher upthe' hierarchy. though, -fees for Interlibrary.lban may
be imposed but should reflect cost recovery or reimSursement.

45

Governance
.

The purpose of the network in Massachusetts is to voluntarily co-
ordTnate, -facilitate, and improve access to the information resources of
libraries' in the State. ;The network is not-to interfere,with the preroga-
tives of existing library'boards.

Formal., written agreements need to exist to define network activities

-'and responsibilities: In addition to the cooperative and techdical agree-,
ments, circulation 'clusters should, at a minimum, incorporate as nonprofit.

non-stock, membership corporations.

While nonprofit incorporation, has many benefits. that-type of incor
poration under existing Massachusetts law would require municipal approval
for circulation clusters with public 1.1braries as members to purchase and
own data processing equipment for the exclusive use'of librarles. The
Board of Library Commissioners should f-ile legislation authorizing the
creation of quasi-governmenta data processing enti,ties f-ibr, the. dxclusive

use of all types' of libraries. Such entities shod id be empowered to
utilize debt financing (bonding for capital equipment) to supplement fees.

'Legislation
6

To facilitate automated resource sharing in the Commonwealth. it is

recommended that at least three legislative prOposals. be staled, drafted,
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and filed with tfie-Gerferal Court:

- Amend legislation to allow theRegional-Public_Library System to
provide document delivery abdretrieval to network participants that--
'are not public librar=les.

- Elle legislation creating quasi-governmental entities with data pro-
.

cessing facilities for the exclusivelise of various types of co-
operating libraries. -

-

File I eq is I at i on and/or.receive special status from the' teleRhone,
'rate-setting Department of Public Utilitiesthat would establish a
lower telecomminications.nlibrary network rate" :for participants,

It is essential that libraries,:especially participants in the.net-

ork, e able to take advantage of any statewidetelecoMmunjcations effoi-t

that would be,more cost-effective than leased lines. Therefore, the

enablinglegislation fo'f- the Massachusetts Corporation for-EiducatiCriar .

Telecommunications. (MCET) should be amended to include -library participa-

tion and i-nput on the Board of Directos through an ex-officio, voting

membership for, the Director of 'the Massactusetts Boal-d Of Library Commis-.

sioners.

Role of the Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioners

The Board of Library Con.missioneri has the responsibility through

legislative mandate to plan, develop, establish, implement,,coordinate,
monitor, and evaluate an automated resource sharing, multitype library

network. The Board, therefore, should assume responsibilities for the

overall development and coordination Of network activities and aspects of-

the network as appropriate, draft and propose appropriate legislation, act

upon recommendations from the State LSCA Advisory Council on Libraries, and

establish a NetworktAdvisory Committee charged with providing' 'advice,

submitting reports and recommendations,, and providing evaluations to the

Board concerning network activities.

Representatives to the Network Advisory Committee will be appointed by

the Board of Library Commissioners and will include:
4 0

1. a.representative from each -automated circulation/ILL cluster whose

computer-System can be accessed via dial-up recommended by its.m tubers;

2. representatives from the Information Network. Centers recom nded by -

the participants; r .

3. two-repreSenfatives frord'the'LSCA Advisory Council recommended by
_

the Chairperson; I

-,4. two staff members of the Board of Library Commissioners recommended

by the r . 0 ,

.

5. 'the -Regional Administrators from the Regional Public Library

I System; ! 4 ,
6. the Chairpersons of the standing Au'tomation Commdttees of Ihe

, Regional Public Library System; ----

,7. ,E1 r'epresentative of 1-ha Massachusetts 6onference of Chief

Librarians-of Public Higher Education Institutions (MCCLPHEI) recommended

by the Chairperso4; . -

8. a 'representative each from the-Massachusetts Library Association,

the MassaChusetts Association for Educational Media, and a Massachusetts

member each from the Boston Chapter of the Spe&ial Libraries Association

x-ri



and the New England Chapter of the Association of College and Research
Libaaries, recommended by the 'respective Presidents;

'*-9. a Massachusetts representative from each cataloging/ILL service
recognized as such by the Board of Library Commistioners; and

10. a representative from each of the formally orgini.zed library
resource sharing consortia or cooperating groups existing in Massachusetts,
recommended by the, Chairperson of the consortium or group. Consortia or
groups must register with the Library Development Uhit of the Board of
Library Commissioners.

Jr
Public Information

Tile network is designed to increase'acces'S for residents to the
-State's information resources in a cost-effective manner-by applying auto-
mated technologies to the resource sharing effort. Thus, utilization of
the network will benefit both the user and the librarian. It is essential
that both be aware of the capabilities the network will offer.

Librarians will be reached 'through media such as. MBLC /;lote.e. and
informational meetings. Making the library user and potential user _aware
of the capabilities of the network be sOstantially a local acfivity,
through the local library with assistance from the Board of Library Commis-
sionersand the Network Advisory Committee. . In addition,.the merits and
activities of the network\should be made known to the appropriaTe gov-
ernment officials; administrators, and managers at every political and
organizational !eye!:

Evaluation

Evaluation is'Reces'sarily an ongoing activity of. the network. The
Network Advisory Committee shall be responsihie for developing network
performance. Criteria measures and utilizing evaluation techniques to ap-
prise the Board. of Library Commissioners-of network performance and worth
and offer appropriate recommendations.

(.=
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RECOMMENDATIONS

.A multitype I i.brary resource sharing network based upon automated

technologies shouldbe Implemented. The network will be hierarchical.

in that cooperative centers will communicate with other centers in, a

planned outward _and'upward-process. All network services should be

provided at a level of operation as close to the user as possible, and

through loCal libraries as often as possible.

I . The. Mission Statement. and Statement of Related Activities..of the

automated resource sharing library network for Massachusetts should be

adopted:

Develop cost-effective _methods of resource sharing that will'

increase access to the information resources needed by Massachu-

setts residents by promoting cooperative efforts among libraries

of various types and by reducing barriers to networking.

1. Develop and link bibliographic databases to provide greater,

access opportunities to resources.

a. Develop access, points into the information resource.

1. expand participation in online circulation/ILL control

systems where it is technically and economically.fea-

sible, and develop new systems where they are needed.

2. develop Information Network Centers (INCs) to serveas

access points into the total information resource by

providing 1NCs with the capacity of utilizing search,

cataloging/ILL, and circulation/ILL services.

b. Develop telecommunications linkages between circulation /ILL

clusters and between INCs and clusters to expand the scope

of resources available for accessing and sharing. Linkages.

between disparate systems should-be explored and developed.

C. Develop interfaces between circulation/ILL control systems

and cataloging utilities to ensure that the circulation/ILL

'system's-databaseof bibliographic records is as current as

possible for searching from other access points.

2. Develop document request and delivery procedures.

a. Use electronic means to identify IFbrary holdings and to

transmit requeSts whenever possible.

b. Document delivery should utilize the.fastest, cheap-

est, and most, reliable means possible. .

3. Develop a program of computer literacy/training for librarlanS

who are without direct access to computerized network systems.

Ill. The Board of Library Commissioners should support resource sharing

activities in the State by providing state and federal funds for

-13
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developing access pointS as appropriate and feasible. In addition,

the Board should seek state funds to assist in' the costs of telecom-

munications.

IV. in order to facilitate resource sharing in the Commonwealth, coopera-'

tang groups of libraries receiving-funds through y'the Board of Library

Commissioners for 50% or more of the. costs associated withcentral
site circulation/ILL control syttems or equipment upgrade should agree

to:

1. Provide at least five percent of their system ports, bu+ not

fewer than three ports, for telecommunications links from

other access points in ttie State. At least one of the ports

should be provided for dial-up access, and a toll-free line is

desirable.

2. Install a circulation/ILL control system that can support the

U. S. MARC format, data content and rules-of AACR2, and au-

thority control.

3. Adopt a bibliographic record structure developed with the

Board of Library Commissioners.

4. Provide free reciprocal borrowing and/or interlibrary loan

among members of the cluster.

5. Have their bylaws approved as to form by Board staff.

6. Allow other network participants to copy, at the other group's

cost, the database of bibliographic records (as specified in

the contract) to assist in the conversion of records from

manual format to a machine-readable format.

7. Participate in the State's resource - sharing network.

8. Incorporate as a nonprofit, non-stock, membership corporation

under Massachusetts laws.

V. In order to facilitate resource sharing in the Commonwealth, Informa-

tion Network Centers (INCs) should:

1. Be in a library open to, users and librarians.

2. Be an ongoing,.cooperatIve effort of at least two libraries

(of the same or different types).

3. Provide access to search, cataloging /ILL, and ,circulatIon/ILL

services, as specified in the contract with the Board of

Library Commissioners.

4. Create machine-readable records via a cataloging/ILL service

incorporating the MARC format and AACR2 codes.

5. Participate in a cataloging/ILL service that provides access

to the database's bibliographic record file with holdings
information'for-interlibrary loan purposes.

xv
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6. Demonstrate that they possess sufficient personnel and other
resources within the INC membership to support continued'
operations.

7. Assume operational costs of the services after the first year.

8.. Acquire. modems capable of transmission at 1200 baud with
downward capacity to 300 baud.

9. Use ONTYME II as one electronic mail service.

10. Sponsor and conduct workshops demonstrating search, cata-
loging/ILL, and circulation/ILL services to librarians.

11. Participate in the State's resource sharing network.

VI. Technical and cooperative agreements shoiici be establ ishe&obetween
circulation/ILL clusters, and between Imformat i on Network Centers
(INCs) and clusters, defining such areas as fees, scope and level of
cooperation, responsibi I ti eS,-Commun cati ons protocols, document
request and delivery procedures, and others.

VII. The Board of Library Commissioners should monitor and participate in
the development and implementation of the statewide network proposed
by the Massachusetts Corporation for Educational Telecommunications.

VIII. The'Board 4Df LibraryC6mMitSioners should:'

1. Amend existing legislation to allo,5e the Regional Public
Library System's to provide document delivery and retrieval to
network participants that are not public libraries.

2. File legislation to create quasi-governmental data processing
entities for the exclusive use of various types of libraries.

3. File legisiatlon'and/or receive speciartattfs fram the tele-
phone rate-setting Department of Pulliit Utilities that would
establish a lower telecommunications "library network rate"
for participahtS:

4. Amend existing legislation to inciUde the Director of the
Board of Library'Commissioners as an es-officio, voting member
of the Board of Directors of the Massachusetts Corporation for

EduCatiOnal Telecoth6unIcationt.

IX. The Board of Library Commissioners should establish the Network Advi-

sory Committee charged with:ptovIding advrcesubmitting reports and
recommendatiOns, and prOVIding eValbations-to the Board concerning'

network activities.

X. The Board'of Library'Commissiobers should coordinate, with the Network

0 Advisory Committee, a public information program about the network for

state residents' and librarians.
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INTRODUCTION

The attached document "Automated Resource Sharing in Massachusetts: A
Plan" is intended to provide a conceptual framework for the structuring and
activities of a multitype resource sharing library network utilizing.auto-
mated technologies. As a structure, the network is composed of indeperident
units which act as access points into the information resources of
Massachusetts. New England. and the United States. These units. referred
to as circulation/ILL (interlibrary loan) clusters and Information Network
Centers (INCs) are themselves linked to each other through telecommunica-
tions, and through technical and cooperative agreements.

The purpose of the network is to. help, librarians to locate. request.

and receive information wanted by their patrons as efficiently and effec-
tively as possible. Two assumptions are made. First; people have a need
for all types of information located in all types of sources in all types
of libraries. Second. libraries cannot be self-sufficient because they
lack the financial resources and/or the physical space to acquire and store

' all the materials needed by their patrons to meet their needs. Resource
sharing provides libraries with a means to meet those needs.

,While it is important. and necessary. for all libraries to be resource

sharer's, it must be emphasized that resource sharing and interlibrary ,loan
are not substitutes for local acquisitions. All libraries have a responsi-
bility to gather materials needed regularly by their patrons. Resource
sharing is intended to supplement this basic library service.

The "local library" referred to In the document denotes any type of

I ibrary which is considered by the user to be his or her primary source.

For example, an undergraduate student may consider the col lege's library as

the local library. A technician's local library may be the collection of

materials at the company. in most instances. the local library is capable

of providing interlibrary loan services for its users.

The basis of the network is the development, continuation, and linking

of physical access points into the informationresources of the state's

libraries. In its simplest form, an access point (circulation cluster or
INC) locates which library owns a desired item. Requesting and receiving

that item may occur at the access point or through the user's locai

library. Not all libraries will be access points although one expectation
is that most libraries will either become an access point or share an

access point with.other libraries. In the network framework. the access

points utilize automated means to locate materials, ascertain availability

status if possible: and request the items. In the future. delivery may

become more automated as machine-readable formats evolve. The point is

that the network's purpose is to locate' information resources and provide

for their sharing using automation as an effective and efficient process.

The network is not to become, a bank of computers.

One 9f the most effective means of conducting interlibrary loan is

utilizing an automated circulation control system. Turnaround time for
document request and delivery can be reduced because requests are forwarded

only to libraries known to own the item- and more likely forwarded only to

those libraries with the item immediately available. Linking the
circulation/ILL'control systems using'telecommwnications :enables a library

in one cluster to search the holdings of another cluster: expanding

resource sharing capabilities. A result will be less burden on current
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heavy lenders as more libraries participate in sharing resources.

However, not all libraries can Participate in circulation clusters

because of financial and other constraints. Yet users of these libraries
still have -information needs, and it is prudent for their libraries to

participate in the resource sharing network. As a solution, the concept of

the microcomputer-based INC was developed. Using the telecommunications-

capabi I ity of the microcomputer, the INC will provide search, circula-
tion/ILL and cataloging/ILL services for Its library participants. Search

services which provide database files in information retrieval databases

(BRS and DIALOG, for example), expand the local reference function. INCs

will also have the technology to dial into the holdings files of circula-

tion/ILL clusters to ascertain the location of requested items. Tnird,-INC

participah-ts will'use a cataloging utility or service to create machine-

readable records of their acquisitions. Not only wiii the INC bp able to

search the holdings of the other members of the utility/service to locate

materials, but the machine-readable records INCs create can be accessed by

other utility/service members also searching for items. As a result, INCs

will be lending as well as borrowing materials..

Network standards, evaluation, public relations, and other issues are

discussed throughout the document. However,, the Network Advisory Commit-

tee's (NAC) purpose and responsibilities may need some additional discus-

sion. The Board of Library Commissioners is responsible for the planning

and implementation of activities apd aspects related to the network. Many

recommendations concerning the network such as priorities, revising this

document, and others will come from the LSCA State Advisory Council on

Libraries. However, both the Board and the Council are concerned with

matters of a broader nature, and are not, on the whole, network partici-

pants. Therefore, the NAC was designed to assist and advise the Board and

the! Council on network activities and operations through reports, studies,

and recommendations. Such studies may include:

- telecommunications alternatives

legal issues concerning shared bibliographic records.

- model technical and.cooperative agreements
-.document requests via microcomputers

communications between disparate circulation /ILL control systems

- document delivery (it used to be so simple)

new technologies and their impact upon network structure and

services

Broad-based and composed of both network participants and representatives

from library associations, organizations, and consortia, the NAC will aiso

serve as a forum for discussion of network concerns and issues and provide

a communications link for the human aspects of networking.

To update section two of this document (Past Planning Efforts): the

Automation Planning Committee (APC) met throughout the fall and winter.

Members developed an outline of the network's objectives and activi,ties

that was discussed with librarians attending the March 16, 198 informa-

tional meeting of.the Massachusetts Corporation for Educational Telecom-

munications (MCET). The LSCA Statewide Advisory Council on Libraries

reviewed the outline on 'April 21. Comments from both groups were incor-

porated into the first draft of this document; completed in May. On June

16 the APC adopted .a revised draft, copies of which were mailed on June 30

to two hundred librarians and organizational representatives throughout the

state for comment. The APC also recommended to the LSCA Advisory Council
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that the document and its recommendations be approved,, which the Council
did at their meeting of July 27. On August 11 the Board of Library Commis-
sioners voted to accept the recommendations of +he APC"and the LSCA
Advisory Council "that the document entitled PALLthinatad Rasourca Sharing In
Massachusetts: A Elan be approved as a conceptual framework for the devel-
opment of a statewide-multitype Library resource sharing. network for Massa-
chusetts and serve as the.current update for the LSCA long ,range program
for Massachusetts:"

Implementation of network activities and operations will take time.

The Board of Library Commissioners will need to establish priorities with
the assistance of the' LSCA Advisory Council and the NAC. 'Furthermore.- this
document and the network are intended to be dynamic and must be continually
reviewed,-incorporating modifications, gained experience, and new theories
and technologies. It is essential 'that this plan be kept current to
provide librarians in the state with a guide to the Board's concept of
resdurce sharing and networking.

The content of the document is necessarily choppy. To explain fully
some of the technologies or concepts discussed would have increased its
length by several hundred pages. The ALA aloss.ary Pi Library ansi informar

tison Science edited by Heartsill Young (ALA. 1983) provides adequate defi-
nitions for many of the terms usea. Readers who may want more in-depth
information are directed to-the footilotes and bibliography. Staff members

of the Board and NAC members shou!d endeavor to maintain the currency of
the bibliography.

Finally. although not appropriately a part of an introduction. the
acknowledgement of several people cannot be ignored. Members of the Auto-
mation Planning Committee spent considerable time'developing lois document
and beat the bureaucratic odds by completing it. The Board's Agency
management team including Roland Piggford. Director, Mary'curgarella..Head
of Library Development, and Irene Levitt- Business and Personnel Manager,

provided enough support to have completed three plans. Tom Scully, Direc-

tor of the Peabody Institute Library in Peabody.,shared his experience, and

vision. Barbara DeYoung, Director of the Lawrence Public Library, and Anne

Reynolds. Director of the Wellesley Free Library, served as sounding boards

throughout the effort. Christine Kirby of the BLC staff provided editorial

assistance. Lisa Keller, EDP Programmer, and. Mary Litterst. Planning and

Research Specialist, provided assistance wherever needed. Two other
memberS of the Fiscal Planming and Systems Development Unit of th2 Board

were critical to the document's completion. Ann Desmond edited' the
handwritten drafts and word,processed (and wor'd processed and word pro-

cessed) the text. Susan Bjorner, Automation Consultant, served as princi-

pal editor, logistician, and advisor. Without Ann and Susan, this plan

would still be just 'a lot of talk.

Robert Dugan

Chair. APC
September 1983



1. WHY IS A RESOURCE SHARING NETWORK PLAN NEEDED?

People need information contributing.to survival and success In,

living. They.have always needed it, but now, in our complex society, this

need is growing and becoming more obvious.1 In a society that is becoming
increasingly information dependent, there are few libraries,' however well-
funded and managed, that are capable of meeting all the information needs
of their constituents.2

'There Is increased access to information for library users when

libraries agree _to cooperate with,each other to share their resources.
Resource sharing is no longer supplemental to local library operations, but

has become a basic element. A network of resource sharing cooperatives
would increase the effectiveness of locally-based efforts, particularly

when founded upon use of automated technologies,

A plan to provide guidance for incorporating and developing resource
sharing cooperatives and activities into a Massachusetts network which
_utilizes automated technologies to increase access to information resources'

is needed because:

- rt is important for all libraries share resources with other

libraries of all types. There are many barriers to resource sharing; these

barriers, however. could be reduced or eliminated by designing a. netwrk

that not only increases access and sharing, but also allows for necessi.iry

local flexibility.

- A viable structure will
to

the abilirty,of libraries,to locate

and deliver needed materials to library users effectively and efficiently.

- Every existing cooperatiVe is currently pursuing, its own independent

course. Guidance and coordination are essential or so much variation will

develop that it will become increasingly difficult for the cooperatives to

interact with each other. CoordinatiOn 4S particularly imperative in the

application of bibliographic and communication standards.

- It is likely that any re-authorization of Title III of the federal

Library Services and Construction Act (LSCA) will require a resource

sharing plan as a component of the annual Basic State Plan,' which must be

filed in order to receive funding.

- The Massachusetts Legislature, a potential source of funding for

aspects ofothe network, would need a plan prior to considering funding.

= Foundations and private sector corporations may be interested in

assisting planned efforts designed to benefit members of the community at

large and their employees in particular.

1, National Commission on Libraries and Information Science, Library

and Informaiion Service Needs, p. 268.

2., David Boals. "Interlibrary LoanNetworks."..pp. 124-5.,
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- A library network should plan to utilize the telecommunications

network being designed and implemented by the Massachusetts Corporation.for

Educational Telecommunications (MCET) as 1) an alternative/optional tele-

comMunications mode between network components, and 2) a source or vehicle

for library and/or network programming locally and statewide; and 3) for

teleconferencing amon'g'and between librarians and libraries. The effort to

use the MCET network must be planned and ImpleMented immediately.

For the current or pptehtiallibr8ry user, resource sharing activities

would broaden the scope of the resources available to meet Informational,

needs.
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2. PAST PLANNING EFFORTS

Several efforts have been undertaken in the.recent past to plan re-
.

source sharing cooperative activities. This particu'arretrospective
begins with a 1975 conference and brings the planning effort to the
present.' ),

Conference on Interlibrary Cooperation in 19753

In. June 1975, the Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioners
appointed a Planning Commi,ttee composed Of librarians from all types of

institutions, chaired by Paul Perry,of the Gutman Library of Harvard
,University's Graduate School, of Education. The Committee was charged with

arranging a Conference on interlibrary Cooperation. The primary purpose of
;tthe Conference was "to suggest-priorities toward statewide sharing of

library, media and information resources so as to provide greater access to
these resources for all citizens of the Commonwealth."

The Planning Committee engaged Dr. Andrew Ford.. of the New Hampshire

College and University Council as Conference Facilitator to help plan and
conduct the Conference. Attended by 65 librarians drawn from all types of
libraries throughout the State, the Conference was held at the University
of MassLhusetts during November 10-12, _1975. Participants were divided
into five groups reflecting overail Conference composition and were asked
to address the following three questions:

1.' What library and user needs are not being met adequately?

2. What obstacles stand in the way of meeting their needs?

3. What are some of the sOlutions to these obstacles and recommenda-
tions to the Board of Library Commissioners?

The Conference Facilitator, prepared a summary report that would serve
both as a framework for presenting the Conference's solution and recommen-
dations,",and as a beets for resolving apparent contradictions
.between the group's recomaiendations. He reported that the participants
believed that all libraries in the Commonwealth. should be considered as a
total, single resource and that the Board of Library Commissioners shoUld,
formally adopt this point of. view; that parts comprising this whole
resource are a4tonomous and ought to remain so and be treated as such; and

that the Board, with the library community, ought to work toward the
optimum utilization of this valuable resource.'

NN However, the Planning 'Committee noted that some Conference pa4lci-

pantswere not in agreement with the Facilitator's summary. Responding to

a ques'tionnaire, participant developed .a brief summary of Conference

results: `N

3., Conferenceeon Interlibrary Cooperation, "Cooperation among Massa-

chusetts Libraries." N\

BEST NM 11,110BLE
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1. The Conference gave immediate priority to a re-examination of the

overall structure affecting litrariet, including funding, legis-

lation, and communications. Also given immediate prioriil were

:community,needs assessments.

2. An intermediate priority was to improve the-use and sharing of

existing 're.sources through better, use of technology and other

means.

3. Less emphasis than the above, was gfven to items such as user

payments to libraries directly for special services, shared pro-.

cessing,to free professional time,_ training for governing and

advisory bodies, and specifying and answering the needs of

special classes of- users and non-users.

State Advisory.council on Libearies4

The LSCA State Advisory-Council on Libraries is responsible for up-

dating the annual ,Long Range Program for Library Development as required

under the=.Library Services and Construction Act as amended by P.L. 91-600.

In 1977, the State Advisory Cduncil on L1,braries revised the Long Range

Program and included atcussion of and-recommendations for library coopera-

tion.

A survey on interlibrary cooperation was mailed in 1 977 to approx-

imately 1,200 public, academic, school, and special libraries in the State

and to'the three administrators of the Regional Public Library System. It

concerned current activities in interlibrary cooperation. The survey Was,

_designed to indicate:

1. any cooperating groups in which the responding I ibrary*Was a

member`;

2. cooperative activities in which the library was currently en-
,

gaged;

3. cooperative activites which might enhance services to patrons;

and

,4. existing or anticipated reasons.why a.library might not partici-

pate in cooperative activities.

The maJorfty of public library respondents indicated no cooperative

activities other than their participation in the services provided by the

Regional Public Library SysteM. Cooperation among, individual school

;libraries within a sthool system was not universal. Informal.cooperation

between the school librariet an'd public libraries was' indicated frequently

by the school library respondents; such cooperative activities, however,

were primarily conducted on a professional level orlibrarlan-to-librarian,

rather than qn_ an institut.i-onal level. Special libraries cooperated

primarily and informally among themselves. Survey results also indicated

that academic librariesconstituted'the primary
membership in most of the

formally organized groups in MassaChusetts.

4. Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioners, Linking Informational

Needs.
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The questionnaire also asked librarians to rate specific cooperative
activites by priority and benefit. The first priority of all respondents
was reciprocal borrowing. With all but the schocd libraries, the second
priority was expanded interlibrary loan.

Overall., survey results indicated a willingness on the part of Massa-
chusetts libraries to cooperate, .with recognition of the restrictions
placed on them by their administration andclientele. Furthermore, respon-
dents indicated that only adequate, sustained funding and provision of
sufficient staffing would permit all types of libraries to consider
seriously initiating and expanding cooperation throughout the State.

ti

11'

The LSCA Advisory Council agreed on an overall goal'for meeting Deeds:

To provide every'resident of Massachusetts with equal
opportunity of access to that.part of the total.-
mation, resource which will Satisfy the individual's
educational, working, cultural. and leisure time needs
and interests, regardless of the individual's loca-
tion, sociaror physical condition, or level of intel-
lectual achievement.

Additionally, a Statewide and Regional Impact Program was

with the purpose: -

To provide every resident with equal opportunity'to
access that part of the total information resource
which will 'satisfy the indIvidual's needs. To accom-

, plish this goal, a statewide plan must be developed
which provides a united front for libraries in plan-
ning priorities, volicies, and programs for all tyes
of resource sharing and for seeking the funding/legis-
lation necessary to implement them while balancing all
library interests.' The development of this plan shall
be the major goal of this five-year prOgram.

In 1986, 'the purpose of the Statewide and Regional Impact program of
the Long Range Program was amended to include:

Recognizing the role that automation ean play in re-
source sharing and the cost-effective operation of

4 libraries, efforts will be made to study, evaluate and
make recommendationsfor the future development of
automation in Massachusetts libraries.

The nextyearls Long Range Program unveiled a revised purpose for the
Statewide and Regional Impact Program that remains in effect to date:

de'Veloped

. BEE,

To provide every resident with.equal opportunity of
access to that part of the total. information resource

'which will satisfy the individual's need. To accom-
pl ish this goal, projects for all types of resource
sharing are encouraged. .Recognizing the role that
automation can play in.resource sharing and the cost -
effective operation of libraries, projects which
facilitate resource sharing among libraries using
automation in the process of developmentrof a compre-

23-
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hensive database will be a priority.

The development of & resource sharing plan within the five-year'period

.targeted in 1 977 was not fulfilled, although it was attempted several

`times. The latest effort was well underway at the end of 1982. However,

the LSCA* Adv i sory Council clearly revised the purpose of the Statewide and

Regional Impact Program _throughout the five years, f -om developing a re-

-source sharing plan,;n 1 977 to studying abtomated resource sharing in 1980

to designating,.as a priority in 1981, the use of automation in developing

resource sharing databases. The intent of the proposed plan was evident;

missing was the text.

Governor's Conference, 1 978-1 9795

The Massachusetts Governor's Conference on Libraries and Information

Sery ices was h e l d on _Apr i 1 26-27, 1 978 and March 27, 1 979 in .preparation
Cfor the White House Conference on Libraries and Information Services in

1 ate 1 979. ? Un I i ke the previous 1 y he 1 d Governor's Conferences, the 1 978

Conference was not composed primarily Of representatives of the library/ln-

formation science community. Instead, the Conference's 1.80 voting del e-

gates were predominantly lay people.

Among the many resolutions passed by the Governor's Conference was

this:"

Whereas the bulk of support for library resources is

at the local and institutional level, and whereas

given the fact that geographic, institutional and

politiOal boundaries mean nothing to the Individual

seeking infbrmation, therefore be it

RESOLVED: 1. that systematic research and planning

should take place on I oca I , regional,

state, and national levels for sharing

resources and services;

2. that th4)re be adequate federal aid to

encourage, support and sustain inter-

type. 1,ibrary cooperation;_

3. that such cooperation consider existing

networks and include an adequate needs

assessment to avoid duplication;

4. that such federal aid should augment
and enrich already funded programs at

a I 1 levels; and

5. that such funding be made available to

Individual libraries-) to state
libraries and to networks themselves.

5. Sandra Waddock, Final 1WorI of the agovecnor's' ConfereMca

Libraries and Information Services.
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Thit resolutiOn was among thetopten priorities the Massachusetts
delegation carried to the,White House Conference.

State Government Efforts

In the pist two years. the State government has become not- iceably more
concerned with the sharing of library resources through networking. In

July.1981. Roircy Report #13 appeared in the Senate's FY1982 budget narra-
tive._ A discussion of library resources available in the public-higher
education institutions, the report, supported-the development of a compre-
hensive, machine- readable database of.hol.dings.CM library materials in the
State's college and university syhtrtrr-to stimulate. resource sharing. A

retrospective conversion process utilizing the bibliographic resources of

OCLC (Online Computer Library Center) was recommended as the most viable,
cost-effective method of constructing the holdingS4 database.8,

Roland Piggford, Director orthe Massachusetts Board of Library Com
missioners, prepared a position paper as a response to Policy Report #13.
Building holdings databates was a cost-effective approach to resource
sharing, but the concept should be broadened to include Libraries of all
types instead of the single-type (public academic librarlet) advocated in

the Report. Not only-would.the more'comprehensive database intensify the
economies of scale phenomenon, but it:would increase the scope of the total
information resource accessible to all residentt of the CommOnwealth. The

Board of Library Commissioners, as the state library agency. was respon-

sible for developing a planning effort for the design of an effective
statewide muititype library automated resource sharing network. 7

In December 1982, Governor King signed into law legislation creating

the quasi-governmental Massachusetts Corporation for Educational Telecom-.
munications (MCET). Its primary purpose is the design and implementation
of a telecommunications network linking the various educational institu-

tions of the Commonwealth 'in order to share resources more effectiVely and

to establish a vehicle for providing programming to remote sites - homes,

businesses; governments, institutions,.etc.8

elf

Libraries can take advantage ofttle'MCET,network in at'least-three

ways. First, MCET Will develop alternative telecommunication linkages
(cable, microwave, satellite) not based on teldphone lines. Communications
ffom library toHibrary for, automated resource sharing are currently based
upon dedicated, leased, ,analog telephone lines. The substitution of MCET's
alternative network modes. where possible, for the leased Ines may-yield a
considerable cost savings. Second, because they are located in almost
every municipality. libraries could serve as'switching points in the MCET

network, locally rebroadcasting video programs in-,house or to remote sites

6. Massachusetts General Court. Senate Committee on Ways and Means,

FoilLy Report #13, pp: 23-5.

7. Roland Piggford, "Role of the Massachusetts Board of Library Com-

missioners in the Development of Multitype Library Networks and Resources_

Sharing Co6tortia: A Position, Paper."

8. University of Massachusetts, Office of the President, Report Qi

the G.Q.Mmission pa Telecommunications.
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provided through MCET, or)ginating.p'rogramming to be.uSed throughout

the State via the MCET network. Third, MCET will develop and' implement a

teleconferencing capability. -Librarians could util:ize teleconferencing at

several sites. simuituneousLy for timely program or committee meetings and

continuing education which could increase thenumber of. participants and

decreate the amount of travel necessary.. .

lanning Committees .

In October 1981, staff members of the Board of Library Commissioners

met with repretentatives of the Massachusetts Conference of Chief

Librarians of Public Higher Education institutions (MCCLPHEI) to-discuss

the implicationarof Policy Report #13. .1t was decided that a Joint

BLC/KCCLPHE1 Automation Planning Committee-be-formed to discuss automated

resource sharing. By the middle of November, members. were appointed.

Representing MCCLPHEI were Rich..ard Talbot, University 'of

Massachusetts/Amherst. Joseph,Kopycinski, University of Loweil, and Ben

Hopkins, Massachusetts College of Art. BLC representatives Included Gary

Sorkin, who served as Chair, Mary Burgarella, andiftbert Dugan. The Com=

tittee's charge was-to design' "a mechanism for the planned development of a

computer-linked network oil economically and politically. viable systems"to

provide resource sharing among all types of libraries."

At the Committee's first meeting, members decided that Massachusetts

librarians needed to be surveyed to learn- their perceptions of priorities

and needs related to resource sharing prior to holding a conference.

During December, Robert. Dugan designed a survey utilizing a modified Delphi

technique employing a two-stag@ questionnaire. The first questionnaire was

mailed to a survey population of 361 academic. public, and special'

libraries and library consortia.

The Joint BLC/MCCLPHEI Automation Planning Committee met again-in

February 1 982 to discuss the findings of the first questionnWe and ap-

prove the second instrument. Committee members 'Telt it was necessary to

expand membership to include representatives from public, private academic,

and special libraries. Objectives for the expanded and renamed Joint

Automation Planning Committee would be:

1. to analyze and draw conclusions from the Delphi survey results'

concerning the needs and perceptions of librarians in the State

with respect to library automation;

2. to develop mechanisms (1.e..task force, study committee, confer-

ence) which would provide a planning process and strategies for

effectively meeting these needs; and

3. to serve as ,a Steering Committee in the writing and adoption of

an appropriate planning document for multityperesourcesharing.,

New members added were Richard Gladstone of the Merrimack Valley

Regional Planning Commission (also a member of the LSCA Advisory CoUncil),

Sherrie Bergman, Wheaton College, and Robert Maier, Bedford Free Public

Library.

At its first meeting in March, the Joint Automation Planning Committee

reviewed the results from the Delphi survey and established four task

forces based upon the findings. Task forces would explore the present and

potential level of, deveiopment and cooperation in each of the findings
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areas and formulate options for statewide planning purposes. A member of
the Committee chaired the Task Forces on Union List of Serials, Resource
Sharing, Automated Circulation Systems, and Network Planning. Reports were

z
expected by July 1, 1.982.

Only the Task Force on Resource Sharing. chaired by Sherrie Bergman,
completed its work and submitted a formal report. The Task Force presented
four alternative plans to link bibliographic systems in Massachusetts to
permit resource sharing. No other reports were forthcoming from the other,
three task forces although all had met at least once.

In mid-August, the Joint Automation Planning Committee was called to
meet by temporary Chair Robert Dugan because of Sorkin's departure from the
BLC in June. Committee members agreed that it was time to develop a plan
based upon telecommunication links between existing and future automated
circulation systems, creating a resource sharing network. In addition, the
plan would specify a mechanism responsible for evaluating the network and
making recommendations for changes. A smaller, working group composed of
library representatives from all types of libraries was considered the most
appropriate vehicle for developing the plan.

As a result -of the Joint Automation Planning Committee's decisions, a
new working group, renamed the Automation Planning Committee (APC), con-

vened in October 1982, charged with planning a multitype resource sharing.

network. Membership included:

Sherrie Bergman. Wheaton College
Jack Hall, Greater Lowall Regional Vocational School
Ben Hopkins, Massachusetts College of Art
Jane Katayama, MIT Lincoln Laboratory
Robert Maier, Bedford Free Public Library
Susan Bjhrner, Board of Library Commissioners, Secretary
Robert Dugan, Board of Library Commissioners, Chair

The APC met regularly from late 1 982 through mid -1 983, designing a
planning process, conducting surveys, and developing and approving this
plan for submission to selected advisors and librarians and the LSCA
Advisory Council for reactions and comments.



3. CURRENT LIBRARY AUTOMATION AND COOPERATIVE ACTIVITIES

In November 1982, the. Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioners

surveyed IA400 libraries concerning their use of computers in various

functions. Questionnaires were sent to pUblic, school, academic, and

special libraries. Seven hundred seventy-eight libraries responded by

February 1983. For purposes of analyzing the extent of automation, it was

assumed that, for the most part, those libraries that did not respond had

no automation projects to repor=t.. Two hundred eighty-two libraries (36.2%

orthe 778 respondents) were automated in some degree.at the end of 1982

and an additional 105 (13.5%) indicated that they were planning some auto-

mation within the year.

Special libraries showed the greatest level of automation, with 63.3%

of the 199 respondents indicating that they used computers in some way in

their libraries. Almost as high was the academic group, showing 62.2% of

111 respondents using some automation.

Public and school libraries revealed much lower use of computers than,

did special and academic libraries. Two nundred seventy-two of the 381

public libraries In Massachusetts responded to the survey. Of the public

libraries answering the survey, 23.9% indicated some level of automation. .

Only 21.6% of the 241 secondary-level,school libraries responding said that

they were computerized to some degree.

The library functions that have been automated vary greatly by type of

library. .Cataloging is the activity most frequently automated in academic

and in public libraries (88.4% of the automated academic libraries are

using computers in cataloging, while 70.8% of the automated pbblic

libraries are doing so). Cataloging is a high priority in special

libraries as well, with 54.0%'of the automated.speci al libraries having

gomputerized the cataloging process. However, cataloging falls way down on

the priority list for automation in school libraries: only 9.6% of the

school libraries that are automated have computerized cataloging.

School libraries, on the other hand, have given highest priority to

providing computers for their patrons! use (55.8% of the automated school

libraries have introduced computers for their patrons), a service that is

lower on the priority spectrum in other types.of libraries. Only 17.4% of

academic, 16.9% of public, and 8.7% of special libraries which are auto-

mated provide computers lor use by their patrons.

All types of libraries mention word processing as a computerized

activity that is often implemented in their libraries. 48.1% of the

school, and 43.1% of the public libraries that are automated mentioned that

they use word processing for at least general Office functions, if not for

Specific library activities. 44.4% of automated special libraries and

36.2% of automated academic libraries use word processing.

9. Massachusetts Board of Library Comm iris I oners, Com.puter Use in

Massachusetts Libraries.
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Word processing is followed-often in all types of libraries by manage-

ment processes (accounting and budgeting, statisfroal.reports arid planning,

scheduling, and electronic mail) as functions that have beenautomated.

Circulation'is an 'activity that public and school libraries have

automated sooner than have academic and special libraries: Sixteen public

libraries (24.6% of the automated public libraries) and 14 school libraries

(26.9% of'the automated school libraries) have computerized circulation

systems, versus 13.0% of the academic librlaries and only 6.3% of the

special libraries.

On searching of remote databases is another activity that shows a

wide-disparity in application between types of libraries. Fully 103 or

81.7% of the automated special libraries offer these search services, and

academic libraries follow with 60.9% of those automated offering compu-

terized literature searching. However, only 6.2% of the public libraries

that have any computer use provide access to the national online databases,

and a single school library (1.9%) uses computerized search services.

Statistics of computer use in all types of libraries can be expected

to change rapidly as libraries proceed with their plans to automate. Two

hundred sixty-eight of the libraries responding (34.4%) indicated that they

will begin or extend automation within the year. 39.2% of these libraries

currently report no use of computers at all. The others will be automating

functions that were previously not automated or changing systems in

functions that they have" already reported as automated. 44.1% of the

academic libraries will be starting or adding automation projects within.

the year; 39.2% of the special libraries will computerize; 34.4% of the

school libraries, and only 27.2% of the public libraries show plans to

automate.

Of libraries that are not currently automated, the rush to computerize

is strongest among the schools. 30.2% of school libraries which do not now

have computers will be purchasing or starting to use them within the year.

26.2% of the academic libraries not currently automated have plans to do so

within a year, while 62.2% of the academic libraries already have some

automation. Only 17.8% of the special libraries now without computer use

will Initiate computers within the year, but 63.'3% of the special libraries

responding already have some automation. Although 13.0% of the public

libraries not currently automated also have plans to begin automation

within the year, only 23.9% of all, the public libraries responding are

currently using computers.

A further check of the returned questionnaires indicates that 66

libraries of all types mention that they share in automation projects with

26 different consortia or cooperating groups. Some of the consortia have

been in existence for a relatively long period and were originally formed

not to automate library activities, but to promote cooperation in other

areas. Other groups, such as C/W MARS (Central/Western Massachusetts

Automated Resource Sharing), did establish automation projects congruent

with or shortly after their formation. The costs of. automation, the possi-,

bilities of expanding resources, and the desirability of sharing technical

expertise support the likelihood of increased cooperative activity among

libraries.

There are, of course, several examples of cooperation among Massachu-

o setts librarians where automation is not a factor. In addition to the

survey Computer Use in Massachusetts Libraries, information is provided

29.
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from a 1977 Bureau of Library Extension questionnaire and informal and

Internal reference files.of the Board of,Library Commissioners on some 35-

40 consortia and cooperating library groups.lu These cooperatives vary

considerably in both size and makeup. Some memberships are made up of

institutions of a single type, while others are composed of libraries of

various types. Representative cooperating groups include the following:

Mostly ACADEMIC library members:

- MCCLPHEI (Massachusetts Conference of Chief Librarians

of Public Higher Educational Institutions)

- Boston Library Consortium
-.Fenway Library Consortium
- HILC (Hampshire Inter-Library Cooperative)

- WACL (Worcester Area Cooperating Libraries)
CLGS (Cooperating Libraries of Greater Springfield)

RLG (Research Libraries,Group)

Mostly PUBLIC library members:

EMRLS (Eastern Massachusetts Regional Library System)

- CMRLS (Central Massachusetts' Regional Library System)

WMRLS (Western Massachusetts Regional Library System) .

- Merrimack Valley Library Cooperative
- Minuteman Library Network

- NOBLE (North of Boston Library Exchange)

Mostly SCHOOL library members :,

- EDCO (Educational Collaborative, Greater Boston)

- MEC (Merrimack Educational Collaborative)

Mostly SPECIAL library members:

- Massachusetts Health Sciences Library Network

- AHECs (Area Health Education Centers)

- BBLC (Boston Bi-omedical Library Consortium)

CMCHRL (Central Massachusetts Consortium of Health-

`Related Libraries)
1- CIR (Consortium for Information Resources)

I- NECHI (Northeastern Consortium for Health Inform'ation)

Southeastern Massachusetts Health.Scrences Libraries

- MIT Industrial Liaison Program

- Boston_Theological Institute
- Digital Library Network

GTE Library 'Network
Honeywell Information Network
Route 128 Librarians GrOOP .

MULTITYPE COOPERATIVES

CHINACommunity.Health_information Network)

- 10. Ibid., Linking Information Needs, p. 17.
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- ECCL (Essex. County Cooperating Libraries)

- MILC (Merrimack Inter-Library Cooperative)

- SMCL (Southeastern Massachusetts Cooperating
Libraries)

- WELEXACOL (Wellesley-Lexington Area Cooperating
Libraries)

- C/W MARS (Central/Western MassaChusetts Automated
Resource Sharing)

Cooperatives have traditionally formed among libraries of the same

type. Similar needs and similar resources tend to draw institutions

together. This sympathetic relationship is heightened if the institutions

involved share geographic proximity.

Public libraries concentrate a major proportion of their activities on

circulating book materials to their patrons. Not surprisingly, the major

cooperative groups with high public library membership fall into one of two

categories: 1) the state-funded Regional Public Library System, or 2)

resource sharing collaboratives cooperating in the purchase and operation

of computerized circulation systems.
)

Aca,demic libraries traditionally have cooperated in interlibrary loan

and 1-he production of union lists. MCCLPHEI originated out of a joint

purchasing effort entitled "Books for College Libraries" which lasted from

1969-1975. The Boston Library Consortium, Cooperating Libraries of Greater

Springfield (CLGS), and Worcester Area Cooperating Libraries (WACL) all

have a history of sharing their resources by participation in the organiza-

tion of union lists of serial holdings:

School libraries have individually made efforts at cooperating with

the palitc. libraries of the communities in which they are situated. °Other

than this librarian-to-librarian contact, the school librarian often finds

it difficult to transcend institutional barriers, but is often carried

along in cooperative efforts by the parent institution through membership,

in a regional system or an educational collaborative.

Special libraries also have heavy institutional inhibitions to their

cooperative efforts, but with their specialized collections they are

heavily dependent on interlibrary loan activity for materials outside their

mandated subject area. The health sciences libraries have a long- standing

network, which was formed in response to a strong need,for resource sharing

and with the assistance of federal, financial incentives. A Similar subject

orientation is evidenced in the grouping of member libraries into the

Boston Theological Institute and the.MIT Industrial Liaison Program.

Institutional orientation is obvious in the existence of antra- -

corporate networks such as the Digital Library Network, the GTE Library

Network, and the Honeywell Information Network. Here, the combined

resources of the corporation often overcome separate divisional budgets and

interests, as well as a wide geographic area, to support informational

networking within the institutional structure.

Special libraries are heavily dependent upon professional associations

such as the Boston Chapter of the Special Libraries Association and the

Route 128 Librarians Group for networking outside'of their specialized

institutions. Both of these groups have been influential in facilitating

informal interlibrary loan arrangements among selected participants.
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There are few genuine mu.ltitype consortia, that is. formal organiza-

tions with substantial representation of membership by two or more types'of

libraries. CHIN (the Community Health Information Network), including

public and school libraries in its membership, is anchored by Mt. Auburn

Hospital in an effort to disseminate health information to access points in

its service area. SMCL (Southeastern Massachusetts Cooperating Libraries),

comprised of four academic, two public, and one hospital library, publishes

a computer- produced union list of serials and engages in shared reference

service and interlibrary loan activity through a dedicated telephone line

and a 'delivery system. The Essex County Cooperating Libraries (ECCL) and

Merrimack Inter-Library Cooperative (MILC) are each representational of all

four types of libraries. They meet regularly, confer on issues in common

and work jointly on major projects, and charge an annual membership fee.

WELEXACOL (Wellesley7Lexington Area Cooperating Libraries) has produced a,

union list of reference strengths reflective of its academic, special, and

public membership. C/W MARS is embarked on the irplementation of a circu-

lation and interlibrary loan system, for 28 academic, public, and special

libraries in Central and Western Massachusetts.

In addition to state and regional cooperative activities, Massachu-

setts libraries are making increased use of national and even international

networks operating as bibliographic utilities (such as OCLC - Online

Computer Library Center) and online information retrieval systems. Ninety

libraries reported use of OCLC at the end of 1982. One hundred and two

search DIALOG and 46 search BRS (Bibl iographic Retrieval Services, Inc.),

while a smaller number use SDC Orbit. NYTIS (New York Times Information

Service), Mead Data, and other database vendors. Support services, such as

training and update.sessions, user committees, and regular printed and

electronic.communications among members of these groups, provide another

form of continuing cooperation among various types of libraries. Presently

OCLC/NELINET use is highest among academic libraries, with additional

representation from special and larger public libraries.' Special libraries

and academic libraries are the largest users 'of national online database

vendors; there is very little use by public libraries and virtually none. by

school libraries.

Inter-type library cooperation often requires a greater commitment of

effort and resources than intra-type cooperation. A respect by all par-

ticipants for the differing missions and limitations of the other institu-

tions is a prerequisite. Substantial amounts of staff time are needed for

the education of direct participants in the cooperative effort and the

indirect supporters and users of the cooperative effort within each insti-

tution. Additional time commitments and creative thinking are required for

the solution of problems encountered in the process of cooperation. A

strong desire to build on the strengths and surmount the weaknesses of

individual institutions in order to meet all the information needs of the

user is paramount.
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4. OVERALL GOAL FOR MEETING NEEDS

In 1977 the Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioners, the State-

wide LSCA Advisory Council on Libraries, and four task forces charged with

Identifying user needs e-z:v el oped an overall goal for libraries in the

Commonwealth to meet those needs. The spirit and intention of this stated

goal provides the necessary framework with which to begin the design of a

resource sharing network:

To provide every resident of Massachusetts with equal

opportunityto access that part of the total information
resource which will satisfy the individual's educational,

occupational, cultural, andrecreati ona I needs and

interests, regardles of the individual's location, socio-

economic status, possible physical disability, or level of

intellectual achievement.

C
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5. USER AND LIBRRY NEEDS

People need information contributing to survival and success in

living. 'They have always needed it, but now, in a complLx society, the

need is growing. Life information needs range from survival (general life

maintenance - food, clothing, jobs, housing, personal care and safety,

social and emotional integration)to self-enrichment and growth (inf-orma-
tion needs relating to recreation and leisure, education, and self-actuali-
zation)."

A New England study of information seeking patterns conducted in .1979

concluded that 73% of the information needs of people over 16 years old

related to the theme of "meeting personal needs." Aspects included infor,

mation to serve in coping with day to day problems, trauma, or crisis; news

and current even. ,; supporting interest in cultural heritage; religion, and

family life; and accommodating needs in entertainment, recreation, and
leisure activities. The on'y other theme to generate wide interest was
"improving organizations and professions" including information to meet

needs of the work place. Issues in the "enhancing lifelong learning"
(support education in schools. erase illiteracy and improve reading skills

of the public) and "effectively governing society" (increase citizen parti-

,cipation in public policy decisions, government needs for census, economic,

and other related information) categories accounted for 7% of the people's

information needs.12

The traditional.:book-oriented library can no longer meet the informa-.

tion needs of its patrons. The distribution of knowledge and. information

relevant to all,aspects of an individual's life span requires:

1. the ability to find the location of the information and/or

material in a timely manner both within and beyond the local library col-

lection, and
2. the receipt of the right amount of information and/or material in

the most efficient mode possible once the individual's need
determined.13

Libraries are not a major supplier of information needs of citizens.

The 1 979 study previously mentioned discovered that New Englanders were

most likely to draw upon "interpersonal sources" of Information including

personal experiences, friends, relations, and co-workers. Libraries were

consulted as a possible source of information only 17% of the time when a

need for information became evident. This meant that among institutional

sources libraries ranked fourth behind businesses, professionals (doctors

and lawyers), and government agencies and ahead only of social agencies and

11. National Commission on Libraries and information Science, pp.

254, 268.

12. Ching-chih Chen and Peter Hernon. information Seeking: Assessing.

And AnticipAting User Needs., p. 48.

-15.

13. Roderick G. Swartz. "Mu Ititype Library Cooperative Response." p.

16.
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.4
religious leaders.14

Fifty-one percent of those responding In the Chen study who did not

use libraries as a source of information stated that It wes because they

did not need libraries, did not think libraries could help. or'had enough

information from other sources. 'Ahother 10% said it did not occur to 'them

to consult a library. Libraries were .most often, used as a source of
information in situations dealing with consumer issues, getting/changing

Jobs, and education and schooling.15

Traditionally, libraries have been oriented more toward building their

collections than toward using those collections to meet the specific needs

of a person. In most cases, libraries have been geared to serve the

"average user."10

Libraries have always reflected --certal.n assumptions about users.

Despite studies which have pointed out several factor's to the contrary.

library practices continue to reflect these same assumptibns:

1. "Patrons will turn to the library when they need something"

. . From the New England study, it is obvious that people infre-

quently (only 17% of the time) think of the library as a possible

source for their information needs.

2. "They will be willing to wait for an item for varying amounts of

time"

...They are usually unwilling to wait for material and there-

fore do not even come to the library but consult someone they

know and get what they need'quickly.

3. "They, know what they want"

. . . They may know approximately what they want but do not

always realize' what is available to them in addition to the

sources, usually "ihterpersonal." known to them. Thus, they can

miss a wealth of pertinent information through rack of source

identlficatron.

4. "They are able to 'describe what they want adequately"

. Probably not, as'any reference librarian can relate.17

Recent reports and studies conducted in Massachusetts have noted a

dramatic shift in perception on the part of librarians from "collection-
.

14. Chen and Hernon, pp. 53-63.

15. ibid., p. 97.

16. K. Leon Montgomery, "Library Resource Sharing Networks." p. 150.

17. Brigitte L. Kenney. "Network Servicet for ILL," pp. 128-9.
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oriented, self-sufficiency".toward the need fo- expanding beyond the scope

of the local collection and acquiring access to a wider range of materials

through cooperative efforts,, benefiting both user and librarian. As a

document supporting the FY1982 budget recommendations of the Senate Commit-

tee on Ways and Means (Senate 2222. June 1981, Vol. II), entitled Foiicy

Report j. Libraries sa ibg M.ssaLliusatta System Si Higher

emphasized, the cost-effective nature of cooperative activities is en-

visioned as contributing to the 'development and utilization of a database

of holdings of Massachusetts libraries in public higher education for

access end resource sharing.

A subcommittee of the Automation Planning Committee conducted a survey

in early 1983 of'several special libraries in "high tech" and other fields

to assess their information needs. When asked if the librarians used other

libraries to meet their users' needs. 90% responded in the affirmative.

Over 50% of the special librarians utilize an online bibliographic search-

retrieval-system. Obviously, the special libraries have a need for inforr

'national resources beyond their focal collections to meet the needs of

their users.

In late 1'981 and early 1 982 the Board of Library Comm isss :oners and

the Massachusetts Conference 'of Chief Librarians of. Public Higher Education

Institutions (MCCLPHEI) assessed need priorities of public, academic. and

special librariesand library consortia using a modified Delphi technique

employing a two-stage questionnaire. The first questionnaire posed a

general question to which participants could respond in whatever manner

they chose. The 400+ responses were then grouped into categories. elim-

inating duplicates and those responses not amenable to numeric ranking.

The remaining responses were then contextually reviewed, combined, where

possible, and finally reduced to a manageable 28. Participants then had

the opportunity to rank the responses numerically from one to ten indi-

cating their priorities. Rankings-were statistically analyzed employing an

arithmetic mean which yielded eight high priority areas:

MEAN
RANK (10 maximum) NEED

1 8.09 Union 1
1 s t of s e r i a l s . on a statewide/

regional /local basiS

2 7,60 On-iine catalogs for resource sharing (interlibrary

loan capability)

3 7.54 Support of capital costs for library participation in

networks ,

4 7.26 Development of a Statewide plan for library automation

5 7.12 Automated circulation systemS on a statewide/regional"

local basis

6 7.00 Development of networks and interfaces among networks

6.94 Access to bibliographic utilities

6.78 Training/workshops on automation

'The rankings Indicate that librarians .feel the need to' share resources by
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participating in cooperative activities and-networks. Circulation systems
can be the major tool of resource sharing with interfaces and communica-
tions between systems constituting a network.
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6. OBJECTIVE TO THE OVERALL GOAL, - RESOURCE SHAR1N3-

One of the objectives developed relating to the overEll goal for

meeting needs is concerned with resource.sharing:

increase citizens' access to Massachusetts information
resources by sharing resources asbroadly and effec-
tively as possible.

Librarians today acknowledge the impossibility of maintaining compre-
hensive collections and of providing totally comprehensive services to

their users based upon their own resources.18 A goal of resource sharing

is to maximize the'availability of materials and services and to minimize

expenses. The emphasis is on access rather than posses'sion.19 Resource
sharing arrangements among libraries provide the.library user with access-

to resources beyond the local col lection.2°

The sharing of collections among libraries,of one type cannot mtet the

needs of the total community because users need information from more than

a single-type.pollection. Therefore.. resource sharing among various
libraries will broaden the scope of resources from which to meet the users"

needs.

Resource sharing activities are increasing because of four trends:

- the goals of library services are shifting from collec.ion-oriented

to user-oriented;

--fiscal concerns are limiting the self-sufficiency of libraries;.

studies have.adyanced our understanding of use of materials; and

- technology is more accessible and responsive to library needs.21

Libraries strive toward self-sufficiency to meet the .(emands from

users that materials be available on-site and immediately. However,

several factors limit self-sufficiency. First. financial limitations Im-

pede building a comprehensive locaicollection. Selsond.-libraries often

lack the physical space for such an effort. Finally., there may be a lack

of expertise in developing and evaluating the ccOlecton.22

Libraries are becoming increasingly expensive and decliring in cost-

effectiveness at a time when users are demanding"greater efficiency. , The

18. Alice Wilcox, "Academic Library Participation in Networks." p.

168.

19. Allen kent "The Goals of Resource Sharing," p.

20. Danuta A. Nitecki, "Online Services," p. 7.

21. Thomas J. Galvin and Marcy Murphy. "Progress Towards Goals in

Library Resource Sharing." p. 80.

22. Richard E. Chapin. "Limits of Local Self- Sufficiency." pp. 57-8.
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cost-effectiveness criterion means that output must increase or imprthe

with' relatively constant levels of funding or 'it must remain constant at
reduced levels of funding. The costs of library operations have risen
rapidly in recent years resulting in higher costs per unit of output and

lower labor productivity. The prices of library inputs. that iso books,
journals, and labor, hive increased more rapidly than prices generally.23

The'rising costs of acquisitions will necessitate an increased level
of sharing. For example. the average hardcover book price in the United

States has increased by 32% from $19.30 in 1978 to.$25.48 in 1981.24

Average prices for annual Journal subscriptions rose even more dramatical-

ly. frqm $27.58 in 1978 to $44.80 in 1982, an increase of 70%' in five

y.ears.2" During the corresponding peciod, pmplic library materials expen-.

ditures in Massachusetts increased only 8%.",. Therefore, libraries Could

not keep pace and necessari,ly, acquired fewer titles. A review of budgets

of all types of libraries, if available, would show a similar trend because

of the spiralling cost ormaterials. °

ResotWce sharing is increasing as librarians cope with constraints on

self-sufficiency to meet user needs. For example. there was a 60% increase

in interlibrary loan nationwide between 1974 and 1977, the last period for

which statistics are available.27 'The availability of materials which
resource sharing seeks to maximize requires trade-offs of time and accus-

tomed ways of utilizing library materials. With interlibrary loan, there

is a delay in obtaining a particular item because it is not held locally;

however; the money saved from that non-acquisition represents an investment

in accessibility to more materials than the local library can afford. The.

cost-effectiveness of resource sharing is diminished, however, because the

effort toward the sharing of resources has to run concurrently with the

trend of some'libraries attempting self-sufficiency.28

A decision to cooperate in a resource sharing effort should be based

on two criteria. First. potential members must acknowledge that they have

common interests and could achieve higher levels of servica and efficiency

by working cooperatively. Second. potential members must be.willing to

commit the necessary financial and philosophical support on a continuing
.:.

basis,29,

lnterli rary loan has never been free. It only appeared that way
because money was not changing hands in the transaction between borrower

23. Miriam A. Drake. "Economics of Library Networks," pp. 221-2.-

24. Joanne O'Hare and Betty Sun. eds., Dioikar Annual, p. 388.

25. Norman B. Brown and Jane Phillips. "Price Indexes for 1982:% U. S.

Periodicals and Serials Services." p. 1380.

26. Massachusetts Board,of Library Commissioners, Data for Massachu-

sg±ta: Cpmparative Eub_11 Library Report FY32.

27. O'Hare and Sun. pp. 334-5.

a28. Kent, "The Goals of Resource Sharing." p. 27.

29. Ruth J. Patrick, Guidelines for Library Cooperation, p. 47.
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and lender. Although resource sharing can result In access to more

materials, it highlights.personnel, materials. and other costs previously

,Ignored or minimized, creating a new set of-problems that must. and can, be

solved.30

a G.

0

C.

,

30. William DeJohn. "Public Library Cooperation as Seen From a

Multitype Network," p. 72,
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7: NETWORKS - THE MECHANISM TO RESOURCE SHARING

In its simplest de.finition, a library network is a mechanism which

facilitates the sharing of resources. among libraries for the mutual benefit

of their 'clienteles. A library network exists when two or more libraries

formally..engage in a common pattern of Information exchange, through com-

munications, for ,some functionally interdependent purpose.31 Networks are

more formally organized than resource sharing cooperatives and dependent

upon-an established system of communication.

Network functions fall into three primary classes:

1. those that serve the patron directly;

2. those that serve the member libraries 4irectly and

the patron indirectly; and
3. those that support the network structure.

The first two classes are goal-driented in that they attempt to ful-

fill the primary goal'of the network (service to .the patron) and .its

necessary Condition (survival of the library). The third class is means-

oriented in that it consists of activities that contribute to the accom-

plishment of the other tw,) functions.32'

The goals of networking reflect those of resource sharing - increased

access and reducing or controlling the rate of rising costs. Objectives of

--a network can-be-summarized briefly:

1. shared access to collections (through expanded

.interlibrary loan and borrowing privileges);

2. coordinated collection development to avoid un-

necessary duplication of materials;

3. shared access to bibliographic data; and

4. continuing education and development of technical

expertise of staff members.3)

Essentially, resource sharing networks are established to provide

collectively three _activities related to the goals of increased access and

cost-effectiveness:'

1. Search Services

Commonly referred to as database seanthing or information

retrieval, search services involve the pr,Ocess of finding data or

information in remote files. Created from a variety of sources

P

31. Joseph Becker. "Network Functions: Reactions," p. 88.

32. Andrew Leddes. "Public Libraries n {ma! Cooperative Systems,"

51.

33. Genevieve M. Casey. "Cooper,:-Hon rctworking." p. 460.

34. Hank Epstein. "Technology of Library and Information Networks."

p. 425.
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including legal. medical. consumer. business. and other subject

areas, database files are collections of text and/or numeric data.

In machine-readable form provided by organizations such as Sys-

tems Development Corporation (SDC Orbit). Bibliographic Retrieval

Services (BRS), and Lockheed (DIALOG) and stored electronically

for access by remote users via telecommunieet-i-ons..----Searchers use

a variety of computer devices (such as "dumb terminals" or micro-

computers), and telecommunicationsequipment
(such as acoustic

couplers or modems). -to access and search the database files

compiled by these vendor organizations on host computers some-

times thousands of miles away.

There are essentially two types of databases.' Bibliographic,

database files contain reference or _secondary information

covering a'number of.years. and provide searchers with citations

to Journals, serials, research reports,
specifications. or other

sources of information. Bibliographic databases do notprovide

complete information but identify sources of information for the

searcher.to peruse.° Several files contain abstracts with the

citations, providing more but still limited information about the

source. These databases ate usually accessed by librarians and

information professionals. Source or nonbibliographic databases

may include statistic and other numeric data or the full text of

the document, such as LEX1S (legal materials)*or NEXIS (business

materials). These nonbibliographic databases are often accessed

by end users rather than intermediaries such as librarlans.-5

Recently, databases were made available to the general consumer

which provide a variety of informatiori sources including trans-

portation schedules. current news. stories from UPI. or items, for

sale. (an "electronic mail order catalog ").

Advantages of search services include:36

a. speed - online searching is much faster than manual searching.

b. comprehepsiveness - the on searcher has access to many

more inflpmation sources than even the largest of libraries

cansuppa-t in printed form. In addition. there are increasing

numbers of databases available
online which are produced only

in machine-readable form and which have no printed equivalent..

c. currentness- on
information sources are often updated

monthly, biweekly. or weekly before their published counter-

parts are printed and distributed.

d. flexibility - the interactive nature of online searching per-

mits many more access points -than manual searching allows.

One of the most powerful advantages is the capability of'the

searcher to query the database by a variety of entries: sub-

.: Ject, title, author, sponsoring organization, date of publica-

-tion, and to use Boolean logic, combining search words with

the logical operators ("and," "or," and "not"). The,searcher

has immediate feedback-on the relevance of a search and may

alter the profile or strategy at any point to increase rele-

vance.

35. Ryan E. Hoover, "Overview of On information Retrieval." p. 18.

36. Ibid., p. 19.
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2. Cataloging/ILL Services

Cataloging services provide bibliographic citations, through

cataloging "utilities" or "networks" (vendors such as OCLC) for

users to search, modify, add to, or replace in the database. The

database providers incorporate standards in record format and

content to ensure record consistency and file compatibility.. End

products from the file include catalog cards and computer tapes

of machine-readable bibliographic records.

Records are created in machine-readable form, indicating that a

library owns the item. Access to files of records with holdings,
information, either through a cataloging utility or through a

database file located on a circulation control system, will

facilitate interlibrary loan.

Libraries which have converted their records into machine-
readable form using a cataloging utility or service may have
their file of records copied from the database onto computer
tape. The tape can then be loaded onto.an automated circulation
control system, facilitating the process of conversion from a

manual to an automated system

Another advantage provided by some cataloging networks is the use

of the ordeting/acquisitions system. Using the same type of
record as the cataloging file, the acquisition record may be used

for cooperative collection development purposes by a group of

libraries. The library may then use this record as the basis of

the cataloging record, thus decreasing the need to retype the

record information.',

3. Circulation/ILL Services

Circulation services. offered by such companies as CLSI, Data-

phase, and GEAC, provide optimal interlibrary loan services since

the file not only includes location information but also avail-

ability status. End products include the current 1rculation

status of library materials.

Some networks could be characterized as a single-type cooperative

network, meaning that they serve a single type of library. The argument in

favor of multitype library networks over single-type networks is con-

vincing. Among the many benefits derived from participating in multitype

networks are:*
1. access to information about bibliographic re-

sources in other types of libraries;

2. increased access and increased confidence in the

availability of resources held in other types of

collections in the network which enables libraries

to gain increased flexibility in the spending of

their book and Journal funds;

3. access to highly specialized and general collec-

tions to broaden locally-held resources;

4. reference searches on databases that are capable-
. of providing, relevant abstracts and/or full
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document text;

5. the capability of sharingserVices such as

cataloging and orderIng of materials; and

6. increased access to human resources. such as sub-

ject specialists. general information specialists,

and school librarians who have the opportunity to

train future users of I ibraries and information

sery ices.."7

'MultItype library networks should also consider other information providers

outside of the institutional setting such as information brokers and other

Information professionals.38

Library networks must have a positive impact.on users in terms of

access to more materials. The network should aIso enable an individual

library to provide a corresponding level of service at less cost, increased

service at commensurate cost, or much more service at less cost than if the

services were undertaken individually." The effectiveness of resource

sharing depends upon the availability of appropriate communications,

technology, and delivery systems.40 To be minimally effective. a library

network must:

1. provide library service to at least as many users via the

network as were served by each individual library prior to

the network;

2. fulfill at least as many requests for library materials via

the network as were met by each individual library prior to

the network;

3. -provide bibliographic access to library resources at least

as rapidly as conventional location devices such as local

card catalogs;

4. offer access to a larger collection of materials than is

available at any one of the libraries in the network;

5. provide delivery of materials borrowed via the network

within a specified amount of time (determined by members) in

a majority of network loans.'"

37. Mary Ann Roman and Heather Day. "The Role of the Special Library

in Networking," p. 301; Richard DeGennaro, "The Role of the Academic

Library in Networking," p. 306; and Richard Sorensen, "The Place of School

Libraries/Media Centers in Library Networks." pp. 310-13.

38. Ching-chih Chen and Peter Hernon, Criteria Ad Effectiveness for

Network Delivery Di Citizen Information through Libraries, p. 9.

39. Kent. "Directions for the Future," p. 323.

40. Kent, "The Goals of Resource Sharing in Libraries." p. 27.

41. Montgomery. p. 137.
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8. BARRIERS TO NETWORKING

Although networking is a viable means of resource sharing, many bar-
riers persist. A typology of barriers has been developed by Orin Nolting
which is applicable to all types, of I ibraries.42 Although dated, Notting's

typology provides a useful framework for discussing barriers.

Psychological barriers are reflected in attitudes or fears that are

held by some librarians and some library planning/funding authorities. One

such attitude is that of complacency, evident when librarians express
satisfaction with the service they offer and thus exhibit no -need to co-
operate.43 One fear is that participation in a network will alert library
funders to the rich resources available elsewhere, raise unrealistic ex-
pectations for cast savings. and thereby result in reductions of budgetary
support for the library.44 However, the tradition of ropal autonomy has
been cited as the greatest, single barrier to cooperation.4 A library may
Know it cannot succeed by itself, yet it is afraid of losing its identity
by becoming part of a larger resource sharing activity." It is feared

that participation will cause a library to give. up some of its decjsion-

rriaking and management prerogatives. particularly in operating procedures,
collection policies, service priorities. and budget flexibi I ity.47

A- second set of barriers stems from the lack of information and ex-
perience about user needs and the functions of libraries and services; the

failure of smaller libraries to realize the value of larger libraries'

resources; and unawareness of successful cooperative efforts. One of the

most frequently cited barriers Is the unpredictability of demands on the

library by its primary users. For example, students and teachers have an
"immediacy of needs" for materials that inhibits schools from lending

resources. Librarians do not want 'to 'deal with users who do not look
kindly upon discovering that the materials they want are out on loan to

another library."

Tradition and history operate as constraints to resource sharing
because of the human tendency to maintain the status quo and because of

past experiences with funding, collection overuse, and the limitations of

access to academic and special libraries.' For example, there is preference

by all types of libraries to cooperate first with libraries of the same

type, thereby limiting multitype cooperation. One reason for this is that

42. Orin Nolting, Mobilizing Total Library Resources for Effective

5sarvice, pp. 6-10.

43. Edward G. Strabie, "The Illinois Experience," p. 142.

44. DeGennaro, pp. 306-7.

45. Casey. p. 448.

46. John Fetterman. "Resource Sharing in Libraries - Why?" p. 5.

47. Roman and Day, pp. 301-2; and DeGennaro, pp. 306-7.

48. Anne Marie Falsone, "Participation of School Libraries." p. 133.
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libraries are reluctant to -become dependent on a fragile network organiza-

tion where comRromise Is needed to, deal with the diversity of libraries

,participating.4- Traditionally, special libraries have limited access

because their collections consist largely of confidentiaLand proprietary

information that cannot be shared." Undoubtedly, one of Ame'greatest con-

straints is the historically low funding levels of libraries. The ,major

/ problem will be t2 find the funds necessary fcr.capital investment and

ongoing operations.71 Many,libraries currently do not include funds speci-

fically for cooperative activities. Another major barrier is that most

librarians and library boards have a natural fear of their own collettions

being depleted by heavy use from other libraries.52 They believe hordes

will descend-upon materials which were originally intended to. be used by a

limited clientele. or that thelr libraries will be overwhelmed with inter-

library loan requests53

Geographic constraints and the physical limitations of the library

present another set of barriers. Distance between' libraries, and between

libraries and users. affqFts speed and quality of service- and in many

instances determines or stcongly influences the size and composition of the

cooperative's membership.-J4 Library hours may limit participation, as does

physical space, particularly if the libraries are incapable of accommo-

dating resources,-staff,.and users. A limited collection also hampers co-

operation. For example, schcol collections are chosen to support the

curriculum, and therefore a school library may not be capable of making a

large contribution in materials to the resource sharing activity.55

Legal and administrative constraints present a further set of barriers

to interlibrary cooperation. Administrative limitations include jurisdic-

tional issues based upon laws and regulations; Often it is unclear whether

a library can participate in a network because of its legal status.

Additionally, some regulations restrict the use of f -derally-funded

materials to certain target groups, removing resources fr-_:m-sharincl.56 A

library manager may be reluctant to becoMe involved in interlibrary co-

operallon because of the substantial commitment of staff time to the ef-

fort. Other administrative-and legal issues concern the classes of

resources to be obligated (time, funds, Materials, etc.), provision of data

privacy, copyright. and reporting\requirements for network activities.

1.

49. DeGennaro, pp. 306-7.

50., Strable, p. 142.

51. Drake. p. 224.

52. Mary Jordan Coe, "Indiana Case Study 2," p. 77.

53. Roman and Day. pp. 301-2; and Hamilton. p. 456.

54. W. Boyd Rayward. "The Local Node." p. 64.

55. Falsone. p. 133.

56. Sorensen. "The. Place of School Libraries." pp. 314-8.

57. DeGennaro. pp. 306-7.
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Another major set of barriers, not adequately discussed by Nolting,

includes technical incompatibilities and uncertainties. There are many

barriers to achieving optimum systems if communications, inciuding_techni-

cal advances yet to be -achieved and the lack of standardization.5.8 Not all

libraries belong to:the same bibliographic/cataloging utility, which inhi-

bits automated resource'sharing, since the links between systems hinge on

the format and contents of the bibliographic record. The result Is that

librarians essentially speak .different languages..59. Additional ly,.
libraries are reluctant to participate in cooperatives because rapidly

accelerating advances in computer and communications technology may make

some network systems obsolete in the near future.6°

Most barriers can be overcome. Administrators must begin to think
about library cooperation as a group of libraries working together, with

the local library remaining the focal service point. They will not be

giving away anything by resource sharing; rather, they.will be becoming
more responsible to users and funders. It is more a change of, attitude

than anything else.61

Specific barriers can be eliminated through communication to promote

awareness and understanding.. Autonomy can be protected through legal
processes including statutes and contracts.' Nowhere tips any library been

taken. over by a network and nowhere will it occur.°2 The ability to

demonstrate to funding sources how much better, their constituencies can be

served by being able to connect with a growing range of resources will help

to secure the necessary funding.63 The concern. 'expressed by many
librarians and, trustees that they would be overwhelmed by requests for

materials does not appear to be borne out. This is because the number of

active participants increased, resulting in a spreading of the request

and lending buren.°1 Overuse of collections by external users can be

handled with assurances (bylaws. agreements, etc.) that a participating

library always has first call on its own materials and that the entire

logic of a cooperative is to share resources rather than to rely totallyon

58. Donald W. King, "Some Comments on 'The. Impact of Technology, on

Library Networks," p. 147.

59. Dorothy W. Russell. "Interlibrary Loan in a Network Environment,"

p. 22.

60. DeGennaro. pp.-306-7.

61. Alphonse F. Trezza. "Toward a National Cooperative Library and

Informational Science Network." p. 161.

437.

103.

62. Ibid., p. 162.

63. Eva R. Brown, "Major Barriers to interlibrary Cooperation."

64. Noelene P. Martin. "Interlibrary Loan and Resource Sharing."
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one library65 Cost recovery/reimbursement fees for lenders of materials

can be negotiated through network agreementS or contracts. Technical and

cooperative agreements, governance structures and policies. and applicable

-'-s-tandards-oan_pilovidea_basisfor solving most of the legal... administra-

tive, and technical barriers whiCli ar1S-e:when establishing interlibrary ,

cooperatives, particularly in utilizing automated.technologies.

There exists a willingness on the part of many libraries to cooperate.

as documented through the Delphi study conducted recently by the Massachu-

setts Board of Library Commissioners. Planning the design of an automated

resource sharing network in this State requires careful consideration of

the many existing barriers with the intent to resolve them.

65. Coe, p. 77.
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9. AUTOMATED NETWORKING

'
The computer's role in networking for resource sharing is one of

--med-i-at-i-on-between the need on one hand to economize, and the need on the

other band to expand services in. light of ever - increasing demands from thd

users.66 6 While networks provide a mechanism for'resource sharing, applying
automated technologies to a resource sharing network will increase the

network's efficiency and cost-effectiveness. .The. term "automated network"

refers to both the organizations and the systems which link libraries

together via telecommunications with computer-controlled message switching

and database access. The "network organization" .1s. the administra-
tive/human aspect of networking, while "network system" denotes theneces

sary hardware and software.61 A "netwbrk utility" is an entity using
network systems to provide computer services to network organizations.

The primary reason toutillie automation for resource sharing is. that

computersi provide the necessary processing capabilities required for effec-

ti.1,! and efficient retrieval in terms of response time, storage capacity,

and the necessary linkage and switching between components." Problems of

information access are alleviated and the speed in receiving-information is ,

improved when computer and telecommunications technologies are employed.

Besidep utilizing a computer's processing power to increase the scope

and space of access, the benefits of an individual library's participation

in computer-based library networking are related to reductions in unit of

cost which result from economies of scale. Economies of scale are the

reductions in unit cost that result from increasing productivity."

Libraries 'are becoming increasingly labor intensive. It is unlikely that

this increase in the proportion of labor will be matched by increases in

labor productivity.71

The lack of increase in labor productivity results from the-increasing

costs to maintain growing collections and the inability or unwillingness to

use labor-saving devices. In order to improve the relationship between

library inputs (materials. labor. etc.) and output (productivity),

66. Richard M. Kesner. "The Computer and the-Library Environment," p.

40.

67. Nea! K. Kaske and Nancy P. Sanders. "Networking and the Elec-

tronic Library," p. 66.

68. Sus en K. Martin, Library kletworka, p. 3.

69. James G. Williams, "Performance Criteria and Evaluation," p. 228.

70. Drake, p. 226.

71. Ibid., p. 222.



libraries will have to utilize computers and faster and cheaper means of

telecommunications. The costs of processing library materials and collec-

tions and catalog maintenance will have to be reduced to supply resources

for more responsive public service.72 Applying automated technologies to

the sharing of resources can improve both the efficiency and effectiveness

of inplits and outputs.

Many libraries are too small to take advantage of economies of scale

and too poor to invest in advanced technologies by themselves. Therefore,

libraries should pool their resources by forming and participating in

networks and share in the development and use of sophisticated online

computer technology. This cooperation would permit rapid and effective

resource sharing rather 'than having individual libraries undertake the full

burden of development and operational costs alone.73

Computer and telecommunications technologies may be efficiently and

effectively utilized to conduct network activities (search, cataloging/ILL,

and circulation/ILL services) that increase accessfor library resource

sharing. For example, terminals may be used to communicate with informa-

tion retrieval systems to produce bibliographic citations or to access

bibliographic databases (such as OCLC), to create cataloging records or a

holdings file, or to ascertain which libraries own a requested item. One

of the most powerful automated resource sharing tools is a network online

circulation control system. Its many benefits include:

1. Increased access and speed of retrieval. It is possible for an

individual to search the holdings of several libraries very

quickly. determine the item's physical location, and immediately

know its availability status (on the shelf. In.circulation, on

reserve, etc.). Location and availability information save per-

sonnel time and costs because librarians know where the item is

and whether it is available (rather than sending through an

interlibrary loan request hoping that the item is owned, and if

owned, available'for loan).

2. Cooperatiye collection development and maintenance. Duplication-

of low priority materials can be reduced; collection development

by subject can be assigned to members; user demand and patterns

of borrowing statistics can be generated for analysis; and

individual library responsibilities for maintaining unique

resources, can be decided.

3. Simplifying the distribution of lending loads; thereby eiabling

the system to become a more equitable proposition for.the lending

libraries.74

The technical ability to be instantly aware of the location, as well

72. Ibid., pp. 223-5.

73. 1h1d., p. 225; and DeGennaro. p. 306.

74. Boats. p. 125; and Nitecki. "Impact of an Online Circulation

System on interlibrary Services." pp. 10-1.
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.

as the current availability, of needed items in a cost-efficient and

effective manner will significantly Increase the viability of resource

sharing.75

75. Nitecki. ibid.,
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10. AUTOMATED LIBRARY NETWORKING IN MASSACHUSETTS

MISSION STATEMENT

After exploring the issues of needs assessments. resource sharing.

ne+works. barriers to networking. and the role of automation in networking,

a mission statement for developing an automated resource sharing library

network in Massachusetts is necessary to serve as a framework for network

activities:

1

MISSION

Develop cost=effective methods of resource sharing

that will increase access to the
resources needed by Massachusetts residents by

promoting cooperative efforts among libraries of

various types and by reducing barriers to

networking.

develop and link databases to provide. greater

access opportunities to resources;

2. develop document request and delivery procedures;

and

3. develop a program of computer literacy/training

for librarians without direct access to compu-

terized network systems.

52
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11. PRINCIPLES EMPLOYED IN DESIGNING THE RESOURCE SHARING NETWORK

These principles are considered the'basic attributes of a resou ce

sharing network in' Massachusetts:

1. Each individual has the right to access the information that

meets his or her needs.

2. All network services should be provided at a level of operation

as close to the user as possible. A local library should be the user's

most efficient and appropriate service center. Therefore, network services

should be provided through libraries as often as possible. The network

must support local libraries, not compete° With them76

3. The objectives of the resource sharing network should be:realized.

without harm to the missions of participating libraries. although their

Methods of operation invariably must. be adjusted." All libraries have a

responsibility to collect the materials needed regularly by their own

constituents,
78 Resource sharing is not a substitute for local acquisi-

tion, only a supplement.

4. It is essential that the network enable individual-libraries to

maximize the gains of resource sharing while allowing for local
flexibility; network members must understand and recognize existing

individual constraints:79

5. The resource sharing network should be built upon existing

cooperative systems and existing library strengths. New resource sharing

systems. built upon strong individual library collections and services,

should evolve where existing cooperatives are no longer effective. The

network should not compete with existing arrangements. but rather improve,

redirect, and extend those already existing, and offer alternative

approaches which will prove more valuable and usefiii.6°

6. Networking is not free. Besides equipment and material costs:

staff time is necessary to provide shared services.81 Therefore, each

participant must be able to balance benefits with investment. This balance

need not be measured solely i'n the.traditional interlibrary loan'concept of

1 01 .

76. Wilcox, p. 168.

'77. Kent, "Network Anatomy and Network Objectives." p. 13.

78. Noelene P. Martin. "Interlibrary Loan and Resource Sharing." p.'

79. -Wilcox, p. 168.

80. EDUCOM. Agricultural Sciences Information Network Development

Plan, 38.

81. W. Lyle Eberhart, "Public.Library Networking Viewed from a State

Library Agency." p. 61.
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net borrowing versus net lending of materials.82 Attention also must be

given to the increased benefits of improved access to more resources. A

cost - benefit analysis is an appropriate methodology to study the benefits

netwcrk investment.

7.v, The financial and _fiscal .basis of the continued operation of

neilork components must depend upon local rather than federal, state;--and-

private funding sources. Local funding sources include assessed membership

fees, cost recovery /reimbursement fees, and.allocations from the institu-

tions. Governmental .and private grants and intermittent local fundraising

are unreliable as a financial base sincethey.are more at to change

annually.

8. Resource sharing efforts.must not be limited to within the State.

-,When and where economically,. technically, and politically.feasible and

desirable. the State's resourte- sharing network and its reLated services

should overcome geo-political boundaries, broadening access into the total

information resources of the region\and the nation.

82. Nitecki, "Impact of an On Circulation System." pp. 10-1.
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12. NETWORK STRUCTURE

Considering the mission statement of \automated resource sharing

networking and the aforementioned principles -1-c) be utilized in designing a

network, the library network concept for Massachusetts is based .upon the

linking by telecommunications of independent cooperative systems of

libraries, each with a center that not only coordinates the internal

activities of the system, but also serves as the cooperative's link with

the center of other systems. The network is hierarchical in that coopera-

tive centers communicate with other centers in a planned outward and upward

process. For users, this resource sharing network. with its local -basis

and hierarchical expansion process. 'can provide access ,to the full scope of

information resources to meet their needs.

The network is designed to increase access to resources based upon a

decentralized structure composed of independent cooperative systems of

several types telecommunicating with other cooperatives to.locate needed

material (documents and/or bibliographic citations), ascertain availability

status (if technbi.pgically feasible) and place requests for the desired

items. Material is delivered in the, conventional manner, that is, by mail

or truck, although telefacsimile and digital transmission or other elec-

tronic means are future considerations, dependent upon technology, costs,

effectiven ss, and need.
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13. ACTIVITIES RELATING TO THE MISSION STATEMENT

1.0 Develop and 'link bibliographic databases to provide greater access

opportunities to resources

The basis of automated resource sharing is the ability to create

machine-readable records containJpg information, and the capability of

others to access the database file. This activity is primarily concerned

with developing access points inio the varkws types of database files to

increase the capacity for resource sharing, and linking the access points

to each other. Another aspect of this activity is the development of

interfaces between cataloging/ILL services and circulation/ILL services to

increase efficiency.

Database files are accessed for resource sharing by three services:

search services - database files which provide the searcher with

bibliographic citations and/or abstracts of resources indexed In

the database, or full document text, such as articles, transpor-

tation schedules. or current news stories.

cataloging/ILL services - database files of shared Machine-

readable bibliographic records which are created by libraries

during the cataloging process and which indicate library owner-

ship; these files may be searched for interlibrary loan purposes.

circulation/ILL services database files of machine - readable

bibliographic records which not only indicate ownership but also

current availability (on the shelf and available for loan. in

circulation, or on the shelf'for reference use), to the requester.

1.1 Develop access points into the infbrmation resource

Many libraries in Massachusetts have computer and telecommunica-

-tions tehnologies which give them the capability to access informa-

tional resources via search. "cataloging/ILL, or circulation/ILL ser-

vices. Increasing the number of libraries of all types participating

in these'services will increase the number of access points into the

informatin resources, thus facilitating the sharing.of resources

between libraries for the benefit of the user.

'

I

Expand participation in online circulation/ILL control
1.1.1 \

'
systems where it is technically. and economical! fea-

sible, and - develop new systems where they are neededN
',..

.

.

Resource sharing is best facilitated.by utilizing online .'

circulation. control systems. Inclusion of the physical location

and immediate availability status of the desired item in the

accessed database file considerably reduces personnel, effort in

requesting interlibrary loan..

Circulation control systems are either stand- =alone systems

or network clusters. Stand-alone systems are owned by a single

institution, while network clusters are shared by a group of

libraries such as NOBLE and C/W MARS. Whether or not the circu-
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lation control system is shared or stand-alone, it will be re-

ferred TO as a circulation/ILL cluster or simply a cluster.

Because of the importance of circulation /ILL clusters in

facilitating resource sharing. existing clusters should be ex-

panded ln.size and scope to include more libraries as partici-

pants ,:hen and where_ it is feasible, considering hardware,
software, and other factors. Building on_existing clusters

broadens The database files by increasing the number of resources

access,ble for sharing and also increasing the number of access

p;oints irto the shared database file. Furthermore. expanding

existing cluster!: saves costs by requiring only marginal in-

creases in ne-iviork,systems while distributing the operational

cost burden among more participants.

Several factors seem to be most influential 'n determining

the scope of participation 'n a cluster:

1. population density of the area served;

2. types of libraries participating;
3. document delivery systems in place cc feasible;

4. past and current cooperative efforts of participants;

5. patterns of clientele use and.their needs;

6. types of network services offered by the system; and

7. funding available for ongoing operations (telecommunica-

tions is probably the most variable cost: the farther in

distance the participant is from the computer. the higher

the costs for telecommunications will be). ,

Smaller, geographically unified clusters can provide

faster reaction and better service than is presently possible

w I th I rf \ I arger clusters.83

When it is not feasible to include more participants in

existing clusters, new, shared, Online circulation clusters

should be'encouraged and developed.

1.1.2 DevelovIntormation Network Centers (INCs) to.serve as

access points

Many public, academic, spc,,ial. an school libraries do not

currently participate in a cfrculation/ILL cluster and may not be

able to in the near future for a variety of easons. Also, these

libraries may lack the means to access searc and catalogirg/ILL

services for resource sharing purposes. Additi nally, many clus-

ters do not have libraries in their membership 01,0 possess the

means to access other information resources provt tied by search

and cataloging /ILL activities.

Residents need information, and access to the inforrihation

resources is of primary. importance. The means to access inforima7

+ion resources should be available to all users and libraries bVNN.

83. William B. Ernst. Jr., "Potential for Growth In Multitype Library.

Cooperation." p. 180.
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a local library within a reasonable traveling distance of the

user. Therefore, access points to the resources provided by

search, cataloging/ILL, and circulation/ILL activities-called

Information Network Centers (INCs) should be developed. INCs are

a cooperative effort of two or more local libraries (of the same

or different types) in which one library houses. the appropriate

equipment and serves as the access point for the public and for

other librarians that are members of the INC.

The primary responsibility of an INC will be to provide

access into sources of information for resource sharing:

1. search services
INCs will be capable of accessing information retrieval

systems for bibliographical citations, abstracts, and

full document text.

2. cataloging/ILL services
INCs will cceate machine-readable records of the acquisi-

tions of the member libraries by'using an appropriate

cataloging service. These records, which provide the

physical location (owhership) of holdings, must then be

placed in an automated system so that they can be
accessed for resource sharing by other access points. In

this way, - materials in INC libraries are made available

for interlibrary loan to other libraries, thi6Feby ex=-

paneling the State's resource sharing efforts.

3. circulation/ILL services
INCs will have the-capability of dial-up access to those

clusters participating in the network for location infor-

mation and, if possible, availabllity status.

INCs will be able to use any existing dOcument request

and/or delivery system, and to explore new methods when feasible.

INCs will possess the appropriate equipment for providing

dial-up capability for search, cataloging/ILL, and circula-

tion/ILL services. A microcomputer and modem with dial-up'capa-

bility (300-1200 baudrate). and the necessary software will serve

as the primary access tool for these services. Other hardware

and software (a particular terminal, etc.) may be necessary for

accessing one or more of the services.

Criteria for an INC will include that:

1. it must be in a library open to users and librarians; .

2. it must be an ongoing, cooperative effort of at least two

libraries (of the same or different types);

prov 1 de access to search, cataloging/ILL, and

circulation/ILL services;
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4. it must have initial acceptance by search, catalog-
ing/ILL, and circulation/ILL services and participants;

5. it must document the.need of users and the need and

willingness of librarians to participate;
6. It must demonstrate that it possesses sufficient person-

nel and other resources within the INC membership to
support continued operations; and

7. it must share its resources with other libraries.

Sites for 1NCs will be distributed considering geography.

population, and user needs. Start-up and first year's implemen-
tation costs will be proVided to the INC through grants, de-
pending upon funding available and on a competitive basis. On-

going operation of an :INC must. be funded through local arrange-

ments, such as sharing costs with other libraries in the INC,

reimbursement fees, and the like.

1.2 Develop telecommunications linkages between access points

The automated resource sharing network for Massachusetts is based

upon telecommunications links between access points and with resource

sharing search, cataloging/ILL, and circulation/ILL services.

Two types of telecommunications links will initially be used,

both based upon analog and digital telephone lineS. "Online" refers

to a telecommunications link utilizing dedicated (sole-purpose) tele-

phone lines and modems between access point hardware (e.g., terminal

or microcomputer-9 and a computer-whtch-d+rect-ly or Und4rectly pr- ov-i-dec

the service. The link Is always "on." that is. directly connected to

and under the control of the central processing unit of a computer.

Because the telephone line is "dedicated." the telephone company
charges a monthly rate based on the number of lines and the distance

between the access point and the computer. Although this type of link

is very expensive, it is usually less expensive than dial-up access,
and it is probably necessary if the link is extensively used.

"Dial-up" refers to a telecommunications link that. does not

depend upon a dedicated line. Although a modem is often used foi- 'the

telecommunications connection, an acoustic coupler can also be used.

Couplers are not acceptable for online links and not recommended for

dial-up connections. The technological parameters of the service-

providing computer will determine whether or not the link may be

online or dial-up.

Telecommunications links between access points requires dis-

cussion.

1. among members within a circulation/ILL cluster

Because members will be participating in a cluster to pro-

vide far their local circulation control needs (circulation,

reserves, etc.) as well as. resource sharing, the telecom

munications link will be online (dedicated) from a.remote

terminal to the computer. Modems with at, least 1200 baud

-64Tanly--anA mu I I fi-prtexers-;whl-ch-;:reduce-the-number-of_dedi

cated lines between remote and 'central sites, are recom-

mended to reduce telecommunications costs.
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2. between circulation/ILL clusters

The telecommunciations linkages between clusters provide the

most effective approach to automated resource sharing be-

cause the desired link is one that can provide both the

physiCal location and availability status of the needed

item. With this complete information, interlibrary loan

processing will be very productive since libraries will re- \

ceive. for the most part, only loan requests they can imme-

diately satisfy.84

Linking databases via
telecommunications to permit resource

sharing was considered the most viable alternative of those

studied by the Joint Automation Planning Committee's Task

Force on Resource Sharing. Developing a statewide, mono-

lithic database of bibliographic records. while technically

feasible, is prohibitively expensive. Theneed for state-

wide holdings information, is far outweighed by the cost of

establishing such a database.

All clusters should be willing to provide at least,three:

ports on their computer, for use by other access points for:

resource sharing. At least one of the three ports should be

provided for dial-up access; the other two ports could be

utilized for either online (dedicated) or-additional dial-up

links. Cooperating library gr6ups receiving funds through.

the Board of Library Commissioners for 50% or more of the

costs associated with the central site circulat-rotritL-L---c611-.

trol system or equipment upgrade must provide at least five

percent of their ports, but not fewer than three ports, /for

telecommunications links from other access points in/the

State. To facilitate resource sharing, all clusters shOuld

provide toil -free lines for the minimum dial-up port.'

Technically, linkages between two clusters using the same

vendor's computer system should be direct without the need

for any substantive systems/telecommunications
hardware or

software development.

Both dial-up and online (dedicated) links shobld be possible

and capable of providing both physical location and availa-

bility_status information for the holdings of cluster mem-

bers. To share resources, extensively and without

hardware/software discrimination,
telecommunications between

disparate ;systems must also be implemented. Dial-up links

can probably'be made without substantial
development and can

provide at least physical' location. Availability status IS

also desired if it can be provided. However. the online

(dedicated) telecommunications linkage between disparate

systems should be explored and developed.

'AC_ William B. Rouse and Sandra H..' Rouse, Management Di Library Net-

works, p. 185.
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Before telecommunications linkages are made; technical and

cooperative agreements between two clusters must. be,
developed. On the technical side, the two clusters must
minimally agree on the content and data structure of the
records to be transmitted, format of queries to be keyed in
by the requester, communication mechanisms used to transmit
data; and transmission speed.85

.Cooperative, signed agreements between clusters will deter-
mine the level of services provided. Agreements should
minimally include how the clusters will be linked; the
telecommunications costs; when database files will be
queried; how loan requests will be processed and delivered;
and if there will be a, monetary charge. For example, two
clusters may agree that the.telecommunications link will be

online (dedicated) with the costs shared by all cluster
members; that the clusters will access each other's database
file first; and that there will be free reciprocal borrowing
using the Regional Public Library System's delivery system.

The type of telecommunications link used between clusters
will depend upon the foldowing factors:

a. a cluster's potential to own the desired resources;
A directory of cluster members' col lection strengths.
and the technical and subject expertise of their per -
connal_could_be_complied and_tU_s_t_r_Ibuted_in a prLat_or

online mode to all network access points. One way of
developing this directory would be to invite librarians
and other subject specialists (teachers, for example)
from other libraries and institutions to come to the
library and analyze the col lection.88

b. capability of providing both location and availability'

information; .

c. distance between clusters; and

d. access to a delivery system.

Utilizing a dial-up link would require clusters to designate

a library in each cluster to become the switching point
between clusters. For example, a remote site in cluster A,
unable to find a resource in the cluster's database file,

would request the cluster's designated dial-up switching
point to access cluster B's database file. (Such requests

would more than likely be batched.) If an online (dedi-

85. Martin. p. 22.

86. Dorothy Sinclair, "Cleveland Case Study," p. 124.
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sated) link was available, the remote site In cluster A,-

unable to find the resource in the _database ,file, would

simply key in a command through the terminal which would

cause cluster A's computer to contact cluster B's computer

and access that database file. There would be no need in

this type of access for any human intervention, as the com

puters themselves are used as switching points. 'An online

(dedicated) link would be more effective in facilitating

resource sharing between clusters.

3. between INCs and clusters

A dial-up telecommunications link from 1NCs to clusters will

provide the 1NCs with access to the database file of the

cluster. As outlined in the section above on the links

between clusters, INCs and clusters will also need to de-

velop technical and cooperative agreements. Because the

telecommunications link is essentially one -way in that the

INCs lack a local database file. INCs will more than likely

be responsible for the telecommunications costs' unless other

arrangements are made. such as the recommended tol I -free

line at the cluster. or' the cluster and INC agree to share

the telecommunications costs and the INC Serves as the INC

for the cluster providing access to search and cata-

loging/ILL services. etc.

Factors influencing the hierarchical level of cooperation

tretweem-FNCs an-d-cFusterS w-114-1-ne-im-de-411e---4w-es_of -p-..

sources of the cluster, capability of providing location sand .

availability information through the link, distance from INC

to cluster, and delivery systems.

All linkages are based upon existing telephon'e te, ,nology.

Alternative modes of linkages including microwave, satel-

lite, and cable should be explored and analyzed for future

utilizatiOn. Additionally, the quasi-governmental Massa-

chusetts Corporation for Ethicati ona 1 Te I ecommun cati ons

(MCET), currently designing a statewide network, should be

continually monitored for future participatory constderation

by the Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioners as the

network develops.



1.3 Develop interfaces between circulation /ILL control systems and
cataloging utilities

The interface between a circulation/ILL control system and a
cataloging utility(ies) provides cluster members with the ability to
copy bibliographic records from a cataloging database file and imme-
diately place those records in the circulation control system's data-
base. f I e.87 Such a capability ensures that the circulation/ILL
system's database file is as up-to-date as' possible. Additionally,
the interface serves as a time and laborsaving device. To input cata-
loging records into'the circulation control database file, cluster'
members must wait for a computer tape of machine-readable records pro-
vided by the.cataloging utility for merger with the database file, or

use personnel to re-key the record directly into the database file.

Many such interfaces currently exist utilizing microcomputers,
"black boxes." or other hardware/software configurations. Cluster
members utilizing a cataloging utility should be encouraged to acquire
an appropriate cataloging utility-cirCulationALL system interface.

However, interfaces between a catalog'ing utility and circula-
tion/ILL systems use _by Massachusetts libraries may not exist.
Such an interface should be developed for those clusters participating
in the network.

2.0 Develop document request and delivery procedures

As access into the information resources of the Commonwealth improves,
the need for more efficient and effective methodologies to request docu-

-64-lents for loan and to ensure their delivery increases. By being able to
locate materials faster for users. their expectations of actually receiving
'these materials without delay are being raised.

Most access points into the inforMation resource will be open to the
user,and also to the librarian lacking direct access. Questions arise as
to the role of the access point in providing document request and.delivery
services to users who are not the primary clintele of these libraries and
to other librarians. As stated in the Principles. the network must support
the local library, not compete with it.

A request from anon- primary user or other librarian can be handled in
three general wayS:.

1. the access-point informs the patron or librarian of the item's.
location and suggests that the local library (of whatever type)
request the material and its delivery through that library's
standard ILL.procedures.

2. the access point forwards the request for the user or librarian
and asks that the document be delivered to the user's or
librarian's local library or the most appropriate library on a
delivery'system. .

87. Epstein; p. 434.
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3. the access point requests the document and handles Its delivery

The cost of providing these services increases from alternative 1 to

3. Access points open to the public must provide alternativ(e 1 as a

minimum. Alternative 2 is recommended since the access point may have the

means to 'forward a request electronically, thus improving turnaround time.

The user will use the local library to receive the document which includes

the library in,the networking process. Depending upon the type of linkage

employed (online or dial-up), the cost for requesting an item will be

negligible to marginal. Alternative 3 will be more costly. It should be

available to non-primary users and other librarians on a cost-reimbursement

basis if the access iSoint library desires it and the user or librarian is

willing to pay the cost.'

The automated resource sharing network In Massachusetts will be neces-

sarily hierarchical. Access points technically can only search One data-

base file at a time. and cooperative arrangements between clusters. and.

between INCs and clusters, will help structure the searching and routing

patterns into a hierarchical network. Linking circulation/ILL control

systems with other clusters, and INCs with clusters. will result in more

horizontal patterns of lending and borrowing between libraries. replacing

the present pattern of upward, vertical borrowing.88 This is likely to

result in less demand at the next higher level (clusters and large

libraries lacking circulation/ILL systems). Many small libraries that are

members of the network,will readily borrow from each other. This type of

----cooperation will flourish once sufficient input has been made into the

cluster database files.89 Such a hierarchy will allow larger and special

libraries to function as last recourse centers and to give more attention

to those requests which they are best equipped to handle.90

2.1 Document requests

Once the,holdIngs of the network are identified by the user, the

next step is to place a request for the desired item: When location

information is provided, items will not be requested from libraries

that do not own them. With the addition of availability information,

access points will probably not request items that cannot be immedi-

ately delivered. This will most likely result in reducing the average

total time to satisfy a request. because turnaround time can be re-

duced if the borrower can reduce the amount of work the lender has to

do.91

Using electronic means to identify the holdings and to transmit

the request increases the success rate and is more efficient. When-

ever possible, the request should be placed in machine-readable form

88. Galvin, "Library Networks - Trends and Issues in Evaluation and.

Governance," p. 291.

89. Kenneth E. Toombs. "Large Academic Libraries,"

= 90. Ernst, p. 180.

91. Rbbse and RoUse. p. 1,85.
---------
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in online realtime.rather than in a batch mode so that processing car)

begin immediately.g2

There are three methodologies for requesting items:

1. online or dial-up in realtime (node-to-node)

In this mode..the borrower places a. request for the
document after the database file has been searched and
the ownership record located. The item desired is imme-
diately placed on a systemwide hold, and the lender's
computer sends a message to the lender and borrower that
the item has been reserved.

In some circulation/ILL control systems. the computer
lacks the capabrity to inform the lender of the request.
The borrower,mus 10en notify the lender of the reserve
by telephone,' mail, or electronic mail.

2. batched and electronically mailed by dial-up

Commonly known as an EMS (electronic mail system), .this
alternative offers the rapid transmission of messages
between two or more computers or terminals connected by
telephone lines, satellite, microwave, or other transmis-
sion medium.93

A batched-srstemwil 1--requtre-coordi-nation-and personnel

efforts. Not every cluster member will have direct 'ac-
cess to a computer-based message system to communicate
with other clusters, since it requires dial-up capability
(microcomputer or terminal) and communications software.
All INCs will possess the necessary.capability. More
likely. .a cluster member provided with.the necessary
hardware and software would be designated to coordinate
the activity. Requests from other cluster member's would
be forwarded to the designated member and manually
batf:hed for electronic transmission to a Public Data
Network (PDN)or'another microcomputer. Requests from
other-clusters and 1NCs would be received of the desig-
nated library and disseminated to cluiter members.

There are two proven options:

a. electronic mail through PONs or Value Added Networks
(VANs) (computer-based message systems)

PDNs and VANs. such as'TYMNET and TELENET, are opera-
tors of packet-switching networks which are shared,
leased lines to transmit messages from any dial-up or

92. James G. Williams and Roger Flynn. "Network Topology," p. 75.

93. Deanna Marcum and Richard Boss, "information Technology," p. 602.
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dedicated line terminal to a host computer. The host

computer has the capability of creating and storing
electronic mailboxes that a sender can use to leave a

message for 'another person or institution. In fact,.a

sender can leave the same message with several mail-

boxes at the same time, greatly reducing personnel and

telecommunications costs.

Electronic mall through PDNs or VANs has severui ad-

vantages for document requests:

1. improved turnaround time since messages are it +hl

electronic mailbox instantaneously whether or not

the recipient is there;

2. cost savings due to Less typing, selection .04/time

to sencrand receive, ease of use, and reduction of

manual mailing procedures;

3. easy address, storage, and retrieval; and

4. reductiOn of backlog of requests to be typed,

sorted. proofread. and mailed:94

it requires that both.the borrower and lender use the

same EMS (such as ONTYME II) and are aware of each

other's mailbox address.

b. microcomputer to- computer or to another microcomputer

(node-to-node)

Microcomputers offer speedy and relatively inexpensive

communications. Requests can be keyed onto floppy

disks offline-and edited as necessary. Transmission

of the requests on the floppies to a computer or. to

another microcomputer can be implemented automatically

using a modeM when telephone rates are low.95

This option'requfres-both ends to have computers (two

micros or one micro and a computer) and communications

.software that are compatible (not. necessarily Identi-

cal)._ Both computers must be poweren,for,transmis-
sion and reception whfch 6Sually means:. that the com-

puters must be on throughout the night in order to
take advantage of the lowest telephone\rates. An

electronic timer, similar to the type used In homesto

turn on lighti at a predetermined time, could be.

Installed to turn computer equipment on and off. In

addition, a program could be written that would enable

a computer to send-requests to several other computers .

094. DeJohn, "Use of-ITiRff-r-sdiff-C-Miill for [CL," pp. 49=50.

95, Beth Givens, "Montana's Use of Microcomupters for ILL," pp.
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consecutively throughout a time period. thereby in-
creasing the efficiency of the request process.

3. use of the U. S. Postal Service. commerical delivery sys-
tems, the Regional Public Library System. or other, simi-
lar. modes

Although slower than electronic means. these alternatives

are available.

2.2 Document delivery ,

Although access points will be able to locate a resource. ascer-

tain its availability, and request its delivery online. the delivery
mode for the near future will be painfully slow. ElectronIc document

delivery is technically, feasible, available- and expensive.

The document delivery mode chosen to fill a request shiould

utilize the fastest, cheapest, and most reliable means available. It

is assumed that any monetary charges are borne by the reques4ing

library or by the patron on a cost recovery basis. The choice of
technology to implement delivery is a function of several factors;
distance, response time necessary, size of item, and cost of service

are primary.6 Six alternative modes should be considered for non-
electronic delivery - patron, U. S. Mall, overnight commercial deliv-

ery systems. UPS, cluster couriers, and the Regional Public Library

System.

It may be that document retrieval by the patron will be the

fastest and most utilized resource sharing mode. It places little

cost on the user's library, although direct costs are incurred by the

lender. As outlined in Principles, Interlibrary loan to the user's

local library is preferred because the network should not compete

with, but enhance, local library services.

. The U. S. Mail is also an oft-used means of document delivery

because of the reduced library postal rate.. However, document deliv-

ery by the Post Office is slow and certainly unpredictable. Although

much faster, the ,Post Office's Express Mail and other overnight com-

mercial delivery systems such as Purolator and/Federal Express are
expensive.

United Parcel Service (UPS) delivers to all communities in Massa-

chusetts. If a library has in-house pick-up and delivery, it offers

convenience and greater speed than mailing library rate and it is

cheaper than the overnight systems. It is, however, more expensive

than postal library rate and not as fast.

fastest.The faStest mode of document delivery w i thin a circulation/ILL

cluster would be an exclusive shuttle or coyrier'between members.

However, its. disadvantages Include start-up aryd maintenance costs, for

96. Williams and Flynn. p. 75.
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vehicle and personnel. Additionally, it would be seriously-limited in
delivery to other clusters or clusterocourlers outside its geo

graphical range.

One of the most viable document delivery systems!, is that Of the

Regional Public Library System. Its scope includes all municfpalities

with. libraries in the Commonwealth. Unfortunately, the system is

restricted to public libraries. Also, there is no scheduled document

delivery via the Regional System between the Eastern Massachusetts
Regional System and those of the Central and Western Regions.

A

With planning, a legislative amendment, and increases in the

Regional budgets, the present'Regional System could expand. its deliv-

ery systems to include non -public library INCs, non-public circula-
tion/ILL clUstermembers, and other, specie!, academic, and school

participants in the multitype resource sharing network. Additionally,

weekly or twice weekly connections between Regional Systems cou d be

scheduled, ensuring a flow of material fromone.end of'the stat to

the other. Such an effort would, In more cases, be faster and chea er

than postal library rates (.less preparation of materials in using the

Regional System) and cheaper, although not as fast as UPS and.cluster

shuttles.

Allough not a component of the network. another source of

iivery is the document or information broker. a commercial dealer

providing resources on demand. Access_points, particularly INCs, may

want to use document or information brokers to assist users in
securing resources needed (at a cost) more quickly than the network

could deliver.

Full 'text databases provided through search services are one

means of acquiring documents electrorilcally. Although currently few..'

in number (NEXIS and LEXIS are among the most popular), full. text

search serviceservice databases are growing both in number and in scope.' and

undoubtedly will become a more_important mode' of electronic docuMent-

delivery.:

Future considerations of full or partial text electronic dodunient

delivers' should include telefacsimile and teletext/videotext. Tele-

facsimile transfer requires compatible equipment at both endd of the

transmission, the product being a "photocopy" of the _original' Vir

tually all telefacsimile machines can transmit via analog;' (voice

grade) telephone lines., 'However, analog transmission is slow and has

poor image resolution. High-resolution. submlnute, digital teiefac-

simile-machines-transMit-faster, thus reducing_the telecommunicWons
costs, while of-fering better quality output. Digitel Meth-Ines-can--
-transmit on analog or digital telephone lines, or such broad band

mediaas coaxial cable, fiber optic cable, microwave, and satellite.

Because of the availability/Of other forms of electronic 'mail,

document ellvery is the only aOplication in which facsimile has the

potential .of offering significant benefits. The transmission of

interlibrary loan requests is more.appropriately handled by computer-.

based, to redommun T calTon-1-1-nks:97---

,97. Judy .M6Queen and' Richard W. Boss. "High Speed Telefacsimile in

Libraries'," p.40.
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Videotext and teletext systems encompass the concept of Remote

Electronic Access and Delivery 'of Information (READI), the delivery of

information Into the home or office. Videotext utilizes coaxial.

cable, fiber optics cable, microwave, or satellites to link the home

or office to a remote computer which stores information. The

searcher, in a'two -way interactive mode, queries a desired file and

requests information transmitted to a telvision. terminal, or computer

screen. Teletext' is designed for limited information retrieval and is

active in one direction."

A vldeote;(t system could provide remote access to the library's

online catalog, community calendar, information and referral fife, or

.other databases to, locate and deliver information. Libraries which

are capable of videotext (or even, limited to teletext) should develov

for themselves. or in coordination with their local agencies, new

Information files and make old files electronically available. The

network could provide a source for developing and sharing databases,

Furthermore, the public library will have to maintain public terminals

in public location outside the library to provide services to people

without terminals.9

.0theF-teanologies may-become available in-the near-future-for

document delivery and should be continually monitored. For examOle,

large quantities of data may be stored on digital optical disks for

transmission via various media, or the disks themselves may be de-

livered for on-site or remote viewing.

3.0 Develop a program of computer literacy /training for librarlans,who-are

without direct access to computerized network systems

Many librarians in Massachusetts will not be in lNCs or oirculz.,-

tion/ILL clusters in -the near future. However. with the combination of the

"information explosion" and the "computer revolution." all librarians must

be aware of automated technologies employed in library resource sharing and

library management. A program must'be implemented by which librarians with

various types of technical skills can share their expertise. 4

Circulation/ILL cluster Membrs must be willing to 'demonstrate the

resource sharing capabilities of their hardw.are to librarians lacking such

equipment. Workshops and programs sponsored by the clusters would increase

librarians' understanding of applied technology.

For many libraicians, the capabilities and equipment utilized by the

-INCs may offer both an insight to. participation in. resource sharing

activities thereby increasing their awareness Of computers and automation.

M- I-- INCs -w 1.1-1 possess the
.hardware and-software to access search, cata-

loging /ILL, and circulation/ILL services. INCs should sponsor workshops

demonstrating these services: how information retrieval searches are

98. Sweeney. "Remote Electronic Delivery of Information through

Libraries," pp. 18-9.

99. pp. 22-6.
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designed; the interlibrary loan mechanisms; and how requests for documents

are initiated in the network. Such workshops would yield at least two

benefits: ficst, librarians would gain a better understanding of,automated

______re_sour_c_e_s_tiaring and the network, and
learh,,of services that will- aWPI"

their users to meet their Information needs; and second, the-INC and the

I ibral-ians may utilize the available technology to embark, on a local
resource sharing effort. An example of the latter would be to have a local

or area union list of serials, large print books, or other resources com-

Wed on a microcomputer for access by participants. Also, an information

and. referral file or community calendar could be loaded into a micro-

computer database for editing, printing, and updating, or biblio9raphies of

unique and special resources offered by the participating libraries could

be developed.

Librarians must ako expand the uses of automated/technologies in

library management. By utilizir) | off-the-shelf software, INCs can help

I II:Tartans in developing skills in such applicatiOns a_ word processing,

scheduling, budgeting and statistical analysis to essist them in mana-

gerial reporting and decision-making. In addition, personnel in the INCs

can work with librarians to explore the uses of microcomputers in such

library-related tasks as local Indexing and the creation of in-house data-

bases.

f



14. STANDARDS

----StandaAJ-s-are.--nece-ssar-y---rn any cooperattve ef-fort, In the automated

:elreSour sharing network, objective or technical standards will be adopted

to facil tate the coordination of -.source sharing in a network environment

by ensuring colopatibi Ilty.97' It is acknowledged that when accepting
standards, there is a certain loss of local autonomy; however, this loss of

autonomy is compensatc.: by greater access to materials outside one's own

collection. Furthermore, there is a cost to following .standards. Howeve-,

there is also a cost to not following standards - costs in duplication of

effort and in failing to recei\,:, the benefits from resource sharing.98

Bibliographic control consists of those activities which are necessary
to create and organize records identifying and describing, library

materials. Cataloging Hems utilizing cataloging codes, arranging items

and records for retrieval, and creating the record structure are some of

these activities.99 If the objective is to share resources between

cluster. , and betwean INCs and clusters, a method of communicating biblio-

graphic data between access points is needed. By standardizing the struc-

ture, it designation, and data content of the records, a high degree

of compc'bility can be achieved:I°

Bibliographic control for the network must be based upon standardized
cataloging rules (Currently AACR2) and compatibility with the MARC format

of the Library of Congress. Machine-readable bibliographic records pro-
duced by a cataloging utility or serv-ice should be consistent with AACR2

and MARC for any library using the utility or service. Libraries that
participate as, or with, the Information "letwork Centers must agree to

accept AACR2 (or successor) and MARC (or successor) as requirements to
receive funding from the Board of L;brary Comm l_ssioners. Bibliographic

database files on circulation/ILL control systems-should utilize these

standardized cataloging rules and record format. Cooperative library

grouts receiving funds from the Board of*Library CommissionerS for 50% or

more of the costs associated with the central site circulation/ILL control
system or equipment upgrade must agree to install a system that can support

both standards and the 'necessary bibliographic authority control. However,

applying these standards immediately may not be economically feasible

because of the disk storage necessary for ''he MARC format. In that situa-

tion, the record structure must be MARC 'ompatible, designed to be expanded

to a fuller MA2C record by providing tri.6 database-file/record structure
withoUt further input to a bibliographic conversion vendor.

97.-Barbara Evans Mark,!son, ."Revolution and EvolutLon," p. 24.

98. Henriette D. Avram, "Governance of Library"Notworks,"

p. 223.

99. Sally H. McCallum, "Role 45f Standards in Network'ng,"

pp. 376, 379.

100. Paul B. Lagueux, "Standards for Networks," p. 181.
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A Common format for bibliographic record structure will facilitate

resource sharing communications between circulation/ILL systems. Before a

circulation/ILL cluster develops its record structure, other structures

111, t' by M dssoCtrusefit s system's S-h oil I

.,,.;apt ion. Cooperative I ibrary groups receiving funds from the Board of

L i brary Commissioners for 50% or more of the costs associated with. the

*control site circulation/ILL control system or equipment upgrade, must agree

to adopt a database record structure that will allow for-telecommunications

of bibliographic data content with circulation/ILL systems of similar

technical specifications and with other circulation/ILL systems
participating in the resource sharing network.

. -

A common record forma;f can be communicated between systems with

similar technical specifications. However, to effectively share, resources,

cr,mirl:- 1 r.ati ons protocols between disparate cluster systems, and between

; -Cs ;1
clusters, must be developed and Implemented.lul Technical agree-

ments between. clusters, and between INCs andlclusters, should include the

format of the queries to be keyed in for response, the communication

mechanism used to transmit data, transmission speeds, and the eeul pment

which al lows the linking of communication andlcontrol equipment."4

Although the technical agreements will specify the telecommunications

protocols used by the crUsters and INCS, some-prOgrammatital-and technical

standards can be stated. To facilitate resource sharing communication,

cooperative library groups receiving funds from the Board of Library

Commissioners for.50% or more of the costs associated with the central site

circulation/ILL control system. or equipment upgrade must agree to provide

five percent of the total number of ports, but not fewer than three ports,

for telecommunications with other network access points. One of these

ports must be available for dial-up communications.

1NCs will receive funding to acquire dial-up communi-ations

capability. Modems acquired must be capable of transmitting at 12u0 baud

with downward capabi I ity to 300 baud. Operating at the higher baud rate

will proportionally decrease associated telecommunications costs.

Elements of an interl ibrary loan request form must be agreed to in the

'technical and cooperative agreements between clusters, and between INCs and

clusters. As often as possible, INCs and clusters should share ILL request

forms. Additionally, clusters and INCs may choose to utilize an electronic

mail system (other than OCLC) through a Public Data Network (PDN) or a

Value Added Netw.ork (VAN), such as Telenet, Tymnet, or Uninet, to request

documents and other resources. Because of its increasing use, documented

effectiveness, and popularity with resource sharing library cooperatives

throughout the United States and to foci I itate communications through a

common PDN, ONTYME II is recommended as the electronic mail system. All

INCs will be provided with initial membership and must agree to its annual

review.

101. Epstein. p.' 436.

102. Sinclair, p. 22.
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Although use of telefacsimile as a mode for document delivery must be

delayed until the future, libraries in Massachusetts may need this tech-

nology, in particular. to share resources with libraries in other parts of

the country. To ensure compatibility between machines of different manu-

facturers. the Consultative Committee for International Telephone and Tele-

graph (CCITT) has developed telefacsimile standards. Group I machines use

analog, transmission at six minutes per page, while Group II can transmit

and receive at three minutes per page. Group III is subminute, digital

telefacsimile transmission. Because of the better quality and considerable

telecommunications savings of using digital transmission/technology, it is

recommended that libraries desiring telefacsiMile capability acquire CCITT

Group III equipment with downgrade compatibility to at least Group IJ to be

compatible ,with-the facsimile being used in other librarieS.103

Standards utilized within the ne'work will be evokutionary as the

technology and the network 'develop. The Network Advisory Committee will

continually monitor standards policies and operations.

103. McQueen and Boss, p. 21.
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15. FUNDING

Funding network operations is one of the major barriers to resource

sharing in Massachusetts. UndoUbtedly. the basis of financing the com-

ponents of the network will be a combination of 1) local, state. and

federal funds and 2) revenues generated by membership and cost recov-

ery/reimbursement fees.

The most successful networks are those in which member libraries have

made a significant commitment with funds from their operating budgets and

view the services as an integral part of their essential operations.104

Local funds should be provided to the library for participation in the

automated resource sharing network because it is more cost-effective than

the effort toward self-sufficiency. In many instances dollars are being

reallocated within library budgets to buy access to collections of ma-

terials owned by other libraries)" Funding network operations becomes

workable when the library recognizes Its role and begins to view finance as

the fuel'for -the network, not its chief stumbling block.106

The initial establishment of network access points - circulation/ILL

control systems and INCs - requires considerable capital for hardware.,

software, site preparation, and associated costs. Adopting computer tech-

nology will require significant changes in library budgeting. The major

problems are finding the needed capital and convincing library funders that

capital investment is necessary.107 Lack of capital is likely to be an

increasingly difficult problem because of limited financial resources, and

because the annual budget process encourages spending and Impedes SCcumula-

flon.of funds for future capital gains.1°'

Local capital funds should be provided to the library for network

participation. However, since it is a stated goal of the Board of Library

Commissioners to increase access to the information resources of the Com-

monwealth. the Board should provide capital, funding. as feasible, for

installation of central site circulation/ILL control systems and the estab-

lishment and first year's implementation costs of the INCs. The Board of

Library Commissioners should also approach the General Court for additional

state funds for capital investment in the resource sharing network. Any

funding administered through the Board of Library Commissioners for circu-

lation/ILL control systems and INCs would 5e conditional upon recipients

agreeing to meet requireMents specified throughout this document. c

104. Sweeney, "Financial Impacts of Networking and Resource Sharing."

P. 93.

105. Galvin, "Library Networks = Trends and Issues in Evaluation and

Governance," p. 290.

106. Richard W. Waters and Victor Frank Kralisz, "Financing the Elec-

tronic Library," p. 110.

---1077- Drake, p. 224.

108. Ibid., p. 233.
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BecaUse of the financial. unpredictability of categorical grants, local

network participants must be responsible for the system's operationa)

costs. Only those clusters and INCs that can be maintained ,without grant

money will be viable in the long run)" Local financial resources may be
scarce, therefore, librarians must begin to think in terms of market crea-
tion and realize that improved services. if they are truly improved and
desired by users, will inevitably create an increased market which will

result in provision for increased reSources.11° Because of 'constraints on

existing federal and local funds, the Board of Library Commissioners should

approach the General Court for functional costs associated with the

resource sharing network' including increasing the availability of machine-

readable bibliographic records. telecommunications, and reimbursing part or

all of the transactional costs. associated with hierarchical resource

sharing.

The primary source of revenue for maintaining clusters and INCs will

-be membership fees paid by libraries from their operating budgets.111 . For

cluster members, the fees will provide for equipment maintenance..telecom-

munications and services provided'by the.cluster for the library, INCs

are the cooperative venture of at least two libraries and associated costs

can, be proportionally shared between or among the libraries.

The automated resource sharing network is based upon telecommunica-

tions linking access points. Obviously. the telecommunicationS between'
remote cluster 'membert and the Cluster's' central site computer is, a local

cost. because it supports an essential library operation. Telecommunica-

tions costs between clusters, and between INCs and clusters, are shared and

specified In the cooperative agreeMents. However, because of the impor.r

tance of telecommunications, to the network, the Board of Library Commis-

sioners should ask the General Court to provide additional state .,!..911

and assistance which would reduce some of the costs associated Y

telecommunications links between clusters, and between INCs and

Such assistance could include the proviSion of a to line

cluster or a "library network rate" for reducing telecommunicaf

Another alternative would include establishing and operating or c6nnectir:LD

with a'Public Data Network (PDN) or a Value Added NetWork (VAN), such th

Telenet, -for computer-based message switching between access poirts aod/cr

host computers. The evolving Massachusetts Corporation for EcAt.--Aicr?..'

Telecommunications (MCET) network should be utilized when feasible to

technology and reduce the costs of linking access points.

Another source of operational funds for clusters and INCs ty cost

recovery/reimbursement fees assessed to other libraries aid users. is a

mistake to insist upon an ad hoc principle that libraries r1Jst never offer

extra servl'ce.s supported by fees. It is both ethical and feasible to
charge users for specialized services which go beyond the current coMmunity.

109.. Williams Land Flynn. p. 62.

110. Stephan R. SalmLfi. "Rerks on 'Network Topology,'" p. 96.

111. Drake, p. 225.
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standard for use.1T2 Each given library service is not free but is

almost always institutionally supported. The supporting institution - com-

munity, business, school. etc. - has given the library direction on the

level or S-5rTitt'ss-1-trequ-1-res.--and_w_LLI
support; therefore, most -,erv'ces

beyond this level appear to be cost recoverable.1115-

Open and unimpeded access to information Is important. The freedom to

know and to learn is essential in a democratic society. Fee opnonents

argue that charging-any fees would impede access. Fee proponee..1. argue

that taxpayers. business managers. and educational administrat:cs cannot

afford to subsidize purely private goods. net is, services w1,1r6 berafit

individuals alone, not society as a whole.114

A middle ground between proponents and opponents of fees lIcludes 1)

subsidy or support for libraries so that basic information can be provided

free to msers and 2) fees for services which are tailored to ino*/idualized

needs. Many libraries now impose restrictions on use cf library

resources for non-primary clients. Fees for basic public library services,

such as entry to a library, a library card, or resource referrel informa-

tion, are practically, politically, and philosophically itiadvisable.

Libraries should provide a reasonable level of service 1:0 pairons at

charge. Additionally, public libraries must consider recizKi.7:al borrowi%

and interlibrary loan as related to standing state aid statutes and regt,17

lions. Fees for services which were formerly free would be un-,02,11;:!-,1")

Fees would generally be acceptable for optional services for .hic/, otr.t'..ns

could substitute their own effort or time. Libraries have cnarge: k,sers

for services where costs are readily Identifiable such as for rn..:.erve

notices. cost materials, or equipment renta1.117

There are several arguments for support of fee-based services to

supplement free basic services

1. Without fees. the library is limited by its nv,qet to offering

only those services for which the library cea p!.:* up the entire

bilk. Relaxing the library's stand on fee! ill give it more

scope to offer a wider range of services.118

L. The support derived from fees will cushion the impacts of shifts /

in the level of institutional, support.

3. The choices made by users willing to pay for services will pro-

112. Don R. Swanson, "Fvolution. Libraries, and Nalional information

Policy." p. 91.

113. Waters and Kralisz, p. 118.

114. Drake,.. p. 231.

115:= 'hid., P. 231.

116. Nancy A. Van House, "Publ i c L ibraryUser Fees," pp. 120, 126.

117. 11141., p. 108.

.118. p. 121.
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vide librarians with a vitally needed form of visibility and

feedback indicating which services are most valued and which ones

are inefficient or useless-119-

The most common pricing scheme Is for the library to absorb the in-

direct costs and pass along.the costs incurred directly for the service.120

Assessments for a given fee should be sufficiently documented so that users

would know how the fee was calculated, and fees should be transferrable -Po

'a third party, such as a bUsiness.

People will pay for services if by using the service. they can save

time. If the library does not save them time, they will go elsewhere.

There should te no charge for basic services, nor should all user groups be

expected to pay for specialized services.121 However, it preferable to

offer a service for a fee rather than not offer it at all."2 Fees should

be used only to,supplement support from the primary financial source. not

supplant it.

Services between clusters. and between INCs and clusters, can be cost

recoverable/reimbursible subject to state and local laws and the network

cooperative agreements.- Being charged for loans can be a problem to

libraries. What often occurs is that libraries will bypass those libraries

charging for loarm,, thereby putting more stress on libraries with. liberal

lending policies."' The cooperative agreements between clusters, and be-

tween INCs and clusters, will result in the development of a hierarchical

resource sharing network. Ideally, there' should not be fees for loani

among cluster members:, free reciprocal borrowing 'and/or interlibrary loan

should be one of the benefits of belonging to the cluster. All INCs and

those cooperative library groups receiving fundS from the Board of Library

Commissioners for 50% or more of the costs associated with the central site

circulation/ILL control system or equipment upgrade should agree to free

reciprocal borrowing and/or interlibrary loan among members of the cluster

and participants in an INC. Higher up in the hierarchy, though,,fees for

interlibrary loa'n may be imposed because the frequency and need for con-

tinuous cooperation with each other has decreased. The fees should Pe

reasonable and reflect cost 'recovery or reimbursement. Additionally, it is

'recom meu..d that the fees be assessed against indlyidual libraries, not the

cluster as an entity. unless agreed to in the cooperative agreemerit.

119. Swanson, p. 93.

120. Van House, p. 107.

121. Ibid., pp. 121, 126.

122. Evaline B. Neff. " New York Case Study," p. 89.

123. DeJohn. "Public Library Cooperation as Seen from a Multi-state

Network," p. 72.
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16. GOVERNANCE

Governance, in the context of a library network, Is concerned with the

relationships among the participants and institutions with tespect to

accessing the InfOrmational resources, communication' between access points,

and document request and delivery systems.124 In essence, governance

includes the basic definitiop and continuity of the purpose and existence

of the cooperative effort.12 As such, governance is a political process

in which the conflicting or, at least, divergent views of the participants

are reconciled. The problem is that all the participants hold stakes which

they may be willing to invest but are reluctant to lose. So the process of

governance must recognize all the stakeholders and provide.the means for

reconciling their differences.. The role of governance is to assure the

preseryWon of diverse objectives while achieving jointly perceived objec-

tives."'

It is important to distinguish between governance and management.

Management is concerned 'with operational decisions used to achieve network

goals and objectives. Governance permits those using the network to ex-

press their interests and concerns, and to establish goals and objectives

as well as the policies by which goals and objectives are td be

achieved.127

There are three instruments which provide the legal mechanism for

establishing a library network:

1. a statute enacted by a legislative body;

2. articles of incorporation together with bylaws; and

3. 'a contract or series of interlocking contracts.

Four general types of governance structures are created from the legal

mechanisms:

1. governmental library network - created directly pursuant to a

statutory mandate to act ps agencies of their respective gov-

ernmental level (federal. state, or local1;

2. quasi- governmental library, network - an independent entity

created by statute. sustained by fees, and given specific powers;

and

3. nonprofit. non-stock, membership corporation library network - a

124. K. Leon Montgomery and C. Edwin Dowl in, "Governance of Library

Networks," p. 1 81.

125. Huntington Carlile. "Diversity Among Legal Structures of Library

Networks, ". p. 192.

126. Dick W. Hayes, "Governance of Library Networks." p. 154.

127. Montgomery and Dowlin. p. 181.
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separate legal entity. tax-exempt.128

4. formal agreements - formal-agreements involving, two or more muni-
cipalities to lease or purchase computer equipment to provide
specific data processing services as authorized by M.G.L., Chap-

ter 40, sections 4 and 4A.

A fifth type of governance structure without legal identity or status

is the unincorporated association and cooperative. a collection of institu-
tions joined together in an informal manner for a common purpose. 129

The activities Of a network are framed by agreements among the par-
ticipants. Four basi kinds of agreements exist:

1. an informal agreement - mutual decision to cooperate, not binding

upon the-pa ticipants, with the disadvantage of not providing a

formal, una biguous record of the agreement to cooperate;

2. written agreement - lists the activities in which members have

agreed to cooperate (a written, enforceable agreement is espe-
cially needed if one library comes to depend on another, whether

or not there. is a transfer of funds);

3. constitution - states the purpose of the organization and enu-
merates the titles of officers and rules for membership; and

4. articles of incorporation - contains the same kind of information

as the constitution, but ista more formal-document that is filed

with the state government and establishes the cooperative as a
legal entity. - Incorporation offers several advantages: it pro-

vides the cooperative with the rights and privileget of 'a legal

body, makes it easier to enter into contracts, and fixes legal

responsIqiiity providing limited liability for the individual
members.1A.

The purpose of the network in Massachusetts is to voluntarily co-

ordinate, facilitate, and improve access to _the information resources of

libraries in the State. Objectives include providing cooperative develop-

ment and maintenance of common bibliographic and holdings databases, de-

veloping and operating systems for cooperative use of cataloging data.

ic
cooperative acquisitions and other form' of resource sharing. and

developing and implementing procedures for ument request and delivery.

The network is not to interfere with the prerogatives of existing library
boards. The network participant will continue to btijby autonomy:without
diminution of authority since the powers of the network, expressed mainly

through cooperative and technical agreements, relate only to the activities

and programs of the _network itself. Its primary:concern is increasing
access to resources.

128. Carlile and Burkley. pp. 17-8.

129. Ibid., p. 18.

130. Ruth J. Patrick. Guidelines for L ibrary Cooperation,
pp. 92, 100.
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It is recommended that ,four different, written agreements and three

governance structures be the legal basis of circulation /ILL control system

clusters, Information Network Centers (INCs), and the telecommunications

links between access points which define the automated resource sharing

network. 4

Formal. written agreements need to exist to define network activities

and responsibilities:

1. Between the Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioners and

circulation /ILL control system clusters and INCs.when either

receive funding administered through the Board.

Based upon the percentage of total funding for the project and

share of funds applied that are provided through the Board,

thesecontractual agreements Will specify t)e responsibilities

required of fund recipients, many of whiCh have been noted in

this document. For example, cooperating library groups receiving

funds through the Board iror 50% or. more of the cost's associated

with the central site system or equipment upgreide must agree to

install a system that Can support the MARC format. AACR2, and

authority control; adopt a database record structure that will

allow for telecommniCation bibliographic data content; pro-

vide for network use five percent of the total number of, ports,

but not fewpr than three pOrts. one of which fs for dial-up;

agree to free reciprocal borrowing'and/or interlibrary loan among

members of the cluster; have their cluster's bylas approved as

to form by the Agency; and other requirements. INCs must ,agree

to function as an access pOipt into the information resource by

providing search, cataloging/ILL-,- and circulation/ILL services

for users and other. tibraries. .INCs must also provide free

reciprocal borrowing and/or'interlibrary loan to participants of

the INC; agree to utilize AACR2 and MARC format standards in
cataloging; acquire modeMs' with a 1200 baud capacity downgradable

to 300 baud; and use ONTYME II for electronic maPi. INCs must

iainta:n the services after the first year, end clUsters are

responsible for all operational costs. All agreements will re- .

4uire clusters and INCs to participate in the resource sharing

network. '

Between members of a circulation/ILL control system cluster.

Cluster membership should be based on signed agreements between

members, and on adopted/bylaws. If the cluster receives funds
\ through the Board of.Library Commissioners for 50% or more of the

costs 'associated with the central site system or equjpment up-

grade,the'ttUster must adopt a set of bylaws approved by the

Agency as to form. Agr,..ements should specify the responsibili

'
ties of members and cluster, and, where appropriate, be

applicable to M.G.L., Chap- ,!r 40, sections 4 and 4A.

3. Between participants in !nformatIon Network Center.

An INC is a.cooperativeventore of at least two libraries; .1n--

addition to the contractual agreement with the Board of Library

Commissioners, librarieS directly participating in an-INC_Imust_at

least have signed agreements specifying respOnsibilities and

ongoing operations, and, where appropriate, be applicable to
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M.G.L., Chapter 40, sections 4 and 4A. I For example, the cooper -

tive agreement may specify when .participants may use the egu1p-

Mont for accessing databases or training.

4. Between circulation/ILL control system clusters and between INCs

and clusters. ,

Cooperative and technical signed agreements between clusters, and

between INCs and clusters, will dep/ne the hierare)Ical structure

of the automated resource sharing network.' Cooperative agree-

ments will specify the general.,ispects of the telecommunications

link and associated costs, the hierarchical level -of the link

(first link, second limk, fifth link, etc.), procedures of docu-

ment request and delivery, and cost recovery/reimbursement fees

if any. Technical agreements will specify such items .as,the

query language, transmission speed, and necessary hardware and

software. ,Circulation/ILL control system vendors should as is/

networkers with the technical agreements. Agreements, where

appropriate, should be applicable to M.G.L.. Chapter 4t sections

4 and 4A.

In addition to 'fhe agreements, governance should be strucured as

fbliows:

1. Within circulation/ILL control system clusters and INCs.

A minimal governance structure woirld be embodied in the formal

agreements between members of a circulation/ILL cluster, and

between participants of an INC. Where appropriate, the agree-

ments should be applicable to M.G.L., Chapter 40,. sections 4 and

4A. While this structure will provide for shared data processing

services. it will not provide the desirable recognition for the

members of the circulation/ILL cluster or participantsof the INC

as a cooperative legal entity.

Clusters should incorporate themselves on at least ainonprofit,

non-stock, membership corpoation basis to take the advantages of

incorporation discussed earlier. The agreements (applicable to

M.G.L., Chapter 40, sections 4 and 4A, where appropriate) between

participants of an INC are sufficient as a governance structure.

However, participants shozlid consider nonprofit incorporation to

acquire tax-exempt and luoal`etatus.

Clusters and INCs may find it necessary to reconsider theestab-

11shed democratic governance principle, one vote per Institution.

Larger libraries may sometimes find it difficult to yield to

policies formulated by the smaller members if these.policies are

too costly in terms of funds or services. While it is essential

that every contributing member have some viable means to access

the governance structure, proportional representation In gov-

ernance. reflecting different levels of contribution by indi-

vidual libraries, may be an alternative means to reflect the

reality of unequal contributions.131 A compromise may consider

two levels of voting - one vote per institution on non-monetary

`131. Galvin. "Library Networke." p. 293; and Toorilbs. p. 148.
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policies and a proportional voting formula for policies affecting
funding or services.,

2. Between the Board o' Library .Commissioners and circulation/ILL

-controt_system clusters and INCs, and within circulation/ILL
control system clusters and INCs.

Although incorporating cluster members or INC participants into a

nonprofit, non-stock, membership corporation recognizes the Co-

operative as a legal entity. the General Laws'of Massachusetts
apparently do not allow for public library boards in two or more
Communities to purchase and use data proCessing eqiiipment without.

the approval of the town or city (Chapter 78, sections 11 and 21;

Chapter 40, sections 4 and 4A). Receiving authorization from a.
.clty oe town would probably not be a substantive. obstacle to
purchasing equipment. for initial installation or upgrade. How -

ever, the present legal situation has three. disadvantages.
First. if a City or town,.approves of the jolnt purchasing and
sharing of data processinge4ulpmegt for the library, the city or
town involved may require that.the computer also support the data

processing needs of anothermunicipal,department Sikh a re-
quirement would sloW.comOuter response time and certainly impede

resource sharing by restricting dial-up and dediCated line tele-

communications from.other clusters and. INCs. Second,:the Board.

of Library COMmissIoners could be in violation of the law 11 it

transferred its prOportional share of,ownership of the control

systems over to a cluster of libraries Incorporated as nonprofit

entities. at least two of which were public libraries in

ferAnt political units. Third, participation of corporate 11- N\
braries in.clusters which are incorporated, as non-profit cor-
porations is vague as to legality.

To remedy the situation and encourage development of circulation/ILL

control system clusters .and' INCs composed of-various types of libraries,

the Board of Library Commissioners sh-ould file lagislation,creating a data

processing entity with quasi-governmental quelities which should include

the following as a minimum:

1. Establish, on provide for the establishment of, a legal entity

(not geographically based), perhaps by means of an agreement to
contain specified _provisions and to be. entered into by member

libraries or the communities they serve.

2. The entity shal I. have the ability to use debt financing to ac-

quire, by purchase or lease, automated technologies: hardware,

software, and firmvare.

3. LibrarieS of various kinds - public. academic, special, and
schools Shall be ellOble for membership. S.peci al libraries

that are not profit centers within a profit organization should

be eligible for membership o- affiliation.

4. Equipment maintained, leased, and/or purchased for the legal

entity shall be for the exclusive use of libraries.

5. The entity shall be entitled to receive equipment, services. and

grants from state, federal, local, and private sources.
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6. The entity shall be qualified, or entitled to be qualified. as a

tax-exempt entity.

7. The entity shall have the power to contract for services as

necessary and appropriate.

8. The entity shall be obliged to establish operating procedures and

policies related tO network services as specified in the most

recent Automated Resource Sharing Plan approved-by. the Board of

- Library Commissloners__.

While incorporating as a rlonpr oilt. non-stock, membership corporation

has certain benefits, that level of incorporation would noct allow clusters-

with public libraries to purchase and own data processing equipmerit for the

exciusive:use of libraries without Municipal approval, or to utilize debt

financing (bonding for capital equipment). The quasi-governmental entity

is further recommended because it would certainly have a better chance of

receiving funds and asSistance from the General' Court than a nonprofit^

membership corporation.

rrSIITPN ,tV,It.PRE
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17. LEGISLAIION \

To facilitate automated resource sharing in \the Commonwealth, It Is

rrccuffmended that-at-Jeast-three-i-egis+atFve-propotia16-be-studtedi=7:drafted,_
and filed with the.General Court. This section does not-offer specific

language but discuSses those areas in which amended\or additional legisla-

tion is desirable.

Document Delivery

One of the foundations of any resource sharing network Is the avaIla-

'II!! of alternatives for document delivery to member?. Currently, sec-

of Chapter 78 of the General Laws refers only to the Regional

Fubljc Library System; effectively -restricting utillzatiOn of the. document

Ivory system to publid libraries. It is, recommended\that the legisla-

';,fl be i-,:wended to allow the Regional System to provide 'document delivery

anti relrleval to participants in the automated resourcesharing network

utKi.!r--thin Public libraries. Adequate funding for expanding the .current

defiveni.systems must accompany, the amendment because additional resources

will be necessary for the proposed service expansion.

Quasi- Governmental Entities-

Currently, under sections 11 and 21 of Chapter 78 and sections 4 and

4A of Chapier 40, It js doubtful that circulation/ILL control system clus-

ters and Information Network Centers (INCs) in which two or more of the

participants are public libraries In two municipal Ities, even

porated as a nonprofit entity. can jointly purchase or lease data pro-

cessing equipment without city or town approval, especially for thefex-.

clusive use of libaries. Sec6nd. the legality of including special

libraries that are not. profit centers Within a profit organization as

participants in an incorporated. nonprofit resource sharing corporati-on is

vague. It recommended that egislation be drafted that creates quas-i-
,

governmental data processing entities for the exclusive use _of various

types of. cooperating Libraries::. A quasi-governmental network; governance

structure would enab le cl.usters andINCs to Use debt financing (bonds) to

raise capital funds. become or remain tax-exempt. and contract for services

. as necessary and appropriate. Additionally, because, of the quasi-govern-

mental structure and legal status) the General Court may be more disposed

'to provide assistance and funds for the network; For exampleassIstance.

could include 1) appropriating all or some-of the annual costs Of providing

toll-free telephone linesat the,host 'computers of each cluste',and 2)

providing state funds to help offset the transactional Cost recovery/reim-

bursement fees that may be In place in the ,network hierarchy as specified

in the cooperative agreements between clusters, and between INC t and clus-

ters.

Telecommunications

Telecommunications lins between 'access points are the batis of the

automated resource sharing network. Zurrently. the links use existing

telephone line technology.. Leased. d'e'dicated lines are billed monthly,

computed by'a rate per mile. Instate telephone charges are incrreesing
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rapidly. Libraries can reduce the costs somewhat by multiplexing telephone
lines- into one leased, dedicated line from the remote library tb.the cen-
tral site computer at the host library.

Automated resource sharing should be encouraged because it will In-
__

crease access to 16fOrmation resources for-41-1-446Ssachuseits residents In a
cost-effective manner. Therefore, it is recommended that legislation be
filed, and/or special stratus from the telephone rate-setting Department of
Public Utilities be received. that would establish a lower telecommunica-
tions "library network rate" for participants.

In addition. the, use of cable. microwave. and satellite technology
offers potentially substantive cost savings over leased telephone lines.

The quasi-governmental Massachusetts Corporation for Educational Telecom-

munications (MCET) is developing a statewide telecommunications network,

part of which is based upon linking educational institutions. It is essen-

tial that libraries, especially participants in the network, be able to

take advantage of any statewide telecommunications effort that would be
more cost-effective than leased telephone I ines. Furthermore, libraries
will want to be active participants in MCET',s programming and to

capabilities. Therefore, it is recommended that'the enabling
legislation for MCET (Chapter 560 of the Acts and Resolves of 1982) be
amended to include_ Library_ participation and input at the Boa-d of
Directors! level through an ex-officio voting membership for the Director
of the Massachusetts Board 'ot Library Commissioners.

Alternative Funding

The resource sharing network 41 Massachusetts will be hierarchical,
with cooperative agreements between circulation/ILL clusters, and between
INCs and clusters. structuring the uplaard resource sharing process.
Reasonable cost recovery/reimbursement fees will be allowed in the hier-

archical structure. If reasonable fees impede resource sharing because of
costs to the borrower, the Network AL]visory Committee ihould study alterna-
tive solutions. The Board of Library Commissioners may need to file legis-
.lation that would provide, state funds to offset some of the transactional
costs-associated with hierarchical resource sharing.

ro
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18. ROLE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS BOARD OF. LIBRARY COMMISSIONERS

The Massachusetts_Board_of-L-Tbrery-Commissioners-i-s-the-te-dg66.0
possessing the statutory authority and responsibility for the total library
enterprise in the Commonwealth.- in this position, the Board initiates,
establishes, and exercises primary leadership for, and direction ofthe
Commonwealth's effort to develop and improve library resources; and
services.

Chapter 78, section 19E of the General Laws provides the Board with
the authority to "establish a comprehensive statewide program for the
improvement and developwent of library and media resources for all citi-
zens." in developing this comprehensive program, the Board is charged to
incorporate into tha-2- progr-am media centers, and information
activities of all types. Furthermore, the Board has authority to disburse
appropriated fUnds to any library activity, regardless of type or jurisdic-
tion, participating in cooperative activities. Defined as a regulatory and
adJudicatory agency by the provisions of the State Administrative Code
(Chapter 39A), the Board has the authority to promulgate the necessary
procedural and technical standards to effectively develop and coordinate a
statewide multitype library network.

Clearly, the Board of Library. Commissioners has the responsibility and
legislative mandate to plan, develop, establish, implement, coordinate,
monitor, and evaluate an automated resource sharing, multitype library
network for the Commonwealth. It is recommended that the role of the Board
1: relation to the network be:

1. to implement the automated resource sharing network plan by
assuming responsibilities for the overall-development and co-
ordination of network activities and aspects of the network as
appropriate;

2. to draft and propose legislation facilitating the development and
growth of the network;

3. to act upon the recommendations of the LSCA Advisory Council as
applicable to the plan or activities and aspectsaf the network;
and

4. to establish a standing Network Advisory Committee and act upon
its recommendations as they apply to activities and aspects of
the network, as long as the recommendations or operations of the
Committee do not conflict with the role of the LSCA Advisory
Council.

0.3 Network Advisory Committee (NAC) will serve as a forum for the
discussion of issues related to' resource sharing and networking.. In

addition, the Network Advitory Committee will assist the Board of Library
.c'Conimissioners'on'a continuing basis by providing advice end submitting

reports 9nd'recommendations concerning the activities and aspects of the
net!ork and its plan. The Network Advisory Committee will also assist the
Board in implementing activities and aspects of the network as, appropriate
and 5y.providing evaluallons of network activities and operations. The
LSCA Advisory Council may call'upon the Network Advisory Committee to
-assist thorn in their advisory function's related to the plan, Lncluding
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revision of the plan, discussing and prioritizing'network activities, and

other aspects related to network operations and activities as determined by

the Council.

_ _ Representatives to the__Network_Advtsory_Commattee will be

the Board of Library Commissioners and include:

1. a representative from each automated-circulation/ILL cluster
whose computer system can be accessed via dial-up recommerle.-.1 by its

members;

2. representatives from the Information Network Centers recommended

by the participants;

3. two representatives.trom the LSCA Advisory' Council recommended

by-the Chairperson;

4. two staff members of the Board of Library Commissioners recom-

mended by the Director;

5. the Regional Administrators from the Regional Public Library

System;

6. the Chairpersons of the standing Automation Comffittees of the

Regional Public Library System;

7. -a representative of the Massachusetts Conference of C5lef Li-

brarians of Public Higher Educe-lion Institutions (MCCLPHE,) recommended by

the Chairperson;

8. a repfesentaTive Jach from the Massachuett5 Libr-ry Association,

the Massachusetts Association for Educational Media, and a Massachusetts

member each from the Boston Chapter of the Special Libraries Association

and the New England Chapter^o' the Association of College and Research

Libraries, recommended.by he respective Presidents;

9. a Massachusetts representative from each cataloging/IcL service

recognized as such by the Board of Library Commissioners; and

10. a representative from each of the formally organized library

resource sharing consortia or cooperating groups existing In Massachusetts

recommended by the Chairperson cf the consortium or group. Consortia or

groups must register with the Library Development Unit-of the Board of

Library Commissioners.

The Network Advisory Committee_will develop internal operating and

governance procedures for approval by the Board. SubcomNittees should be

formed to study and make recommendations-concerning:

1. applicable standards (technical, bibliographical, etc.) to

facilitate network development, operations, communications, and

growth;

2. changes in technologies and their infusion into the network (such

as telecommunications); and
.;

3, network operational objectives and performance criteria for use

in cc- 'Jcting evaluations.
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Additionally, subcommittees should assist-the Board and Its staff to:

1. develop the technical and cooperative agreements between clus-

ters. and between INCs and clusters, that establiSh the network

hierarchy;

2. coordinate publicity of the network to the public and arra:Iyi-

educational/Informational meetings and workshops for librarian;

and

3. draft legislation related to activities and aspects of the

network.
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19, BIBILIOGRAPHIC RECORD CONVERSION

A

Increasing the opportunity to access the state's information resource
is based upon locating a wanted item by finding which libraries wn the
item. Automating holdings information provides the most effective access.
Before an itek is accessible utilizing automated technologies, the existing
,-bibliographic information must be converted intocompuier-readable for-M.13z

Library holdings may be converted .into electronic_records through
bi.011ographic utilities such as OCLC or through other appropriate cata-

Idging services. Advantages of participating in an automated cata-
loging/ILL system include:

f g

1. Utilities and services provide records. in standardized and recog-

nized formats including MARC, AACR2, and LC subject headings.

2. Holdings information attached to the record in the database
increases the opportunity to access the by other libraries

" for resource sharing purposes.

3. The electronic record provides the basis needed for participation
in an automated circulation systeM.

Because it is important that electronic bibliographic re:ords be
accessible by other libraries for resource sharing, it is recommende that\-,

libraries participate in a bibliographic utility dr, service teat also \A
provides interlibrary loan, access capability for conversion of -heir local

records.

Although the process outlined above is recommended prior to partici-
pating in an automated circulation system, many Massachusetts libraries
have an immediate need to join a circu!ation system'cldster although they
do not have an adequate number of electronic records to create a del7'...)ase

without a retrospective conversion of their collectios. There are -ft ee

.majcr 'alternatives for retrospective conversion, each with ous op-

tions.

1. Search against full bibliographic records for a mach a ,ocl-

ly-held item.

There are two major options:

a. Search remote bibliographic databases for the. match.

This process entails searching for a title on a remc"'e
database, editing the record when found to include loc.F.i
holdings information, and having the modified record repio-
duced on a magnetic tape or other medium for subsequent
loadidg Into the circulation system. This option should
allow for the library to add its holdings information when a

132. Issues and alternatives for this section are discussed in two.

sources: Susan Baerg Epstein, "Converting Bibliographic RFords for Automa-
tion: Some Options," L i brary lcuuLlai (March, 1983) p.P:1474-:::; and Rob

McGee, D scuss I on Paper Dn Data .Conversthsi for 1, I ticac_y Autsm.a.tian, rev.

ed.-," Chicago: RMG Consulfants, Inc, 1982.
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match is found. However, that editing capability may not be

'available. If not, the tape produced must be modified with

inclusion of local informatioj prior to storing the record

in the circulation system's database.

Once the record is in the database, other libraries should

have the opportunity of attaching their holdings informa

tion.

b. install .one or more bibliographic databases onto the circu-

lation system for record searching and matching.

This methodology has several variation. First, if.the

library has been creating electronic records through a
bibliographic utility or service, the archival magnetic tape

of holdings should be produced and loaded onto the circu-

lation system. Additional local information may be added by

the library after loading.

Once the record is loaded, other libraries participating in

the circulation system may add their holdings information to

the record.

Another variation is loading onto the circulation system

databases created on other circulation systems. This varia-

tion is particularly attractive when the avallablity of

records from archival tapes is limited. Members of the

circulation system cluster obtain a database, load it onto

the system, and begin matching against the database, editing

in local information when a match is found. Obviously, the

more closely the holdings of the importer and exporter are

matched, the ,more matches will be .produced. After the

sdatabase has served its purpose, it is expunged from the

circulation system.

Databases created on automated circulation'systems provide a valuable

tool for retrospective conversion of library collections. Therefore, to

assist retrospective data conversionrfor, libraries in Massachusetts, co-

operating library groups receiving funds through the Boarcof Library

Commissioners for 50% or more of the costs associated with the central site

system or equipment upgrade must al low, for a period of time and under,

conditions as specified on the contractual agreement between the cluster'

and the Board of Library Commissioners, network participants to copy the

database for use in their own conversion projects. State funds should also

be sought to assist in increasing the availability of machine-readable

records for retrospective conversion projects.

1

2. Submit partial records.to be matched against an existing file.

Uti!izing this methodology, the library locally creates partial

records containing sufficient information to attempt a match

against an existing file provided through a vendor or on the.

circulation syStem. Many options are available with this alter-

native

a. Send the library's shelflist to a vendor for conversion into

machine-readable records.
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b. Send a typed 11.st of Library of Congress Card Numbers

(LCCNs) of the library's holdings to a vendor for conver-

sion, or use the.list to be matched against the database(s)

on the circulation System.,

c -. Use computers in the library to produce a machiN,Teadable
fife of LCCNs for matching by a vendor or by run-ing it for

a match against-the datgbase(s) on the circulation-system.

d. Use computers in the library to input brief-form machi ne-

readable bibliographic records. Send the records to a

vendor for matching or run the file against the database(s)

on the circulation system for a match.

e. Use computer= in the library to input LCCNs or brief-form

machine-readable file records. Produce a magnetic tape of

the file on the circulation system, and forward the tape to

a vendor for matching.

Several o.f these options.may be combined in the retrospective

conversion process. In addition, there are numerous variations

of each of the aforementioned options.

3. Create a local record by inputting full bibliogrpphit data via

keyboard directly into the circulation database.

Labor intensive and time.consuming, this.alternative is not

recommended except for those records that cannot be converted by

other alternatives.

No single alternative will provide an entire retrospective conversion.

Considerations methodology chosen should include:

availability and quality of archival records;

availability and quality of imported databases;
quality and format of records provided by vendors;.

time allowed for the conversion;.
availability of human resources;
capability to include local holdings 'information upon mJtchilg.

(otherwise the. matched record will require Subsequent editing befof.e

it can be used on a circulation system); and .

Cost analysis of the various alternatives considering the issucs above.

Whenever possible, the retrospective conversion process for libraries

onto a circulation system should:

1. Load archival tapes of machine-readable records belonging to the

library created through its bibliographic utility or service. Add

local holdings information as necessary. Provide access to the data-

base for other participants to add their hollings information.

2. Import. other databases as apprbpriate and feasible to be loaded into

the circulation system for matching..

3. Create a,file of LCCNs and/or brief=form records to be matched against

remote databases (available through vendors or utilities) as matching

fs completed against archival and imported dalabases.
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4. As a final resort, input full records into the circulation database

once for each title. Share the record with other libraries in the
Circulation cluster for addition of local holdings information.

74
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20. PUBLIC INFORMATION

r
c ,

The network is designed to increase access for residents to the

state's information resources in a cost-effective manner by applying auto-

mated technologies to the resource. sharing effort. Thu , utilization of

the network will benefit both the user and the libraria . It is essential

that both be aware of the capabilities the network will offer.

Although the network's mission statement Is aimed at the user, it is

most important that be.educated,about the network first because

the effort to reach the user will be local ly-based. Librarians in other

networks have stressed the importance of communications and have pointed to

this ingredient as essential for success. Communication between members Is

facilitated by workshops, educational meetings, and formal and informal

communication networks - all means of involving people in network activi-

ties.133 To begin, the staff of the Board of Library Commissioners should

prepare written, informational statements, to appear in such media as MBLC

Notes regarding the activities and aspects of the network plan. the estab-

lishment of the Network Advisory Committee, and the process for educating

librarians and users about network activities. Informational meetings

discussing the network plan wi,th the staffs of circulation/ILL cluster

_members would be followed by discussion meetings involving cluster members

from all clusters interested in explofing te I,ecommun icati ons links.

Workshops and meetings would be scheabled to discuss specifics of the

cooperative and technical agreements. Coordination wou.4d be provided by

Board 'staff and the appropriate subcommittee of the Nefwork Advisory Com-

mittee.

Concurrently. staff of the Board of Library Commissioners would be

Aeveroping discussion guidelines and criteria for the development and-

establishment of the 1NCs. Informational statements from the Agency shoUld

generate interest on the part of libraries which have the ability and

desire to become INCs. If this does not occur, staff may need to develop a

list of libraries that have thejrntential to become 1NCs and contact the

librarians directI9 for discussions locally. These proposed meetings would

also be an opportunity for Board staff to discuss the network with other

librarians in or near the community. ----

Additional In meetings must be scheduled to keep

librarians who are not. participating directly in a cluster or INC informed

of network activities and to explain-how their users Can benefit from the

increased resource access. Such meetings.should be held as locally-based

as, possible. As INCs develOp(. future meetings should be held to demon-

strate networking capabilities. .

Making the library user and potentlal user aware. of the capabilitles

of the network will be primarily a local activity. A publicity campaign

coordinated by the Board of Library Commissioners and the Network Advisory

Committee should focus on assisting local libraries publicize the network,

and on statewide efforts toinformrthe public through news releases and

publiC service announcementsun radlo and television. Because the network

133. Patrick, p. 184.



1,g designed to increase access to resources, the primary thrust of the

,publicity campaign should be to encourage use of local librari,e5mto expand

beyond the local col lection through the network to resources i n other

libraries. Awareness must be raised on how machine-aided systems can help

access, identify, and obtain data, documents, and literature needed for

problem-solving and decision maling.134

The success of the network will depend greatly upon its worth to users

and librarians. Worth and utility will be based in part upon the demands

generated for resource sharing. Users and librarians must become aware

that the capability of their local libraries 'to meet all information needs

is limited, but that cooperative effOrts.. such as the resource sharing`

network, could enhance their local library's chances of success in meetirg

their. needs. The network must be given suf f icient exposure end time to

work.

In addition. the merits of the network sh/ould be made known to the

appropriate government officials. administrators. and managers aeevery

political and organizational level. The Board of Library Commissioners and

the Network Advisory Committee should help librarians to develop strategies

that will highlight the benef its to be derived from the network for users

w hi I e at the same time el lin inat ng duplication of effort and Increasing

services.

13A. Forest Woody Horton, Jr. "Information I iteracy vs.' Computer

L i teracy," p. 16.
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21. EVALUATION

Evaluation is the systematic appraksal of operations, products, or
-,services resulting in the measurement of utility. effectiveness, or the
difference between expectation and practice.135 There are various points
In time when evaluation can or must be done - when planning, members should

evaluate the potential benefits they expect to receive; after and during
operations to seek improvements; and when expanding or modifying activi-
ties.136

Evaluation is' an activity whereby:

1. According to goals or performance expectations, current opera-
tions can be assessed. The difference between performance cril
teria or specifications and evaluation is important. Performance

criteria essentially relate to the way the network is suppoged to
function.' Evaluation is the process of Judging_the worth or
value of the network. There are at least eight :actors for
performance criteria, to be viewed from two perspectives: 1)
technical (network system) and 2) behavioral/social (human

interaction by the user and librarian):137

a. reliability - expressed as the probability of not failing

b. flexibility = the ability to respond or conform to changing

or new conditions

c. accessibility - the capability to communicate with the re-
source sharing network by using a variety of different modes'

tad medra /

d. availability - the probability of gaining access to the
network at the desired moment

e. efficiency - the effective operation of a system as a.
function of its costs in terms of time, money, and erergy

effectiveness - the ability triechievE: specified goals or

ends, to perform or produce whotwas intended in the manner
intended

a ceptability - the state of receiving cri taking. responsi-/

bility for a system as per written Specifications and'stqn-'
d rds

1

h. giality control - those methods acid prOcedureS institutedyto

135. Eleanior Montague. "Eval-uation Studies of/Resource Sharin
Networking Activ ties." p. 291.

136. Patrick, p. 153.

137., Montague. p.7291; and Will.iaMsl_pp. 230-56.
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ensure that the information put into and taken out from the

system is correct in terms of form and content

2. Feedback is provided to the planning activity before implemene /

tation.
'.;1

3. Several feasible decision. alternatives-or designs are compared
,..

prior to selecting one.

41 .Feedback is provided between implementation stages.

5. An analysis can be.conducted on how or why a decision or process,

succeeded or falled.

There are at least three genera ! models employed, in the eval.uation

process: ;

1. -statistical techn i 4es - utilize emP i r i ca I data to compare or

predict processes or attributes. Some of the techniqpes/ applied.

Iinclude:

a. ,I,nformal feedback from library personnel'

b. informal feedback from users

c. analyses of cost and usage statistics

d. formal surveys of operations in libraries

e. operational research analyses - workflow and cost- effective-

ness tradeoffs. The evaluation of the effecttveness of the

network needs to include a cost-benefit analysis. Does the

network increase access and improve (pipe/rating efficiencies

without transferring a burden of incon4niences or costs to

the user?
/

f. formal surveys of users

2. mathematical models/analytic- suited to problems that fit an

existing mathematical model or for which a model can be con-

structed

3. simulation - combines statist-ft-al techniques and mathematical

models that build a model of the entire system or subsystem using

statistical"probabillty distributions for generating and con-

troll'ing7transactions, but also utilizes analytical techniques to

compute the values of certain variables.138

Eval/uation is necessarily an ongoing activity of the network. The

Network AciticrSTO-F3-, COMittee shall be responsible for.developing network

performapce criteria measures and utilizing evaluation techniques-to ap-

prise the Board of*Library'Commissioners of network performance and worth,

and offer appropriate recommendations.

138. Williams. pp. 258-65; and Patrick. p. 154.
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22. RECOMMENDATFONS

I. A multitype library resource sharing network based upon automated
technologies should be Implemented, The network will be hierarchical
in that cooperative centers will communicate with other centers in a

planned outward and upward process. All network services should be
provided at a level of operation as close to the user as possible, and
through locallibraries at often as possible.

II. The Mission Statement and Statement of Related Activities of the
automated resource sharing library network for Massachusetts should be
adopted:

Develop cost-effective methods of resource sharing fihat will
increase access to the information resources needed by Massachu-
setts residents by promoting cooperative efforts among libraries.
of various types and by reducing barriers to networking.

1. Develop and I ink bibliographic databaSes to provide greater
access opportunities to. resources.,

a,. Develop access points into the information resource.

1. expand participation in online circulation/ILL control
systems where it is technically and economically fea-
sible, and develop new systems where they are needed.

2. develop Information Network Centers (INCs) to serve as
access points into the total information resource by
providing 'INCs with the capacity of utilizing search,
cataloging/ILL, and circulation/ILL services. .

b. Develop,telecommunications linkages between circulation/ILL
clusters and between INCs and clusterg to expand the scope
of resources available for accessing and sharing. Linkages
between disparate systems should be explored and developed.

c. Develop interfaces between circulation/ILL control Systems
and cataloging utilities to ensure that the circulation/ILL
system's database of bibliographic records is as current as
possible for searching from other access points.

2. Develop document request and delivery procedures.

a. User.erectronic means to identify library holdings and to
transmit requests, whenever possible.

b. Document delivery should utilize the fastest, cheap-
est, and most reliable means possible. -

3. Develop a program of coffiputer literacy/trainindfor librarjans
who are without direct access to computerized network systems.

C

III. The Board of Library Commissioners should support resource sharing
activities in the State by providing state and federal funds for
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developing access points as appropriate and feasibLe. In addition,

the Board should seek state funds to assist in the costs of telecom-

munications. v-

IV. In order to facilitate resourdb sharing in the Commonwealth, coopera-

ting groups of libraries receiving funds through the-Board of Library

Commistioners for, 50% or more of the. costs associated with central
site circulation /ILL control systems or equipment upgrade should agree.

to:

V

1. Provide at least five percent of their system ports, but not

fewer than three ports, for telecommunications links from
other access _paints in the State. .At least one of the ports.
should be provided-for dial-up access, and a toll-free line is

desirable.
re

Install a circulation/ILL control system that can support the

U.S. MARC format, data-content and rules of AACR2, anid'au-

tbority control.

3. Aucpt a bibliographic record structure developed with the

Boz- .1 of Library Ccmmissioners.

4. Provide free reciprocal torrowing and/or interlibrary loan

among members of the clUster.

5. Have their bylaws approved as to form by. Board staff.

6. Allow other network participants tp copy, at the other group's

cost, the database of bibliographic records, (as specified in

the contract) to assist in the conversion of records from
manual format to a machine-readdble format.

7. Participate in:the State's resource sharing network.

8. Incorporate as a nonprofit, non-stock, membership corporation
. ,

under Massachusetts laws.

,

An order to facilitate resource SharIng in the Commonwealth, Informa-

tion Network Centers (tNCs) should:

1. Be in a library open to users and librarians.

2. Be an ongoing, cooperative effort of at least two libraries

(of the same or different types).

3. Provide access to search, cataloging/ILL, and circulation/ILL

services as specified in the contract' with' the Board of

Library ComMIssioners.

4. Create machine-readable records via a.cptaloging/iLL service

incorporatingcthe MARC format and AACR2 codes.

5. Particlpate in a.cataloging/IlL service that provides access

to the database's bibliographic record file with holdings
information for interlibrary loan purposes.
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Demonstrate that they possess sufficient personnel and other
resources. within the INC membership to support continued
operations..

7. Assume operational costs of the services after the first year.

8. Acquire modems capable of transmission at 1200 baud with
downward capacity to 300 baud.

9. Use ONTYME II as one electronic mail service.

10. Sponsor and conduct workshops deponstrating search,cata-
loging/ILL, and circulation /ILL services to librarlans.

11. Participate in the. State's resource sharing network.

VI. Technical and cooperative, a'greememts" should be established between
circulation/I'LL clusters, and between Informati,on Network Centers
IIN.Cs) and clusters, defining such areas as fees, scope and level of
cooperation, responsibilities, communications protocols, document.
request and delivery procedures, and others.

VII. -The Board of Library Commissioners should monitor and participate im
the development'and implementation of the statewide'network proposed'
by the Massachusetts Corporation for Educational Telecommunications.-

VIII. The Board of Library Commissioners should}

1. Amend ex'ist'ing .leg-islatiOn to allcW the Regional Public
Library Systems to provide document delivery anaretrieval.to
network parilcipants that are not public libraries.

2,. File legislation to create quasi-governmental data processing
entities for the exclusive use of various types of libraries.

3. File legislation and/or receive special status from the'tele-
phone rate-setting Department of Public Utilities that would
establish a lower telecommunications "library network rate" '

for participants.

4. Amend existing legislation to include the Director of the
Board of Library Commissioners as an ex-officio, voting member
of the Board of Directors of the Massachusetts Corporation for
Educational Telecommunications.

IX. The Board of Library Cohmissioners should establish the Network Advi-
.sory Committee charged with providing advice, submitting reports and
recommendations, and providing evaluations to the Board concerning .

network activities.

X. The Board of,Library Commissioners should coordinate, with the Network
Advisory Committee, a public information program about,the network for
state residents and librarians.

,
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As a document supporting the FY1982 budget recommendations of the Senate

Committee. on Ways and Means (Senate 2222, June 1981, Vol. II) "Policy Report 13:..

Libraries of the MasSachusetts System Df High?r Education" took note of a number

of factors that have conspired to l=imit the effectiveness of library resources

in supporting instructional programs- at these institutions. Policy Report 13
J
emphasized the cost effective nature of cooperative activities, and suggested

the benefits of, such specific cooperative activities as coordinated petiodical

subscriptions, cooperative acquisitions and processing, the prYling of

cataloging budgets to make the OCLC
1

cataloging data cost-effective for all

libraries in the system, and computerized circulation control and analysis. All

. of those activities were envisioned as contributory to or dependent upon an

. ultimate database consisting..of the holdings of Massachusetts libraries in

public higher education.

The Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioners wishes.to bring to the

attention of the state administration and the- legislature the concept of

statewide cooperative activities of a multijurisdictional nature; i.e;, library

P .networking on a statewide basis that. would envision the linkage of data bases

6s/ ' containing the records of all .types of libraries, thereby serving'a greatly

expanded library constituency and contributing to the information needs of the

Commonwealth's total economic and sricial developMent effort.

1
Online Computer Library Center (OCLC.) the nation's largest automated

bibliographic utility
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The position of the Massaschusetts Board of Library Commissioners with respect

to the multitype library cooperative activity is based on the following

premises:

I. The library holdings of the Commonwealth, although unevenly

distributed, represent in total an information resource of

substantial depth and diversity.

Effective, coordinated statewide application of computer and

communications technology to the management and exploitation of

the Commonwealth's library resource would impact enormously on

the information needs of government, education, industry,

Coiilmerce and'our citizenry; and, consequently, on the total

economic and social well-being of the Commonwealth.

III. It'is possible, by means of governmental leadership and

incentive, to open these resources, whether held publicly or

privately, to the individuals and entities that have the need

to use them.

IV. The Board of Library Commissioners, as the State's library

development agency, has the statutory, authority to deal with

the problems of multijurisdiction, finance, and operational :11.d

technical compatibility attendant to the planning and

development of statewide multitype library networks and

resource sharing consortia.

V. In order to exercise its statutory authority, the Board of

Library Commissioners must have sufficient and appropriate

staff to fulfill its responsibilities for the coordination of

technological development and the direction of plannin;

research and evaluation.

* * * * * * * *%* * * * * * * * * * *
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I. The ab.za'T hoUllop otc the. Commoutemeth,.aCthoult uneventg

totai an .inAmmati..on 'te,solvtce of

,5atistanti.at dept.(' and chkwusity.,

Policy Report 13 delineates two philosophies of library collection

building to support higher educatOn:

, 1. comprehensive acquisitions in all fields of knowledge;

2. basic, minimal collections which reflect or match the programs

of individual institutions.

The Report further concludes that:

"The first_ is a luxury which few libraries can afford.
but, to which many libraries aspire. The second is n

prerequisite. Yet libraries of the state's higher
education system consistently fail to meet the

prerequisite."

The Policy. Report's documentation (Table 1) confirmed this deficiency vis-a-vis

the minimum resource standards set forth by the Association of College and

Research Libraries (ACRL).

TABLE 1

Total volumes owned, total volumes needed to meet

ACRL standards amd estimated cost, colleges and

universities - 1980

Total

Total volumes needed
volumes according to
owned standards

Dollars
needed
to meet

standards

Boston State 165,700. 256,650 $2,074,000

Bridgewater 201,800 364,550 3,710,600

Fitchburg 180,800 206,200 579,000

Framingham 143,300 169,000 587,200
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TABLE 1 (cont.)

Total'

volumes

owned

Total

volumes needed

according to

standards

Dollars

needed

to meet

standards

Mass. College of Art 64,000 181,600 7,683,000

Mass. Maritime 49,600 100,300 1,156,700

North Adams 118,500 127,000 ,188,000

Salem 275,000 297,900 521,600

Westfield 143,800 179,030 1,008,000

Worcester 163,200 .306,500 3,267,000

Lowell 295,000 450,500 3,534,000.

Southeastern 270,000 425,000 3,534,000

Univ. Mass/Amherst 1,825,000 2,112,000 $6,557,000

Univ. Mass /Boston 350,900 536,000 4,013,000

Univ. Mass/Worcester 82,000 148,000 1,503,000

TOTAL 4,319,600 5,850,230 $34,916,100

Source: "Policy Report 13: Libraries of the Massachusetts System of Higher
Education" (Senate 2222, June 1981, Vol. II)

Although the Policy Report is specifiC only in terms of resource deficiences,

additional data. from the National Center for Educational Statistics indicate-

that, in general, fiscal support of libraries in the public academic sector in

Massachusetts is substantially lower than support of libraries in the private

academic sector, and that, in-fact, a dichotomous. relationship exists between

library support for "quality" four -year college -and university programs in

Massachusetts and such support in the public education domain. We must assom,

that these depressed public funding levels dictate deficiencies not only in

library holdings, but in the mechanics of'service and the adequacy of staffing

as well.

For public academic libraries, there are obvious implications in the general

policy for state higher education set fqrth in the Senate Agency Narrative for.

Higher'Educationil,Affairs-(Senate 2222, June 1981, Vol. II):

I. 1 -1 0



'Massachusetts is not in a financial position - and
with the onset of Proposition 2 1/2 and other factors

. re- stricting state spending probably never will be - to
provide public higher education funding comparable to
that of 'quality' states."

Although the vicissitudes

private higher education,

of those institutions has

inflationary spiral, most

of public funding are not inflicted so directly upon

the accepted excellence of library resources of many

been compromised during the past decade or so by the

particularly the rising cost of lib'rary materials.

The public library tradition in Massachusetts is stronger than the public higher

education tradition. Legislation enacted by-the General Court in 1851

authorized cities'and towns to establish and maintain public libraries, and thus

set the precedent for the tax supported municipal institutions that prevail

today in all parts of the country.

Public libraries in such industrial and commercial centers as Lawrence, Lowell,

Holyoke, New Bedford, etc., prospered during the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries. However, the economic difficulties experienced by these

communities in more recent years have resulted in severely depressed levels of

local library funding.

Conversely, suburban libraries have prospered, with statistical studies

indicating significant positive relationships among library activity ;and support

indicators and municipal socioeconomic statui indicators such as personal'

income, educational levels, etc..
1

The tradition of local public library service, regardless of size of

municipality, is also pervasive in Massachusetts, with free public libraries now

operating in 347- of the 351 cities and towns: This, however, is not an unmixed

blessing. In small communities, certain diseconomies of insufficient scale-

preclude libraries from approaching basic local self - sufficiency in tv.rms of

current availability of materials and point-of-service access to qualified

personnel. In many other states, strong county government has provided a

vehicle for expanding the funding base of local libraries and developing

cooperative mechanisms to ameliorate such scale diseconomies.

1
A Survey of Non - Resident. Lending and Borrowing Activity in Massnschusetts.

Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioners, Boston, MA, 1979.
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Regardless of "Size.ind relative affluence, the effects of ilflation on local

fiscal capabilities have-limited public library development in recent years. As

indicated in Table 4, niunicipalitiea have made a substantial effort to increase

public library funding, only to have that effort fall well behind increasing

materials costs. This trend is particularly alarming in that it affects

disproportionately libraries iii the.ComMonwealth's larger municipalities, a

number of Which serve as regional or subregional resource centers for the

Regional Public Library Systems. Proposition 2 1/2 has exacerbated this.

situation.

TABLE 4

TOTAL EXPENDITURES FOR PUBLIC LIBRARY SERVICES,\

MATERIALS EXPENDITURES, AND MATERIALS PRICE INCREASE, 1977-1932

Municipality
Population

Per Cap Total
Expenditure by-
Public Libraries

Per Cap Materials
Expenditures

Material Pric\

Increase Betweetna

1977 + 1982
1977 1982 +- 1977 1980 +- Books Periodicals

100,000 + $13.25 $15.56 +17% $1.83 +$1.62 -11% 37% 82% -:.

50,000-99,999 9.30 9.00 -3% 1.38 +1.17 -15% '37% 82%

25,000-49,999 9.26 10.74 +16% 1.71 +1.70 -1% 377. 82%

10,000- 24,999 7.91 10.10 +28% 1.56 +1.87 +20% 37% 82

5,000-9,999 5.98 8.06 +35% 1.39 +1.77 +27% 37%

2,000-4,999 6.36 8.74 +37% 1.55 +2.11 +36% 37% 82%

Under 2,000 6.43 6.01 -7% 2.05 +1.72 -16% 37% 82%

Sources: Comparative Public Library Reports, as published aly the
Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioners for 1977 1;-.t

1982,

Materials price data from The Bowker Annual of Library ari
Book Trade Information. R. R. Bowker Company, New York,
1983.

Nevertheless, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts enjoys a desorved nriti,,n11

reputation for the overall excellenCe of its academic and .public 1ibrary
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holdings. And in spite of fiscal exigencies, in excess of $125 million is

currently spent in aggregaCe annual suppdrt for public and academic libraries.

This is a substantial investment. Relatively small investments in a statewide

planning capability and advanced computer and telecommunications technologies

are defensible in terms of costeffectiveness-and expanded services.

Municipal libraries and public academic. libraries do not exhaust the category of

publicly supported libraries in the Commonwealth. The George F. Fingold State

Library serves the reference needs of the legislature and other activities of

state government. Various state agencies maintain their own library and

information services, as do a number of Federal agencies located in the

Commonwealth.. A number of libraries serve publicly supported health, judicial

and correctional agencies and institutions. Libraries supporting elementary and

secondary education exist, but their development has been inhibited by the

paucity of local funds, the lack of 'state funds, the loss of federal funds, and

the absence of library related expertise on the staff of the Massachusetts

Department of Education.

Particular mention must'be made of the many special research libraries and

information services supporting the private commergial and industrial sectors.

Traditionally, these activities have pioneered the application of cost
:,

beneficial information technology. It, is imperative that any statewide plan for

library networking and resource sharing provide for the eventual inclusion of

these resources".

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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Networks have the potential to reduce costs through the economy of scale

phenomenon, through resource sharing, through the assignment of subject

responsibility, and through astute and careful network management.

Precise cost-benefit estimates depend upon s.number.of factors; network purpose

and configuration, database size'and relevance, etc.. However, for' the purpose

of illustrating concept, certain statistical models have been developed related

to (1)'potential cost benefits in cataloging and processing, and (2) potential,

service 'effectiVeness based on shared resources. b

As indicated .in Figure 1, the statistical model for the cost-effectiveness Of

shared -cataloging -utilizing a computerized data base-predicts a "hit rate" of
.

approximately 64% as the threshold for reducing the unit cost' o-f-shar,ed

cataloging below the.unit'cost of manual cataloging. A hit rate of

reduce sharing cataloging costs to 48% of manual costs. Obviously:

The more libraries participating in the system, rhe

larger the data base;

The larger the data base, the higher the
probability that 'cataloging data for arty particular
title will be found in that data base;

The more titles found, the Lower the cost Of the
cataloging oOration.

3
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FIGURE 1

LINEAR REGRESSION MODEL FOR POTENTIALGOST-BENEFITS'

IN SHARED CATALOGING UTILTING COMPUTEEMED DATA BASE
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'(1) = 133.4; 'm = -69.4)
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Shared cataloging cost as % of manual
cataloging. cost

64"/

It .'should also be pointed out that cost savings'ar& not the only advantages
,

achieved through shared cataloging. Considerable service-benPfirs are realized

through the substantially earlier shelf availability of materials.

4

N.The most frequently used statistical model to predict the service-effctiveness
,

of resource sharing is based upon a square -root- times -ten improvement in query

respon0 For example, a library' answering 49% of information and materials

requests f in-house resources should be'eble to answer 70% of such requests

if.it has acces to a_ shared bibliographic data base. As Figure 2 indicates,

the relationship is curvilinear, with the libraries able to answer the fewest

information requests b ed on their own resources gaining the most through,.

resource sharing arrangeme .

9
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Although the cost, reduction potential is inherent' in both sLng1L, type JrA

multitype networks, multitype networking offers the additional advantes of:

1. Intensifying the economy of scale phenomenon

The cost-effective and,seryice-effective potentials of resource sharing
are, as pre;fiously stated, intensified by building larger and larger
data bases. These potentials are.also positively influenced )y

diversity within data bases; i.e., .the 'inclusion of the recorj!- 01

holdings, of libraries with differing purposes, clienteles and
collection strengths.

10
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,2. Diversifying and expanding funding responsibilities

The design costs, start-up costs, and r4search4and program expansion
costs necessary to network development and management can be -

AistributO among the various state, 'federal", local, and private fiscal
authorities responsible for library and inf;rmationservices.

3. Relatin information resources to the.state's total economic and social

development program

The planning of library and information services should be considered
necessary andsrespected c,omponent Of total,economic and social
development planning, and the states thaE have been most successful in
statewide library networking and resource sharing have recognized these
relationships. They. have stressed the2developmental role of library
and information services in supporting the administrative, research and
humanresource needs of those public and private sector activities
impacting most significantly upon the state's economic,and. social well:.
being. ,

P

In Massachusetts, for example, it would be necessary to consider, as a
priority item, the importance of access to scientific, technologic-al.
and management data for the "information depenident" (vs. "labor
dependent" pr "materials dependent") high technology industries which
rely haavfly.on their research, development, and management information
components. Many of these needs are not met their own inforpatirin
resources.

In addition, multitype consortia development would broaden information
access for the multiplicity of small Massachusetts - based research and'
consulting enterprises that, in total, constitute a significant
component of the state's economic and social developmnt effort.

In states with well-developed statewide multitype library systems the 'prevailing

use of such systems is."developmental" in nature; that t, clearly related to

human resource development and the ,research and administration needs of

government, commerce and industry. User analysis of the New York State

Interlibrary Loan System (NYSILL) provides a case in point. NYSILL users' are

'divided into the following_si; categories, primarily for purposes of anilysis:

faculty, industrial researcher, professional, student, resident of correctional

institution," and general public. A small residue of users (approximately 5%

annually) remain-unclassified.

11
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For FY1980, the yeir of last published data, use was distributed at folloW§:

0°

TABLE 5

USE OF NEW YORK STATE INTERLIBRARY LOAN SYSTEM, 1980

User Categories % of Use

Student 25

Faculty . 19
Y.

Professional '- 17

Industrial Researcher 7

_Resident, Correctional Institution

General Public '27

Unclassified' 4

Source: New York State Education Department, Divi-sion of Library

Development, 1980.

From the breakdown, it can be seen that the academic user is NYSILL'sprime

'patron, with "faculty," and "student" categories comprising almost half (44%) of
a

total use. The profit sector's use, however, is rapidly increasing. During

FY1979, the user group with the greatest growth rate was tire. "professional"

category, up 13% over FY1978; and in FY1980 the "industrial research" Troup

showed the most growth, an increase of 27% over FY1979.

The network's role in the social' and economic development process is further

defined by reference to the 5 major subject areas receiving the most. rtiquests,

which are ranked as follows by Dewey Decimal numbers, a required compin of

the NYSILL computer format.

C'
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TABI.4 6

FIVE SUBJECT AREAS RECEIVING MOST REQUESTS:

NEW YORK STATE INTERLIBRARY LOAN SYSTEM, FY1980

Rank
. -

Rewey Classification SUbjedt Areas

1 610 619 ,. Medical Science

2 620 - 629' Technology

670 - 699 Engineering

3 330 339 Economics.

350 - 359 Public Administration

4 300 - 309 Social SCienoe

360. 369, Social Welfare

390 - 399 Customs Folklore'

5 560 579 Paleontology

590 - 599 Anthropology

O

Source: New York State Education' Department, Division of Library

Development, 1980.

Over the years the heaviek demands on NYSILL have been quite consist.; in'

the scientific and technological areas.

* * * * * * * * * * ** * * x *'* * * *
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III., It 1.6 pouibte,.by mean o6-goveAnmentateadvezki.p and inecti,i,c, to
.

. open. the Commonweatth16 .abwiti te4ouitce6,-wlietheA hetd-putleixty et,

ti.oatety, to.the .indix,(duat6 and ent,itieA that have --need-to

/1aze them. --

Factors inhibiting the full .development of multitype library consortia-tre

numerous. -Some are real, others are hypothetical. Some are particular,'.
0

others are conceptual.' Thege factors may be political, economic, or

philosophical in nature..

The problems of multiple and /perhaps' conflicting, jurisdictions. are present

and palpable. Polity making, governing and fiscal authoiities are elected

or appointed to protect the interests of primary constituencies, and a

degree of loss of local autonomy is the inevitable result.of,any

cooperative effort. Further, existing patterns'of support, public or

private, may well have created 'pockets of vested intetett in the status
.

quo, and a consequent reluctanCe on the part of these institutions to

endorse-or participate in new arrangements. It 14o276s th7)responsibility

of state government to delegate to a proper state agency the authority to

spend public monies across jurisdictional lines., regulate technical and

performance standards, enter into contracts with public and private
.

r.;.

.entities, provide for the, proper'iepregentation,of participating

jUrisdictions'in the governing structures of networks and resource sharing.

consortia, and develop equitable models for funding and remuneration.- In
. 0

1974, the Massachusetts 'General Court; in enacting the Comprehensive--

Library Media Services Act (Ch. 78, Sec. 19E), authorized the MassachuSetts-

Board of Library Commissioners to fulfill such a coordinating function.

The philosophical impediments are equally significant -and perhaps more

difficult to overcome. For decades prior to 1970, a "wareho:ls," philosophy

prevailed with respect to the concept of the function of a research

library. The quality of those libraries*Was generilly measured by the

amount of money expended annually to acquire, catalog. and house large

'numbers of books and journals.. Even smaller academic and public libraries

were "materials oriented" in their approach, with standards and budget

justifications based on input measures -- principally, fund6 allotted for

'materials Purcheses. ' 14-
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During the 1970s, a considerable volume of research literature brought

forth conclusions to the effect that comprehensive acquisition policies

did, in fact, lead to the warehousing of materials rather than the

broadening of use; that a minority.of titles accounts for 'the .majority Of

use by the clienteles of every type of library, that books and journals in

many disciplines are subject to extremely rapid rates of obsolescence, and,

most disturbingly, that in some instances as high as 40% of materials

purchased during any given year were not used at all during a subsequent

10-year period.'

Nevertheless, a considerable number, of large, urban public' libraries with

research collections, continue to lobby vigorously for state and federal

funds to continue comprehensive acquisition policies in the face of

. decreasing local funds; This, of course, has posed a dilemma .for state

governments. Regardless'ofthe present prestigeffactor or the future

historical value of in-depth research collections, state library

development agencies have concluded generally -.that support of these

research libraries 'should be based on their actual, current, qUantifiable

participation as a statewide or regional library resource; that is, the

standards for state" participation in the finance of these libraries should

reflect the extent to which they are actually delivering materials into the

hands of-the broadest possible clientele.'

The current fiscal climate places immediate and potential limits on almost

all funding.sources: public and private;,state, local and federal.:, L'h0u

the ,suppty 66 new money .i.s COnited, maintenance o sc.:vice mu.q- at

cot o() cottectims expanded though vladitio;la.e alymic!, c;c ;Ind

exctus.ive eoecte'mweAsh.ip. In.promoting Mult.itype, statewide reso.Irce

sharing, the state library development agency must'first obrIn

library professionals and, funding- authorities a widespread comm.if

the concept of "access to information" rather than the concept of

"ownership of materials.,"

1
Allen Kent,` et al, Use of Library Materials: University of Pittsburgh Stu,N.

Marcel Dekker, New York, 1979.
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While it, is our assumption. that the'impetus in the development of statewide

multitype systems would Come from those libraries reoeiving 'state funds (pUblic

and academic), future involvement of the private sector might well be dependent

upon the sophistication of the research and development component of the Board

of Library Commissioners; specifically, its ability to quantify the elusive

values we attach to information accessibility..and relate- suchvalues to the

economic and social aspirations of the CommonWealth.

A growing number. of state Overnments and statelibrary development,

agencies have recognized their responsibility tp fund and support the

development of multitype cooperation and resource sharing through statewide

networking. An examination of state involvement in.,planning, coordinating and

providing fiscal support for multitype systems in the other five New England

states and the ten states (New York,,New Jersey, Kansas, Wisconsin, North

Carolina, Michigan, Minnesota, South Carolina, California, Illinois) cited as

having "quality" systems of public higher education in the Senate's Agency

Narrative fat Higher Educational Affairs (FY1982, Senate Budget Document)

reveals that:

1. Thirteen of the fifteen states have some measure of statewide
multitype library cooperative activity, with the state
library development agency involved in planning, coordination
and/or governance.

2. Of the ten states identified, by the Senate Ways aneMeans
Committee as possessing "quality" public higher education
systems,,eight have involved these systems, by lecislative
incentive, in multitype library-resource sharing consortia.

In many states, governmental leadership has been successful in fusing the

interests of the public and private sectors into workable resource sharing

arrangements. AS a case in point, we offer the Capital District Library

Council for Reference,and Research (New York), one of nine such Councils

operative in New York for the past 15 years, These Reference and Research

Library Resource Systems, usually referred to as the 3R's systems, are

composed of public
0
libraries, college and university libraries, business

and research libraries, governmental libraries, and hospital and other

16
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health agency libraries. All public Libraries and State University

libraries, and almost all independent academic libraries are involved.

The primary.goal of these. systems is the sharing of resources to answer the

infOrmation needs of the clienteles of all member libraries. They proyide

interlibrary loan 'services, delivery services, cooperation in collection

development, microfilming and preservation. programs, reciPcocal-or direct

access, production of union lists and bibliographic control programs, and

cooperative use ocomputer systems. Through interface with the New York

State Interlibrary Loan System (NYSILL) and with OCLC and other '

computerized data bases, they are able to locate and borrow almost any

library item requested by users of member libraries, no matter how small

these libraries are.
1

Membership composition of the Capital District Library Council illustrates

the multijurisdictional'nature of these consortia (Table 7).,

TABLE 7

MEMBERSHIP COMPOSITION

CAPITAL DISTRICT LIBRARY COUNCIL (N.Y.)

Stateliniversity Systems Libraries 7

Private College & University Libraries

Special Libraries: Private Non-Profit

Agencies 9

Special Libraries; Commerce & Industry 8

Special Libraries: State and Federal

Government 5

Public Library Systems 3 (66 libraries)

44

1
This and other references to the 3R's/NYSILL interface should be intr-

preted as illustrative of the viability of multitype,.statewide 1-tvork:

ing and resource sharing, without any implication that the New

ostructure should be replicated in Massachusetts. Local conditions should

have an influence on network Configurations.
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The 3R's interface with NYSILLis likewise characterited by the

multitype concept. In Massachusetts, with its single-type Regional

Public Library System, the Boston Public Library serves as the-library

of last .recourse for .the system. 'In New York, with'its multitype

configuration; the "Last recourse" function is shared by a group of 13

referral libraries (Table 8). Such a configuration has the obvious

advantages of,(a) broadening the scope of resource materials, and. (b)

mitigating the effect on the system of reduced funding for any

particular resource library.

TABLE 8.

REFERRAL LIBRARIES.

NEW YORK STATE INTERLIBRARY LOAN NETWORK

American Museum of Natural Engineering Societie6 Library

History Monroe County Library System

Brooklyn Public Library New_York Academy of Medicine

Buffalo and Erie County Public New York Public Library

Library New York State Library

Columbill University New York University

Cornell'University TeaChers College

Union Theological Seminary

Essentially, the planning function for such a statewide mulrityb.t! structurk-

consists Of network and consortia definition in terms of:

partic.pation

-- configuration

-- range and orientation of

service

-- data base parameters

\

-hardware and softvlre

- targeted- end users

-- type and mix of funding

- administrative str)cture

18
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This simplification .should not obscure the complexity of the process.. Two

absolute essentials are:

local participation.in the planning process'

-- state level direction and coordination based on (a) statutory .

authority; (b) sophisticated data handling capabilities at the

state library development agency, and (c) appropriate staff

expertise at that agency.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * *

IV. The Board o6 Lib/La,ty COMMiZSiOCA.,S, as the. State's eiblala devefopment

agency, has the 6tatutoky autholl-ity to deaf wi.th the oobCems.

multijuALsdiction, 6inance and'ope,tat.i.onaf aod techoicae compatibility

attendant to the panning and development 6 statewide muftituc

libtaAy netitioth and A.e.sooce shanina conso.ztia.

A. Problems of Multijurisdiction.

The Board of Library Commissioners already.supervises the administration of

a statewide single-type cooperative program (the Regional Public Library

Systems) under a number of local jurisdiction's (Ch. 78, Sec. 19C). The

Board has' further authority to "establish a cOmprehensive statewide program

for the improvement and development of library and media resources for all

citizens" (Ch. 78, Sec. 19E). In.deve'loping this comprehensive program,

the Board is charged to incorporate into that program, libraries, media

centers and information activities of all types.

B. .'Problems of Finance.

The Board of Library'Commissioners has authority to disburse ippropriated

funds to' any library activity, regardless of type or,juriddictinn,

participating in multitype cooperative activities (Ch. 78, Sec. 19E, 19E1).

19 .
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At this point, it is in order to .categorize.the costs of systems

development and operations, identify potential funding sources, and relate

such funding sources to cost categories. Cost categories may be defined as

follows:

1. Design costs--systems analyses and feasibility studies to determine

themost appropriate configuration(s) for network organization and

scope of service.

2. Start-up costs--the initial costs of implementation such as data

base conversion, staff procurement, hardware and software

procurement, etc..

3. Operational costs--annual costs of staff, overhead, maintenance and

general administration.

4. Research, development and program improvement costs--including

demonstration projects, software development, production of
o

cooperatiire bibliographic tools, training costs, and costs of

ongoing evaluation of network services and administration.

Types of funds currently or potentially available for network development

and administration include:

1. State appropriations to the Board of Library Commissioners
Administration and Expenses Account

2: Special state appropriations
.3. Federal Library Services and Construction Act (LSCA) funds, Title I

and III
4. Federal Higher Education Act (HEA) funds,-Title IIB, IIC
5. "Institutional budgets.(including endowments).
6. Foundation grants
7. Internally generated funds (membership dues, fees-for-scrvic.

etc.).

The cost matrix (following) indicates a possible fun:flng mim "or

developmental and continuing costs.

20
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COST MATRIX - MULTITYPE SYSTEMS DESIGN
IMPLEMENTATION, DEVELOPMENT

R&D and Prbgram
Design Start-Up Operational Improvemerit

Costs Cbsts Costs Costs
BLC Administration
Expenses Account* X X
(Acct. # 7000-9101)

Special State
Appropriations*

Federal LSCA I*

Federal LSCA III*

Federal HEA IIB,
IIC

X

Institutional X
Budgets

Foundation Grants X X

Internally Gen- X X

erated Funds

*Funds under direct control of Massachusetts Board of Library Commiss-

ioners

C. Problems of. Operational and Technical Compatibility.

With respect to library automation and networking in Massachusetts -as

in many other states--the operational state of the art has proceeded

more rapidly than the planning and coordinating functions. .The result

has been an uncoordinated and often unstructured development of

computer-based local networks and resource sharing consortia.

In many instances there are sophisticated and productive activities

that might well be integrated quite easily into a comprehensive

statewide network.

21
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During the past 2 years, the Massachusetts Board of Library

Commissioners has authorized distribution of almost $1.7 million in

federal funds to support the development of regional resource sharing

consortia. Participating public and academic libraries have added

approximately $800,000 in local money.

However, these activities are the result of local initiatives and will

benefit only a fraction of the State's library users. In order to

maximize the effectiveness and efficiency of existing operations and

broaden participation and clienteles, there now is a need for a

statewide plan to include protocols and technical standards--by

implication, therefore, the need for a regulatory function.

The Board ..of Library Commissioners, defined as a regula6ry and

- adjudicatory agency by the provisions of the State Administrative Code

(Ch. 39A) ha4the authority to promulgate the necessary procedural and

technical standards to effectively develop and coordinate a statewide

multitype library network.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

V. In oAdet to exenci6e it4 .iatutoky authotity, the Booatd o6 Lify7aty'

Comm,i)S4ionelbs must have zu66ic,i.emt and apooptiate 6talcii. to 6uZ;cLCC

its tezpon4ibiZity 6ot'the cootdination oktechnotogi.coX-

devetopment and the di,tection o6 ke,secttcji ntid evatuation.

In spite of the limitations imposed by the availability of

administrative funds over the past 3 years, the Board has been able to

acquire the experience and-expertise necessary to proceed with t'r

planning, research and evaluation responsibilities attendant to the.

development of a statewide, computer-based library resource sharing

network.
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APPENDIX I I

Pol icy Report 13

Ltbraries of the

Massachusetts System of Higher -Education

, (Senate 2222, June 1981, Vol: I I)
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Policy Report #13: LACIrarr663 off The
Hasoachasetttto Spam oft D=Higherf Edacalop

Most libraries within the Massachusetts higher
education system are places where information is
sought and consumed in enormous quantity. Fa-
culty routinely assign long lists of readings which
students must assimilate; heavy use tends to gen-
'crate more use, every use leading to another. If
each of the 96,000 students in the Massachusetts
syStem of higher education borrows a mere ten
books from the library in one academicyear (a
very conservative estimate), nearly one million
books or about 400,000 titles will have circulated.
The actual figure for books read, consulted, and
cited is at least double that estimate. At the same
time, the usefUl life of most books after publica-
tion is only about eight to ten years, two to four
years for journal articles. At these rates, the utility
of a library collection, or portions of it, may have
totally depreciated within just ten years.

These short liVes and high circulation prescribe
constant replenishment if libraries and the educa-
tional process are to flourish. What is the cost of
replenishing the Massachusetts higher educaiton
library? If the 400,000 circulating titles are no
older than ten years, then about 40,000 titles be-
come obsolete each year. To replace that many
books just books, not journals or other publi-
cations would cost $1.0 million each year.

Librarians have always rationalized their
budget requests by detailing the great volume of
material actually published, without reference to
actual or_potential use, and then arguing that to
achieve excellence to build quality, in-depth
collections'- the library must acquire every rele-
vant publication. Many librarians now concede
that this approach is unrealistic, but are at a loss
for alternatives. To acquire every relevant publi-
cation could cost millions of dollars each year for
just one library.

Recent studies have shown that even though
individual libraries do not own all the books and
journals which faculty and students want, a great
many of the materials purchased arc never used..
One approach to this dilemma has been the fairly
successful tradition of cooperation through inter-
library lending. Though, this tradition is a direct
result of tight budgets and the inability of any one
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library to he self-sufficient, the practice has never
in itself had much influence on budgeting for
library materials. Librarians everywhere have,
been slow to adopt the argument that an output
product (interlibrary loans) should have an effect
on input (which books should be purchased).
partly because of possible loss of autonomy and
partly for. fear of adverse effects on the quality of
collections.

Much more needs to be learned about how
libraries are used and about the desirability of
cooperative collection development. Relatively
little money has, been expended in American li-
braries on resolving questions of this sort. On the
other hand, enormous sums and energy have gone
into the development of technical -improvements
to library processes at the regional and national
levels.

The challenge of library development in the
Massachusetts sy;tem of higher education is in
the areas of better understanding of how collec-
tions are used, cooperation, and technological
application.

The informal group of librarians called the
Massachuscts Conference of Chief Librarians of
Public Higher Educational Institutions
(MCCLPHEI) has often been cited as the only
group in the system with a history of successful
cooperation one that cuts across all segments
(university, college, and community college).
Despite lack of charter, official recognition, or
coordinated administration, MCCLPHEI has
made considerable achievements, notably in
funding, centralized purchasing, and int :library
loans.

Arguments for more formal cooperation and
c ordination arc many. The most important rea-
Sons\are elimination of some duplicat ion, greater
cost efficiency, greater availability of
better iriventory control, and speedier ac,

Funding and Budgeting

Since the easrly seventies, the MCC:1.111El
group has cooperated in presenting.annual book
budget needs. As a\resUlt, its libraries have re-
ceived several million\dollars for accplisitions. al-\
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though the appropriations have not brought its
libraries up to national standards.

Budget instability has been a major problem.
Being highly structured organizations with un-
changing functions from year to year, libraries
simply cannot function efficiently when their
budgets fluctuate wildly from year to year4Luc-
tuation has a traumatic effect On journal subscrip-
tions, book acquisitions; work routine, and staff
continuity.

If a library's appropriation decreases, the
shortage must 'somehow be made up.
MCCLPHEI. libraries have had to make up defi-
ciencies from trust funds, supplemental fees, con-
tinuing education, and donations sources as
tenuous and uncertain as the annual appropria-
tions.

Not addressed sufficiently in annual appropria-
tions are all the other costs of running the libra-
ries. These include much more than the purchase
price of books and journals. Libraries alio pur-
chase a wide range of materials, such as phono-
records, manuscripts,...and videotapes. In addi-
tion, the costs of travel, supplies, equipment, and
rentals must be considered.

There is also the cost of labor. In many, if not
all of the institutions, staff positions arc allocated
to the library after all other positions have been
assigned. With a fixed number or positions for
each institution, this often means that the librar-
ies simplydo not function well. Library staff posi-
tions should not be in competition with other
dcpartments; rather, they should be a function of
faculty size and student enrollment. There should
also be a clear statement of priority in relation to
the academic programs in the system.

Apart from salary costs, certain technical func-
tions such as acquisitions, cataloging, circulation,
copy services, interlibrary lendingand computer-
ized bibliographic searching, require ever greater
budgetary outlays, since many of these services
are best done or are only available through com-
mercial vendois. Serious consideration should be
given to the inclusion of these costs in annual
library appropriations.

Finally, budgeting for libraries suffers from the'
higher levels ofinter-institutional competition, in .

contrast to the spirit of cooperation which exists
among the librarians themselves. The Committee
believes that the recent reorganization of higher

.

education provides an opportunity to resolve
some of these problems.

Standards for Library Collections

If a library has fewer volumes than required by
official standards, the institution is apt to losc out
in several ways in federal grants for libraries, in
attracting scholars-and new faculty, apd in keep-
ing its faculty. A demoralizing conclusion is that
if an institution is not committed to its library, it is
not committed to its faculty, its students, or quali-
ty education in general.

Each year, MCCLPHEI compiles statistics on
the extent to which its holdings meet the min-
imum standards formulated by the Association of
College and ,Research Libraries (ACRL), a na-_.
tional organization. The MCCLPHE1 statistics
consistently shoW substantial deficiencies in the
system's library collections. With the possible ex-
ception of 'the University of Massachusetts-Bos-
ton, no institution ha's the minimum number of
volumes required to meet its program. The range
of deficiencies extends from a minimum need of 7
percent of volumes at Salem State College to a
maximum of 65 percent at the Massachusetts
College of Art. The average percentage of need
for the five universities is 60 percent,Tor colleges
65 percept, and for the community colleges about'
74 percent. Total shortfall is over-1-,000,000 vok-
umes; providing these volumes would cost in
excess of $34 million, according to MCCLPH El
(See table 1).

The standards for college libraries'are based on
"allowances" for the number of FTE (Full-time
Equivalent) faculty members, FTE students, and
the number of undergraduate, Masters and Ph.D.
fields in each institution.

. The standard for community_TaliTaililiaTed-,
on a formula devised by the Massachusetts Board.
of Regional Community Colleges, using min-
imum numbers of instructional resource units
(IRU's) per group of FTE student enr011ment.
IRU's include books, Mins, audio tapes and 're-
cords, and Other non-book materials. This formu-
la, inturns, is consistent with standards for two-
year colleges published by ACRL in 1979.

The thrust of the ACRL standards is to help.
libraries acquire at least minimal collections to
sup-port the academic 'programs of their institu-
tions. The formula for computing the required
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Table 1

Total volumes owned, total volumes needed to meet ACRL standards-
and estimated cost, colleges and universities - 1980

Total
volumes
owned

Total
volumes needed

according to
standards

Dollars
needed
to meet

standards

Boston State 165,700 256,650 S 2,074,000

Bridgewater 201,800 364,550 3;710,600

Fitchburg 180,800 206,200 579,000

Framingham 143,300 1.69,000 587,200

Mass. College of Art 64,000 181,600 2,683,000

Mass. Maritime 49,600 100,300 1,156,700

North Adams 118,500 127,000 188,000

Salem 275,000 29,7,900
,r4

521.600

Westfield 134,800 179,030 1,003,000

Worcester 163,200 306,500 3,267;000

Lowell. 295,000 450,500 3,534,030

Southeastern 270,000 . 425,000

Univ. Mass./Amherst 1,825,000 2,112,000 6,557,000

Univ. Mass./Boston 350,900 536,000 4,013,000

Univ. Mass./ Worcester 82,000 148,000 1,503,000

TOTAL 4,319,600 5;850,230 'S3-;,916,100

number of volumes was devised by a committee of
experienced librarians. The formula was not de-
riVed mathematically but rather intuitively. Thus,
it has serious empirical shortcomings and is not
universally accepted. The standards have not
been adopted by an accrediting authority. ACRL
itself has no authority to withhold accreditation
from institutions, partly because its members are

not.institutions. Libraries as such are
not accredited by any agency.

The standards do have considerable persua-
sion, in that _they are officially, published by the'
only national academic library organization.
They are widely cited, extensively used to justify ,

budgets, and are perhaps the only authoritative,
quantitaac foundation on which to build collec-

tions.

Library Collections and Policy

Two philosophies of building library collec-
tions exist throughout the country. The first is to

build colledtions of both br,:adth and depth, cov-
ering all scholarly fields and acquiring all relevant
materials within each field, for all scholars wher-
ever they may be. The Second is to build basic or
minimal collections which reelect or march the
programs of the institution. The first is a luxury
Which few libraries can a fford,l)iit to which many
libraries aspire. The second is prerequisite. Yet,
libraries of the state's higher cducaution system
consistently fail to meet this prerequisite.

Conside'rable variation exists in the library
needs of the many academid programs in the sys-
tem. For example, it is generally conceded that
humanities and social sciencescholars need and -
use more booki in proportion to journals, while
scientists require a different proportion; and engi-

k1neers require more transitory reports and specifi-
cations. Furthermore, the cost of materials varies
from one discipline to another within the humani-
ties and sciences; art and ?technology books are
the most expensive,iliterature the least.
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t. expect that each indi-
. to the second Philo-

, . tern as nvhole could
i:a: is, by careful assign-
o ibili ty to each institu-

,- knowledge of each
' 7tiou, the thirty collections

c:. one large cooperative collec-
tion ,,f .= anddepth,covering all fields

in the system as well as with=
c :livery from one library to

u plicate bOoks and journals
in :n :r 3r,I; ibrary would be subgtantially
dirnir:7hed, with consequent parsimony.

Even now, with &tie o- -no knowledge by any
library of what the others have, nor what -should
or should not be duplicated, this "system-wide
library" could be achieved, given adequate fund-
ing a 'd proper management. The technology is
avail ble. And, although costly in the beginning,
the ystem library" would achieve economics by

ating unnecessary duplication and at the
sam time identifying necessary duplication. The
end result would be better collections, greater
acc ssibility, more use, and thus greater accoun-
tab lily.- .

Th Serials Problem
1 many libraries, serials (scholarly and scien-

tifi journals and periodicals)°contitute one-half
thz library. Faculty consider them to be essential
fo' their research a LI, to a large extent, critical
for, graduate study. Until recently, the serials
budgetwas typically no, more than 25 percent to
50 percent of the total, but inflation has changed
that percentage drastically. Because librarians are

. extremely reluctantto interrupt the continuity of
their serials, they continue their subscriptions ev-
en though prices have risen faster than for books
and other components of the library budget. As a
result, serials now account for 60 percent to 90
percent of the total budget in some 'libraries.
Thus, while libraries struggle to maintain the in-
tegrity of their serials collections, their book col-
lections depreciate at a faster rate.

To seek appropriations to offset theincreased
cost of serials without at the Same time seeking

--alternative-- approaches---would --be -skirtjng -the-;
issue, for the problem is incessant and nation-

wide. Again, resource sharing can help alleviate
this problerii. The exchange of periodical articles
between libraries has been vigorous; but more can
be accomplished by reducing the number of du-
plicate titles. Duplication is considerable, even
while libraries proclaim deficiencies. Duplication
is often expreSsed in terms of average number of
copies per title. Actually, studies show a large
number of titles. with one copy only, a smaller

'number with two copies, still fewer With three
copies, and so on, with a relatively small number
of titles having a large number.of copies. The
average number of copies in the Massachusets
system is probably less than six. Reduction of
duplicates is not a popular approach but could be
more acceptable if it were balanced by adding
copies of high use titles.

Some groups for instance, in Pennsylvania
and Minnesota are seriously considering elimi-
nating some dupliCate subscriptions so that their
joint budgets may guarantee retention of at least

'one copy of every relevant title. Sharing would.be
done by,fast copy service. Restraining this ap-
proach, of course, is the new copyright law which
limits the number of photocopies of an article for
scholarly purposes. Nevertheless, the potentidl
for cost-effectiveness with coordinated subscrip-
tions and careful attention to the needs of specific
programs at each. institution is considerable.

To take a single example, at least six libraries in -
the Massachusetts higher educition system sub-
scribe at an annual cost of 55,000 per subscrip-
tion to Chemical Abstracts, an index to 12,000
chemical journals. It publishes abotit 240,000 ab-
stracts per year, and is one of the most essential
tools in every university library. The format of
Chemical-Abstracts_ requires that each library
subscribe to all 240,000 abstracts, even though its
users may use only a few hundred. Its cost-effec-
tiveness is therefore questionable. There is a po
tentia I solution to this Problem, however. The
index to Chemical Abstracts, a costly component
of the subscription, is searchable by computer on
a service basis.' If MCCLPH El libraries sub-
scribed to this service, several subscriptionstb the--
index could be discontinued.

The traditional approach to building serials
collections the attempt to acquire every possi-

- ble_journal_relatingio every discipline. can be r
exorbitantly expensive. For each discipline or
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subdiscipline, there may be us many as 40 relevant
journals. The number of disciplines and subdisci-
plines in the lassaehusetts system is related to
the number of faculty. If there is one subdiscipline
for every 10 of the 6,000 faculty members, there
would be about 600 subdisciplines and 24,000
relevant, journals. At an average subscription
price of $50.00 each, the annual cost of one copy
each of the 24,000 titles would be $1.2 million.
Add to Ors another 5200,000 for general periodi-
cals, and the figure is nearly L5 million, increas-
ing at an inflatiOn rate of 15 percent per year.
With many of the 30 libraries each demanding
their own copies, This approach is obviously4ftt
feasible.

There is a more sensible approach. In every
discipline or subdiscipline, there is a core of essen-
tial journals which-accounts for most of the use.
For example, a core of 5 journals may account for
1,000 uses in a given time period. To account for
another 1,000 uses in the same time period may
require another 25 journals, and for another 1,000
uses another 125 journals would be required. Ob-
viously, the first 5 are the most cost:effective and
the last 125 the least. Thus, core journals should
be identified for every discipline, and a sufficieht
number of copies should be purchased to guaran-
tee availability throughout the system. As funds
allow, the next 25 and as many as possible of the
folloWing 125 should bt purchased. This ap-
proach dependS upon the identification of both
subdisciplines and core journals, which can be
difficult. There are many studies using this ap-
proach for isolated disciplines, with a few applica-
tions to individual libraries, but none for a group
of libraries. Nevertheless, even limited applica-
tion to MCCLPHEI libraries would result in im-
provement.

On-Line Computer Data 'Bases

Not only Chenricql Abstracts, but a large
number of computerized indexing services in
science; social sciencs, and the humanities ate:
now available and are being used by some a" the
MCCLPH El libraries, The possible , of
these services on the periodical subscriptions n
the entire system could be considerable.

These data bases now contain millions of bibli-
ographic records available to libraries by sub-
scription. 'Their dollar value is already in the
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many millions. Most of them arc offered by pro-
fit-making vendors. It' has been forecast that by
1990 many thousands of data bases/ containing
both bibliographiC and full-text infofmation will
he available. Theie data bases inevitably and fun-
damentally will affect libpry operationsand sere:
ices,and arc one more factor contributing to the
obtolescence of any book published today.

Libraries can now make a complete literature
search of almost any topic in minutes, at an
averge charge by the vendor of about S34.00. The
product a computer printed special bibliogra-,
phy, often with' an abstract introduces an en-
tirely new .budgetary ycquirement, a process-
Which heretofore hgs been performed manually .

and was never considered a'budget item. At the
University of Lowell, for example, 125 searches
were perfornied in, FY 1980, the first year of im-
plementation, at a cost of about $3,750. As of this
writing, volume in FY 1981 has already doubled.
Systemwide, the number of searches could reach
5,000 by .1985 at a potential cost of 5175,000 or
more. Thiwould enable libraries to have ready
access to 'thousands 'Of serials not in their sub-
scription liSts, worth millions of,dollars.

The Acquisitions Proeess.

Acquisitions refers to the tedious and detailed
process of purchasing library materials.'Librar-
ians must have extensive knowledge of what is
being published, where to obtain it, and how to
obtain the best discount prices. The acquisitions
process is labor intensi ie, requiring long -hours
consulting catalogs and verifying bibliographic
information to make sure that a book being ac-
quired is not already in the library and,that the
inforniation is correct.

MCCLPHEI recognized early on that each of
its libraries was duplicating this process and con-
-equently purchasing many or the same books.
! bis recognition led to thepopular"BCL project"

or "Books for 'College Libraries" from FY
:969 to FY 1975. The BCL project, funded
through the Board of Higher Education. ex-
pended more than all million and acquiredap-
proximately 943,000 volumes for the system. The
books were centrally acquired and the project Was
administered by the University of Nlassachusctts-
AmherSt. The cost of acquiring _and -processing-
these volumes-($ I ;14$,070) was Well below what

0
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. the total would have been if each library had

acquired and processed its Own. Serious consider-

ation should be -given to revival of the "BCL

project" in some form, capitalizing on its mistakes

and benefiting from its achievements. In any case,
----7new-techology_has in'tpaduccd many improve:

ments which could be, advantageous to the sys-

tem.

The Cataloging Process

Every book, journal, article, manuscript and
phonorecdrd added to the libray must be des-
cribed precliely, Simply, and consistently so that

it may be identified and located by a potential
-user. Until recently, every library acquiring the
same title had to recatalog what each had already
cataloged. If all 30 libraries'had the same book,
the same work was done not once, but thirty times

--: a costly situation, since thd cost of cataloging a

book by old methods was up to one-fourth of'the
-purchase Price of the book. If $1 tv,P,'000 was

spent for books,' another $250,01 1 N% as either

spent or absorbed in cataloging them, money
which could well be spent for additional books.

Now, however, technology is available through
OCLC, Inc., a not-for-profit 'company offering

computerized services for libraries. This service

reduces costs considerably through economies of
scale; a book is cataloged once and the informa-
tion rs made available to others at a unit price of
$1.87 per book. To date, ten libraries in the sys-

,tem, are buying OCLC cataloging information.
Another four have recently joined. Participation
by t'lle smaller libraries is usually not cost- effec-

tive. If, however, all-libraries in the system pooled.

their cataloging budgets, each could receive
OCLC cataloging data cost-effectively.

An important and substantial by-product is the

storage of this cataloging data on computer tape,
providing the basis for a common, on-line data
base for ready access and use by all the libraries in
the system. As of this writing, only the University
of Lowell and soon the University of Massachu-
setts- Medical School-Worcester; have made use
of their OCLC data in this manner. The Universi-

ty of Massachusetts-Amherst has developed its

own computerized cataloging system and is plan-

ning a more complete system in cooperation with
four private colleges in the Amherst area. The

A

, . .

data may also be used for interlibrary loans-for
circulation processes, and for management infor- '_

mation. The estimated cost of providing OCLC
cataloging for the entire system, based on FY
'1981 book acquisition, is $100,000.

The Circulatioll, Process
,. ,

A library which circulates 100,060 volumes in

one year will actually record double that many
transactions, for it must not only record check-

outs but check-ins. Each of these books must be
moved, shelved, or otherwise handled several
times. Exact records must be kept on what books

:are in circulation and who has them. If books are

not returned on time, overdue notices Must be
sent. Thus 100,000 circulations may mean several
hundred thousand transactions; all handled man-

ually a labor intensive and costly process.
Many libraries throlighout the country have

computerized this process. In the Massachusetts
system, only the University of Lowell has irv.-
stalled state-of:the art equipment for this process.
The system is -expected to improve labor costs,
but unilateral use of a computerized system of this

sort is not as cost-effective as one which serves a

number of libraries jointly.
The large number of transactions which take

plaCe provide the potential. for excellent data on

what happens to the books thAt are purchased.
For example, if all books in the collections were
grouped according to academic disciplines, and if

the circula Led books were grouped in the same,,
way, an excellent tool for fibrary accountability
would be :created. It could be determined hovi.,

well the- collections match demand in each disci-

pline, and reallocation could be done according-
ly. Studies in other s stems haVe I'mcovered in-

stances where some ( isciplines ha had a great
need for books and /journals while others could
barely make use of what was purch,%d. Such
inequity is costly and demoralizini, ior : any dis-

ciplines. . ,
,, .

The computerized catalogi,ig:;i1L,,,i des,;ribed

above also per,Mits computc; izat:uu ,I c; ,-,,:..i-

Lion. Reduction of -labor costkb,.ountability.
increased availability of book IV" C,-*-rfici:.n:

inventory are only a few of the FC! '': i.,! i n r rovv.-

ments offered by state -of-the- ,rt ';? --f 1,-

ogy.
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Interlibrary Lending

American libraries have loaned books to each
other for many years, but until recently the pro-
cess of finding a book was tedious. Introduction
of OCLC has enabled libraries to identify loca-
tions almost instantly. Along with cataloging in-
formation, OCLC also provides the names of
libraries owning the book. The most important
benefits are time saving and the sharing of books,
a cost-saving incentive. Obviously, if all libraries
in the Massachusetts system had access to OCLC,
much less duplication of collections would be
required. The 14 MCCLPHEI libraries.now sub-
scribing to the OCLC system may also subscribe
to its interlibrary loan system. OCLC's unit
charge for an inter-library loan transaction is.
$1.48; this compares to the average price of a
book, which is $25:00. If MCCLPHEI libraries
borrow a mere 10,000 books, they would obtain
$250,000 worth of books for only $14,800.

A past achievement of MCCLPHEI called
WILL' (Walk-in interlibrary loan) permits any
student in the 30 institutions to walk in to any
library and borrow a book with no special permit
other than an enrollment identification card. Un-
fortunately, the studen$ must go to the library to
find out whether it has the needed book. Installa-
tion of OCLC throughout the system would elim-
inate that constraint.
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Conclusions

There are many advantages to increased coor-
dination and the development Of a system-wide
library network within higher education in Mas-
sachusetts. Elements of such a system would in-
clude: (1) the systematic assignment of collection-
building responsibility strictly according to aca-
demic programs; (2) the acquisition of books
strictly according to'use; (3) serials subscriptions
according to utility curves; (4)_on-line cataloging
(OCLC);15) on-line catalog access by each library
to the books and journals in every other library;
(6) on-line circulation, providing inventory con-
trol in each library, and information in one li-
brary as to whether a book is in circulatiogin any
other library; (7) the expansion of on-line biblio-
graphic searching and instant access to thousands
of serials; and (8) on-line interlibrary loans and an
increase in reciprocal borrowing.

To one degree or another, these developments
already are taking place, some of them rapidly,
but all are piecemeal and uncoordinated.

A coordinated library system would be a prac-
tical, creative, and.cost-effective response to the
existing need for library resources in schools of
higher education in this state. The Committee
endorses the implenientation of such a venture.
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